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PREFACE

This Summary aport brings together in brief form the
findings of two rather extensive and detailed studies: one con-
cerned with practices of state departments of education in the
field of audiovisual and new educational media, known as the
States Audiovisual Education Study7 and the othez, with state
laws affecting audiovisual education, The States Audiovisual
Education Study, the summary of which occupies by far the larger
portion of this report, was originally published in 1963 in two
volumes under the title, Practices of State De artments of Edu-
cation in New Educational Media Audiovisual Education During

and-Ehe investigation of state eg s ation affecting
au IEVIsual education, published in 1962 in threevolumes, was
entitled State Laws on Audiovisual Media of Instruction in Public
Schools ana on Estabiis sient of = rucat ona Te ev s on S at ons
TbaiiNctiofiiiiiIiiji71. Certain aspects of the first-mentioned
study were updated for 1964-65 at the request of the Association
of Chief State School Audiovisual Officers and the data thus
obtained are presented in relationship to earlier findings of the
1960-61 study. However, scope of the present project permitted
only limited updating of audiovisual education activities (for
1964-65) in the 50 states and tha sampling of current practices
in but a few states. These updated materials appear in Chapter 4
of this report.

The original States Audiovisual Education Study involved a
large staff and required more than two years for its completion.
In contrast, only four part-time professional persons have served
on the staff of the Summary Report project scheduled for completion
within a year--as provided in Contract No. 0E-5-16-008 between
the U. S. Offir,a of Education and the Sacramento State College
Foundation and funded under Title VII B, NDEA,

As would be expected: it has been necessary to take certain
liberties in selecting items, extracting data, and reorganizing
the materials from these two studies (which total more than 2,800
pages) for this Summar Report. However, every effort has bean
made to preserve t e integrity of the original studies,

While it is not possible to list the names of several hundred
persons who contributed in various ways to the original States
Audiovisual Education' Study, appreciation is expressed to them
for their help. Their cooperation made possible the earlier re-
search study upon which this report is primarily based. Likewise,
many persons and groups have assisted in the preparation of this
Summary Rtport. For their assistance, support and encouragement
we extend grateful appreciation to the following groups and
individuals:

* Council of Chief State School Officers who supported the
request for making a study of the new educational media/
audiovisual education activities in state departments of
education,

iii



* Association of Chief State School Audio-Visual Officers
who assisted in updating certain portions of the original
study and who also requested that the .....Surarm.r.a_12mr,.t. be
prepared.

The Department of Audiovisual Instruction (NW for
supporting a request for a Summary Report of the earlier
studies.

Members of the Summary Report Advisory Committee for their
counsel about items to be included in this report,

Seerley Reid, formerly Assistant Director, Educational
Media Branch, U. S. Office of Education, who drew attention
to the need for making the original States Audiovisual
Education Study; to U.S,O.E0 staff members, Thomas D.
Clemens and Hugh F. McXeegan, who encouraged the drafting
of the proposal which made preparation of the Summary
Report possible; and to Gertrude G. Broderick, Educa-
cational Media Specialist, the Project Monitor, who has
been most helpful in making suggestions to the authors
which have not only saved time, but given direction
to its development; and to Thomas I. Gunn, Manager of
the Sacramento State College Foundation, for his
administrative assistance in carrying the Summaszamar5.
operations forward,

Laurence D. Kearney, Administrative (Legal) Advisor,
California State Department of Education, for his sug-
gestions for summarizing the legal study and his careful,
painstaking review of the condensation before its
inclusion in this report.

Lee S Campion, Carolyn Crawford, Paul S. Flynn, James E.
Harbin, Dale C. Hartzlerc C. L. Kessler, Marcus Konick, .

Clyde K. Miller, L. J. Olsen, John H. Persell, Harry J.
Skelly, Fred L. Villa, and Robert C. Wheeler, who as state
department of education officials responsible for audio-
visual education activities assisted in interviews
covering their respeptive states.

Harold Caldwell, James Hardie, Anna L. Iher, Marcus
konick, Barry Morris, Henry C. Ruark, Jr., and Fred L.
Villa who reviewed the draft copy of the .....91SummEmEt.

James W, Brown and Elizabeth S. Noel,. members of the
Summary Re rt staff, for their work in writing norttnns
off' t ae report and editing the entire manuscript; Ruth
Noel for compiling and checking much of the data; Ruth
Aubrey and Lanita Lane for the preparation of the
graphics; and finally to Kate Pemberton for typing and
proofing the entire report.

As the Summar Re rt goes to press, it is anticinted it may
become availa e on m cro ilm from the MB. Mite Dissemination
Branch for further information,)

iv

Francis W. Noel

Kenneth D. Norberg
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Chapter 1

BACXGROUND TO THE REPORT

Our nation's total edmational effort is greater today than
during any comparable period in history. Reforms are occurring
rapidly as nearly every aspect of education is examined. There
is serious effort at all levels to improve traditional offerings
and methods of teaching and to introduce needed innovations for
the benefit of students now crowding into our schools,

Changes are occurring not only in the content of education
but in the means of instruction. A new technology of education
is seen to be developing--a technology that focuses on the in-
creased communicative power of improved audiovisual media, In-
creased attention to these technological tools has proved to be
a boon to teaching at all levels.

State departments of education, as the constitutional agencies
responsible for the over-all direction of school programs, must con-
cein themselves with these changes. State department of education
staff members (particularly those responsible for various audiovisual
services and activities) have expressed need for more information
concerning state level practices, trends, and problems of this
technology. The significance of thig need is further emphasized
by several other recent developments and especially by the series

I
Reference is made here to the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act of 1965 (P. L. 89-10), the Economic Opportunity Act (P. L. 88-
452) and the National Defense Education Act, Extension and
Revision (P,L, 88 -665).

SolimmosVsZevarirmsimswasNO.

of national legislative endctmehte that have served to intensify-
their interest ih edUcational media activities generally,

These growing interests in the orderly development and im-
provement of audiovisual education practices and services of state
departments of education thus prompted publication of this Summary
Report of an earlier study known as the States Audiovisual Education
isiraT(18yES Stugy) , First published frin3771176-Flagaive

2
The SAVES Stud (also called the SAVES Re rt) was conducted by
the Sc ool o ucation of the Univers y of 'southern California
between March 1961 and January 1963, pursuant to Contract SAE-
9415 under Title VII-B of the National Defense Education Act of
1958, administered by the United States Office of Education of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, This research
study was titled, Practices of State Departments of Education
in New Educational

an II

1=11111,111.11/, 41111Mgmr 41.311:ENV 11101111111111116M101111W11111111.31,

volumes, the original report contains detailed analyses and infor-
mation regarding audiovisual (new educational media) programs
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operating in each of the 50 states, Although that study still serves
as a reference point in the developmental sequence of the state pro-
grams in this field, its usability-is somewhat restricted by the
detailed comprehensiveness of its coverage and the limited avail-
ability of copies. Dissemination of selected information from the
earlier SAVEE Study in a Summary Report thus appears to be needed.
Such information may serve many useful purposes related to planning,
developing policies for, improving, and evaluating educational
media activities in state departments of education. Media specialists,
college instructors, school administrators, and those interested in
research may also find such data of value,

Purposes2ftb Summary Report

The Summary Report provides a variety of data and interpre-
tations of data. Specifically, it:

* Describes the research design and procedures employed in
the original SAVES Study (Chapter 1);

* Examines and discusses certain 1960-61 national patterns
of new educational media activities in the 50 state de-
partments of education, with special attention to: (a)
organization and finance, (b) leadership activities, (c)
operational services and activities, (d) research and
development, and (e) regulatory activities (Chapter 2);

* Reports 1960-61 opinions and observations of state depart-
ment of education- personnel in the 50 states concerning
growth, needs, problems, and anticipated future develop-
ments in the educational media field (Chapter 3);

* Compares the 1960-61 and 1964-65 plan of organization and
activities for new educational media in five selected
states (Hawaii, California, Connecticut4, Pennsylvania,
and New York) (Chapter 4);

* Compares selected aspects of the 1960-61 and 1964-65
status of and significant changes in new educational
media programs in the 50 states on the basis of responses
to a questionnaire circulated to and completed by members
of the Association of Chief State School Audiovisual
Officers (ACSSAVO) and containing items identical with
the earlier SAVES Study questionnaire (Chapter 4);

* Summarizes and comments on legislation (as of 1960-61)
affecting new educational media activities in the 50
states (Chapter 5);

* Discusses and comments on the research findings reported
in this summary (Chapter 6).

Abbreviations and S ecial Terms Used

To save space and avoid needless repetition, the following
abbreviations and terms are used throughout this reports

* SDE designates the State Department of Education, chief .

administrative school unit of each state government



(used for both single and plural references). The tern
"department" is used here to indicate the entire chief
state school agency.

SAVES is an abbreviation for the States Audiovisual
lailcation Study, also referred to as the SAVES project
or the SAVES Study, The published findings of this
research prantircho etc 04.a*Amk rilusm=9.4.meAnfm VAII^a=

tion in New Educe ona Me a la ov aua .uca on
During 1791=77/Giumes I and II, are called the SAVES
Report,

NEMIAV is an abbreviation for educational media and/or
audiovisual education, Although new educational media
(NEM) were a prime concern of the SAVES project because
of contract obligations and the impact of the National
Defense Education Act (NDEA), audiovisual (AV) education
was also included because this proved to be the most
common term used in state departments of education for
the activities invaved. NEM/AV specifically refers to
such media and instructional tools as open- and closed-
circuit educational television (ETV), radio, motion
pictures, programmed materials with or without teaching
machines, tape recordings, overhead projectors, language
laboratories, as well as some of the more conventional
audiovisual instructional materials (charts, exhibits,
filmstrips, slides, maps, globes, and study prints) and
projection equipment.

ACSSAVO refers to the Association of Chief State School
ridiovisual Officers. Members of this association (with
only a few exceptions) are professional staff members of
the SDE who are responsible for NEM/AV programs,

3

USOE is an abbreviation for the United States Office of
Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Earlier Studies of New Media Activities State Departments

Two earlier surveys of state audiovisual education programs
reported the status of audiovisual education. In 1947, the
research division of the National Education Association investi-
gated functions of bureaus and agencies responsible for audiovisual
activities at the state level, the personnel involved, and budget-
ary expenditures, .3

A few of the states reported briefly, on plans
31121:MININIUMNINNOM.

3
Audio-Visual Staff and Or anization in State De artments of
Education, Research Division, VIA, February 9

for future development. Results of this unpublished study, re-
ported more fully in Volume II, Appendix C of the SAVES &sat,
showed that at that time (1947)8

1. Only eleven states had a "special unit" responsible for
audiovisual education,

2, nine states had a separate budget allotment exclusively



for the audiovisual program, The largest amount appropriated toa central office. was $120,000 in Ohio. However, in California
where the program was decentralized, more than $800,000 in state
funds were allocated to offices of county superintendents of
schools earmarked for audiovisual education services These werein addition to funds for the department's 'Bureau of Audiovisual
Education.

3. The largest nimble*r of pvfeisetonal audiovisual workersin any single State office.wasfour.
4, Nine states distributed audiovisual materials to localschool systems.

.5. Nine states and Hawaii (then a territory) were endeav-ering "to promote interest in audiovisual instruction" among
educators in their. area.

6, Ten states"advised teachers on the use of audiovisualaids."

7. Seven states and Hawaii reported that they reviewed
motion pictures and "listed those suitable fox use by schools,"

8. Seven states and Hawaii, inspected audiovisual equipmentand "listed items suitable for purchase by schools."
9, Two states prepared and broadcast school radio programs.

A second status study4 conducted in 1957 by the 0ffLne of
1111...=1111k4

Audiovisual Education in State D tments of Education, Visual
ucat on Sery 0 ce of E ucat on, Urn' ed Sta ringpartment

of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D. C., July 1957.
While some of the items discussed here are similar to those in the
NBA study, the two studies are not comparable statistically sincewording of the questions was dissimilar, and the number of states
responding to questions varied for different items.

VG1:11101M11:111N101111111/

Education (USOE) sought to provide: (1) a national overview ofthe various ways in which state departments of education providedaudiovisual education leadership, and (2) a state-by-state com-
parison of the performance of such functions and services. This
survey obtained binary and quantitative responses to specific
questions about such items as leadership and operational services,
regulatory functions, staff organization, personnel qualificationsand financial provisions, Quantitative in nature, the data 'ierepresented in summery tables, The principal findings of this
unpublished study showed that:

111111111111111M311111MIIIII ....1progwo

The preliminary report of this study in summary ,form, the only
report available, is reproduced in Volume II, Appendix C ,5f theSAVES Report.

lu Twenty-one states had an "organizational unit" devotedto audiovisual education,
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2. On a national basis, 42 full-time professional staff
members were assigned to audiovisual education responsibilities.

3. Eight states reported having an identifiable budget for
audiovisual education activities,

4. Twenty-seven states distributed audiovisual materials to
scho61 districts,

5. Forty-five states advised teachers and administrators on
the use of audiovisual education materials.

6. One state reported having published standards or recom-
mendations concerning specifications for audiovisual education
equipment; 47 states reported they did not.

7. Forty-five states reported state aid funds to local
school distrtcts which could be used for audiovisual purposes,

8. Twenty-seven states prepared and published during the
previous two years a publication dealing in some way with audio-
visual education.

The NE& study (1947) marked an historical first effort to
provide a nationwide accounting of the organization and activities
in audiovisual education in state departments of education. The
1957 U. S. Office of Education survey signified a second attempt
to provide a national overview of audiovisual education in state
departments of education. These two studies served to stimulate
audiovisual activities in state education offices as they became
the bases of discussion in professional conferences; they gave
needed direction to the expansion of such functions and services
at the state level. They also suggested a number of important
areas in need of further study; these were included in the third
and most comprehensive investigation, the States Audiovisual
Iducation Study, summarjzed and partially updated in this
iblication.

The States Audiovisual EducaqoaltaLAMEREI

The purpose of the 1960-61 States Audiovisual Education Study
(SAVES) was "... to describe current practices and activities of
the fifty state departments of education related to new educaticnal
media and audiovisual education ( AV) and possible future
trends in these areas of Iducation," The status of each state

NIONN/DENII=NIMENOWN/N. 4111111111.MMIINI

Practices of State Departments of Education in New Educational
nalitaugialasuaI Educaer6ii=nrir65.6,vohapter I, p. 1.

program and the nature of certain discernible national patterns
were to be described in detail, but omitting directcomparleotis of
states.

Research Desi n.. The research design of the SAVES project was
based on use of an i8 -item questionnaire to be answered by the
appropriate state school officer in each of the 50 states. A
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follow-up personal interview was also used. The schedule of
questions for each personal interview was prepared from a master
interview schedule which developed in greater detail the infor-
mation requested in the questionnaire but tailored the interview
questions to preliminary responses provided earlier by each state.
Additionally, several questions were developed which requesced the
°pintails ,Of State department, of education of on the develop-
ment and future of new educational media at state and national
levels. All 50 states completed and returned questionnaires and
cooperated in completing the interview phase of the study. In
addition, SDE officers provided many different state publications
which were used later as confirming and clarifying documents.
Reports of NEM/AV legal provisions in all 50 states, a study7

7
John W. Connelly, Jr State
Instruction in Public Schools
e evis on S a ons, U. . 0

cal the Connellt. is

Laws on Audio-Visual Media of
and on Establishment of Educational
ce o ucation711177This s udy
summarized in Chapter 5 of this report,

completed under a separate NDEA contract, were also available as
supporting documents.

Processing the data derived from the SAVES project took two
directions, one descriptive and one tabular. Descriptive reports
for each state followed a standard format based on broad functions
exercised by state departments of education. Tabular data pro-
vided information from which national patterns of state activities
were derived. Opinions of respondents, summarized according to
similarity of ideas, gave the basis for assessing expected national
changes and state needs in the NEM/AV field as perceived by res-
pondents. Findings of the study were reviewed by the project staff
in an eaort to identify and discuss factors, problems, practices,
and needs bearing importantly on the role of state departments of
education in new educational media and audiovisual education
activities. This last portion of the study (Volume I, -Chapter V,
SAV735.122ar0 was subjective in nature,

SAVES- Questionnaire and Interview Schedule. The SAVES
questionnaire was concerned with leadership and regulatory

=ftmonemba

SAVES Report, Vol. II, Appendices, Appendix D, pp. 1-2.
ONINIIIIIMM11.111111.11.0.1.111111====,

WARM! MM.

functions and services of state departments of education. It gave
special attention to those capable of affecting classroom uses of
new educational media. Questions in Part A of the questionnaire,
for example, dealt with the following aspects of state department
of education "new media" activities:

I. Advice to local school personnel, by department specialists,
on classroom uses of new educational media,

2, Consideration of new educational media in curriculum
planning and the preparation of courses of study.

3. Conferences and workshops on the classroom uses of new
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educational media,

4. Uses of new educational media in other conferences and
workshops conducted by the department.

5, Consideration of the use of new educational media equip-
ment and materials as a factor in the accreditation.of public schools.

Consideration of competency in the use of new educational
media equipment as a factor in the certification of school personnel.

7. Provision for the use of new educational media equipment
and materials in school plant and equipment standards.

8. Grants to local school districts to be used for the pur-
chase of new educational media equipment and materials.

9. Preparation of publications for teachers or administrators
on uses of new educational media.

10. Collection of statistics on uses of new educational
media in public schools.

11. Production of new educational media for classroom use.

12. Distribution of new educational media materials to public
schools.

13. Creation or sponsorship of broadcast or closed-circuit
educational television programs.

14. Conduct of activities concerned with teaching machines
and programmed learning.

Part B of the SAVES questionnaire asked respondents for
explicit information on the organization, personnel, and financing
of the SDE unit or units devoted to NEM/AV activities, "Yes" and
"No" replies to questions were followed by other requests for
further specific information, more detailed explanations, and/or
supporting documents or publications.

The purpose of personal interviews with appropriate SAE
officers, which followed the return of questionnaires, was to
build on the information reported on the earlier questionnaire.
For these interviews, questions from a 76-page master interview
schedule9 were used. These were selected according to the nature

,ILA 11111.21

9
muslimort, Vol, II, Appendices, Appendix D, pp, 20-97,

of specific state responses to individual questionnaire items. In
general, when a state officer responded "Yes" to a questionnaire
item, a series of questions was used to obtain the full details
of the specific activity involved. In general, when the state
responded "No" to the questionnaire item, a different series of
questions was used to develop details of alternatives used by the
SDE in the specific activity involved.

Domple. Questionnaire item 1 of Part A follows:

1, Leadership services to schools
Do State Department of education personnel, in providing
leadership services to public elementary and secondary schools,
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normally advise teachers and administrators on the classroom
uses of new educational media?

Yes NO
If "yes": CHECK (' ) the phrase which most nearly describes
who provides such services.

Department staff generally
New educational media staff primarily, others occasionally
Maw catitirfai-i^n=1 nne1412 staff only

If the respondent answered "Yes" and checked "Department staff
generally", as the phrase most nearly describing who provided such
services, in the personal interview he would be asked the following
additional questions selected from the master interview schedule:

In your answers to the questionnaire you indicated the depart-
ment staff, in general, provides advice to teachers and admin-
istrators in the classroom uses of new educational media.
Could you provide some additional information regarding these
staff members?

1. What general title would you apply to the staff members
who give advice regarding new educational media? Would you
indicate the number of persons involved and whether they are
part-time or full-time in the position indicated by title?

Number of Number of
Full-time Part-time
Staff Staff

a. General Supervisors.............
b. Subject-Matter Supervisors......
C. Department Staff Consultants....
d. Professional Specialists

(Finance, School Plant, etc.)....
e. Outside Consultants (non-staff

members)00000.000000 OOOOOOOOOOOO
f. Others
g.

mals....11MICISSI:14.11111

..1111=110.1MMINC.

a1111111.10T.SEMIM711122MININOWN

foGollwalMIwaywomINIIIIO

2. For the staff members indicated, what would you estimate
as the average number of times each staff member provided
advice and assistance regarding new educational media for
teachers and administrators? Consider only the number of
times the asaistance would require approximately four hours
of the staff member's time; estimate the number of services
rendered in a twelve-month period.
a. Average number of services per staff member
b, Unable to estimate OOOOO OOOOOOOOO ............
3. Would you estimate the average number of school units
each of the staff members indicated above is responsible for
serving in the course of regular duties throughout a twelve-
month period?

Interviewer: klazi==y non - duplicating categories for any one
e 93p.e.tEsonnelv.
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a. C....Regions served by 4L....of

01....Total Regions in State
b. # Counties Served by

--715erstonria-TrET57----
Total Counties in State

c. 447--Elementary Districts served by
TRYFFEEtrw-

#....Total Elementary Districts in State
Title)
41..Secondary Districts; served by *of

-70ionnel
Secondary Districts in State.

ITEle)
41...Combined Districts (Elem. and Sec.) served by

Trelsci11W
( L....Unable to estimate districts served

d.

e.

f.

4. The requests for advice regarding new educational
media probably come in a number of ways. Could you give
some ranking or percentage estimates which would indicate
the major and minor sources of requests for help?

a.

b.

Sources of requests for help-
with new educational media come
to the attention of department staff

Mail and/or phone inquiries
to department,
Staff members visits to local
districts OOOO ....................

c. School personnel visits to
departments . OOOOOO .................

d. Informal contacts at meetings OOO OO .
e. Other sources
f.

Ranking or
Percentage of
Requests from
Sources

If the reply was "No" to the questionnaire item 1, the respondent
was asked during the personal interview this set of questions:

In your answers to the questionnaire you indiCated that no
department personnel would normally advise teachers and
administrators on the classroom use of new educational media.
Could we refer, directly to the copies of the questionniare
and check this?

1. Would you read the questionnaire again and indicate
your response at this time?

a. Response is the same: "No" to the main question
in 1. Continue with the questions directly
below on this page.

b. Response is lia2#141PP.LAWL92.1.19EgAYli
Refer to the Interview Schedule, IteM...1, Code X. 3

c. .....Reiponse is "New edUcational media staff
rimarily and others Occasional ," Refer

to the Interview Soiled e,..Itet 1, Code 1.4
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d. Response is "New educational media staff 2121y."
Refer to the nramormsmarc7mic17adde 1.5

2. Could you clarify the situation regarding no personnel
providing new educational media _advice to teachers and
administrators? Would you say this because... oemosto
a. Local schools would be able to handle

the eituation.,..
b. There are insufficient requests to justify

providing such a service... 400000000000 mssrmomemmco No qualified department personnel
are available to render this service
to teachers and administrators 060000000 asurmommd. There are few new educational media
devices and materials in the schools
so such service would not be
normally requested... . OOOOO ..e......... ii

A second phase of the personal interview directed attention
to departmental policies or attitudes toward various aspects of
the new educational media situation. Policy-oriented questions
related toil (1) centralization or decentralization of materials
distribution centers, (2) production of materials for local
school use, and (3) relationship of SDE educational media
activities to professional NEM/AV organizations.

Attitudinally-oriented questions were also employed. These
related to estimates of amount of interest in and attitudes toward
the use of educational television, teaching machines and pro-
grammed learning, language laboratories, overhead projection and
8mm sound motion pictures on the parts of teachers, administrators,
and supervisors throughout the state.

A third phase of the interview focused on personal opinions
of the interviewee about observed trends in NEM/AV activities in
his state on the basis of changes believed to have taken place
during the preceding fifteen years,

The final phase of the personal interview sought to collect
opinions from each respondent concerning future developments or
major changes believed likely to occur in the NEM/AV field
nationally in the next ten years, and in the light of these
projected changes, to identify the principal NEM/AV needs of his state.
This part of the interview, recorded on tape, was relatively un-
structured; respondents were assured their statements would remain
completely anonymous.

Data obtained fram the use of these questionnaire items and
interview procedures were tabulated, analyzed, and presented
in the final SAVES Report as:

1. A summary, in descriptive and tabular form, of national
patterns of the activities in state departments of edu-
cation. The national patterns included SEC evaluations
of teacher and administrator interest in currently
prominent educational media and an assessment of
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ctanges related to the growth of NEWAV over the past
afteen years. (Chapter ix, Iminummt)

,.

2. Fifty descriptive reports-e-one for each state--of its
L', /AV activities and services, Individual state re-
ports included a summary of replies to the policy-
oriented questions, (Chapter III, SAYS tima)

3. A summary, together with descriptive tables, of expected
NFM/AV developments in the national scene and state
needs in this field. (Chapter IV,: IMEARgRat)

4. A discussion, based on the lindings of the study of
factors, problem, practices and .needs that might affect
future PV /AV developments in state departments of edu-
cation as seen by the SAVES project staff, (Chapter V,
SAVES ts22a)

5, A source list of selected NEWAV publications by state
departments of education which.had been used as supporting
documents for the study.. (Chapter VI, SAVESRgeat)

272AAY1§gln9141ILIIIOISIGTS011.9121.0 While the
regular 1 bit-iii4E5i-itaff-dfthiRaeMOidlict was small, more
than two-hundred persons were involved, in one way or another, in
planning and conducting the study and in completing the final
report. Individuals, organizations, and groups served in the
following capacities:

10prolscLatia. The director who administered the project
41Mmemmw 4.1.1111011.111MMOIMMEAZIMIMIO.

SAVES Project Staff: Francis Me. Noel, rector and Principal
Investigator; Sidney C. Eboch, Project Manager; Elizabeth 'S; Noel,
Research Associate: Paul V. Robinson, Reseairch Associates Desmond
P. Wedberg, Administrative Assistant. Field Interviewers: James
W. Brown, Bernard R. Kantor,. Irving R. Melbo, Barry V. Morris,
Elizabeth. S. Noel, Francis W. Noel, ..Paul V. Robinson, ,Graphic
Artist: Dennis C. Dailey,

also served as principal investigator, He and a professional
staff of four persons were responsible for developing question-
naire and interview schedulest..conducting,interviews, analyzing.
and summarizing data, preparing state_Supparies, andyriting and
editing working drafts and the final report. To complete the
staff, secretarial assistance, egitionaljnterviewers, and a
graphic artist were also.employed as needed. The organization
chart for the SAVES staff appears in Figure 1.

* U. S. Office of Education and Universit' of Southern
California. Responsibility for cnrryingsout'the.study

TISpecifically, Seerley Reid, Assistant Director, Educational'
Media Branch, U. S, Office of Education, Washington, D. C. and
Irving R. Menlo, Dean, School of Education, University of SaUthern
California, Los Angeles, California, .
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within the framework of governmental and institutional
policies and procedures was shared by the U. S. Office
of Education and the University of Southern California,

* Advisor Committee, Twenty-eight offic ers and repre-
sentatives of nat oval organizations, the U. S, Office
of EdOcation, institutions of higher education, and
industries in the NEM/AV field comprised the SAVES
Advisory Committee. This group developed guidelines to
determine the kinds cf information needed and approaches
to be used in conducting the study, it recommended, for
example, that the status of each state NEM/AV program he
described and that national patterns and trends in the
NEM/AV field be identified. The group concurred with
officials of the USOE and recommended against making
direct comparisons of state programs,

* Research Wnsultant Committee.12 Three specialists from
Ime110, .......12S

Report, Vol. 1, 1)0 iii lists their names.

the University of Southern California (a Research con-
sultant Committee) helped to develop the research design,
to check the validity of proposed techniques, and to
brief interviewers on proper interview procedures.

* Consulting.ppecialists, 13
Twelve persons, selected for

13

13SAVES Re ort, Vol, 1, pp, vii-viii, lists the names of these
consu tants,

..A11101.0Milloase.

their knowledge in the NEM/AV field, consulted on call
with the SAVES staff concerning special aspects of the
study. They also provided a critical review of the pro-
posed questionnaire. Some of these same individuals also
served as members of the Advisory Committee.

* State De artment of Education Personnel.14 Officers and

ITIbid., pp, vii-xvii,

staff members of 50 state departments of education com-
pleted the questionnaire, participated in the personal
interviews, and supplied supporting documents. They also
reviewed and commented upon the descriptive summary for
each state and the working draft of the final report.
Some of these persons also acted as consultants and
advisors to the SAVES project staff.

Phases of the SAVES. St, u, Operationally, the SAVES project
had three phases, as follows: (1) design of the research project
and activation of the necessary administrative organization, (2)
conduct of the study and processing of the data, and (3) prepar-
ation of the working draft, final report, and related appendices.

Several principal steps in carrying out the SAVES Study may
be identified as follows:
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........x._.thePlannirltxaL. The purpose and scope of the study, the
research design aud procedures were developed cooperatively by the
Project Director with representatives of the USOE, the NEM/AV
Consulting Specialists, the SAVES Advisory Committee, and the
University of Southern California Research Consultant Committee.
The School of Education of the University of Southern California(the sponsoring institution was responsible for the professional
direction of the project; administration, of the project followedthe University's business procedures, The Project Director
selected the staff upon recommendations from the School of Education.

ConductLea.the Zia, The project staff in cooperation withthe USOE preparerneiguestionnaire whJch was approved by theBureau of the Budgets The interview schedule was prepared by

By executive order, the Bureau of the Budget (Treasury Depart-ment) was recuired to approve all questionnaires circulated to
more than nine states by federal agencies or their contractors.

the SAVES Project staff, Questionnaires were sent to the 50
state aWatiiiag of education and following their return the SDE
respondents were interviewed at length by field interviewers.
Questionnaire and interview data were tabulated and analyzed asa basis for developing national patterns. Summaries of data and
information obtained from the interviews were prepared to a
standard format and sqbmitted to state respondents for correction
and approval.

Previous studies were aneLyzed for the purpose of trying to
make a comparison with the findings of the SAVES Pro ect, but thisproved to be impossible. SDE publications w c4 ac een sub-
mitted were reviewed for possible inclusion in a bibliogeephy or
source list,

Preparing the Working Draft and Final Report, Compiling,
analyzing, and reporting data were tasks shared by the entire
professional staff. Writing and editing the working draft werelargely the responsibility of three staff members--the Project
Director and two Research Associates. The working draft was
submitted to all SDE respondents for review and comment.

The findings and recommendations of the study comprised
Volume I of the final report16 (634 pages), The appendices

ApolIMINI~MEIN16
It is anticipated t1at the final report of the SAVES Study maybe obtained on microfilm from the USOE. (Write Dissemination

Branch, USOE, for information.)

441
were published in a separate and second volume (448.pages).
Included in the Appendices were: discussions of two earlier re-
search studies (summarized in this chapter); the working papersof the SAVES Prgiact; the reprint of the final chapter from the
study of state 144i-related to NEM/AV and educational television;
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and comments and reactions received from SDE respondents about the
working draft of the study, The final report (Volumes.I and II),
was transmitted to the U. S. Office of Education in January, 1963,

SVc2tStateIoac.....gsPertaininci'.....m._to Educational Media Activities

Concurrent with the SAVES proiect was a separate investi-
gation of State Laws -on Audiovisual Media of Instruction in Public
Schools anaaEMETIMWET:UrITEEETIRNTllia=517167057E7s7r7

17A study in two volumes, conducted by John W, Connelly, Jr.,
under MBA Contract OE 2-1-003, Office of Education,U, S. De-
partment of Heelth, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D. C., 1962.

conducted under Title VII-B of the National Defense Education Act
of 1958. The extensive findings and discussion of legal foun-
dations for state activities in new educational media and audio-
visual education are summarized in Chapter 5 of this somaryjmate

To show various ways in which growth has taken place since
1960-61 any to indicate possible trends in NEM/AV developments at
the state .revel, this report, in addition to summarizing the orig-
inal States Audiovisual Education Study, (1) describes the NEM/AV
activities in five states (limited sampling) for 1960-61 together
with updated (1964-65) information on these activities, (2) presents
in tabular form updated information for selected items in the
earlier SAVES questionnaire, and (3) discusses the significant
developments in the various states as reported in the updating
questionnaire, (See Chapter 4.)

Procedures for updating the SAVES Remst included the follow-
ing steps:

* Distribution to all SO states by ACSSAVO of a question-
naire for 1964 -65 which (a) included items identical to
those in the 1960-61 questionnaire0.8 (b) called for a

18
A11 references to materials for use in the interviews in the

original questionnaire were omitted from the 1964-65 version,

41111111111, olomaissem OMNI .os

.111=111.00, l0/1/NemORNONr

listing of significant NEM/AV developments since 1960-617
(c) contained three questions concerning the influence
of NBEA on NEM/AV programs; and (d) requested any infor-
mation which the Sla had released about plans to imple-
ment the Element7xy and Secondary Education Act of 1965
(Public Icaw 89-10) ,

* Personal interviews by the Project Director and Editorial
Director with SDE personnel responsible for NEM/AV
activities in thirteen states, from which five were
selected for the descriptive reports of their NEM/AV
programs and activities contained in Chapter 4 of this
Summary Report,
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* Processing of data obtained frcm ACSSAVO question-
naire and personal interviews for the purpose of updating
the original findings,

Comments and Recommendations1urina

The Summar Re ort project staff will, in the final chapter,
(1) discuTrEle fin ings of the SAVES project reported herein,
(2) comment upon Ni AV activities in the various states as re-
ported and as observed by staff members, (3) raise questions con-
cerning future developments in the field, and (4) make recom-
mendations which they consider to be pertinent and perhaps useful
to educators with NEM/AV responsibilities in state departments of
education and elsewhere.

Summary Report Ppo'ect Staff and Coo erating Groups

The Staff. A Director19 a Co-Director, an Editorial Director,

Tr =1111=IIMIliigallt20

Dr, Francis W. Noel, Project Director, was formerly Director
and Principal Investigator, SAVES project, and also the Chief of
the Bureau of Audiovisual Education, State Department of Education,
California.

Dr. Kenneth D. Norberg, Project Co- Director, was formerly
Department Editor, Audio-Visual Communication Review; Head of
the Title VII Program, V717BITice ErlailBaLion (1758-59),
Presently, he is Professor of Education and Coordinator of Audio-
Visual Services Sacramento State College, Sacramento, California,

Dr. James W. Brown, Editorial Director, served earlier as
Consultant and Ireld Interviewer for the SAVES project. He was
formerly Director of Teaching Materoioals, Virginia State Depart-
ment of Education. He is present y Dean of the Graduate Division,
San Jose State College, San Jose,,' California.

Elizabeth S. Noel, Editorial Associate, served earlier as
Research Associate for the original SAVES project. She was
formerly Curriculum Director, Yolo County (California) Public
Schools, Sacramento, California.

and an Editorial Assiate comprised the small part-time staff.
Other professional .and clerical personnel were employed as needed.

ACSSAVO. The Association of Chief State School Audiovisual
Officers as a group discussed the proposed Summaly Report and the
need for updaping the original SAVES questionnaire in all 50
states, if it were possible to do so. The organization distrib-
uted the updated questionnaire. Chapter 4 includes the updated
informatiOn which was obtained from the 46 states returning the
ACSSAVO/liuestionnaire. Members of this group were interviewed
along ,with other SDE personnel in states where interviews were held.

Advisory Committee. A small group comprised of
eaUcators who had been identified with SAVES and who
Aiented national organizations concerned with NEM/AV,

fifteen
also repre-
the U. S.
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Office of Education, institutions of higher education and persons
knowledgeable in the educational media field served on the
Advisory Committee.

Members of this group were asked. to indicate on a rating
scale the relative importance of the NEM/AV activities surveyed
in the original study for inclusion in the Summary Report. The
results showed wide differences of. opinion among the group with
no substantial agreement that one item was more important than
another, Most items were of particular importance to several of
the respondents. On the basis. of this samplimg of opinions the
Summar Re cat staff decided to summarize insofar as it was
pose b e al the activities reported in the original study.
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Chapter 2

NATIMAL-PATTERNS IN STATE DEPARTMENT

OF EDUCATION NEM/AV SERVICES

Many factors are known to influence the administration and
operation of state educational systems.; In this connection,
especially significant factors appear to be those pertaining to:
(a) geographythe physical environment of the area served, (b)
size and density of population, (c) the effects of tradition,
(d) ability to provide financial support, and (e) the effects of
legal provisions of applicable school laws.

Geographt and the Climate, terrain,
natural barriers, and the presence or absence of natural resources
are known to affect the manner in which state departments of
education discharge their responsibilities. The situation in
Maine, as reported for 1960-61 in the original SAVElatountil

MES 29art, Vol. I, Chapter V, p. 3.

is illustrative. There, dense forests and extreme cold with
heavy snows render nearly forty-four per cent of the state's land
area inaccessibae and nearly uninhabitable. The population is too
small and scattered to provide full support for municipal govern-
ment or local school districts. Thus, in effect, the SDE is
required to cperate, 'from tts state leval, a ningle school diztrict
administrative unit. Again, because the physical environment
makes it impractical to transport school children during 'most of
the year, those living along the northern border of Maine attend
(by contractual arrangements) nearby Canadian schools, taught in
French. This arrangement, in turn, makes it necessary for the
SAE to provide summer school classes in English and American
history for these same children.

Population Size and Density, Extreme variations of popu-
lation density also influence the character of education within a
state. An example of this fact is found in o/Ar second youngest and
largest state, Alaska, which in 1960 had a scriool enrollment of
46,929 pupils,, or .08 pupils per square mile, Rhode Island, on
the other hand, the smallest and one of the oldest states, had a
school'enrollment of 856,483 pupils, or more than 700 pupils per
square mile. Similar examination of the school system of each of
the 50 states would reveal that the organization, administration,
and supervision of its schools are directly affected by these
same differences of population density. Likewise, the curriculum
offerings, the availability of teachers, and the kinds and numbers
of instructional materials would. be found to be different for each.
Thus, it easy to understand why kits of study materials might
need to be sent to the homes of pupils in some parts of Alaska
for home study, whereas pupils in Rhode Island might have daily
access to enriched films and numbers of tapes from the SDE library.

Ttaditions. Traditions, folk-rays, and values held by people
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who make up a state's population also affect the role of the SDE
and the functions it performs. For instance, the vigorous and
traditional independence of local communities in the conduct of
educational affairs is found to be a factor bearing on the extent
of SDE leadership in a number of states. One New England SDE
official, in commenting on the problem of enforcing state school
building codes, said, "Law or not, we have to work with and through
tsic town meeting, It is often more powerful than the scbool board.
You just can't tell them they have to do anything, especially if
it's regarding their schools and you are from either the state or
federal government." Similarly, in a midwestern state an SDE
official quoted the president of the rural school board who said,
"We'd rather make our own nistakes than be told what to do by some
state official," In contrast, the SDE official in another state
remarked, "Our big-problem is, we just aan't keep up with the
requests for help from local and county school people; that goef
for both the professional educators, and the lay public as repre-
sented by boards of education. They feel it's sort of a business
partnership."

Ability to Provide Financial Support. A comparison of the
rank Mier drErrmal biggest per capita
income and three having the lowest per capita income with the
dollars each spends per pupil on education illustrates important
differences in the ability of states citizens to support an
adequate educational program (1960-61).

Rank Rank
per capita per pupil ;

income State e enditure

1 Delaware 5
2 Connecticut 15
3 Nevada 9

48 South Carolina 49
49 Arkansas 44
50 Mississippi 48

Again, by rank, a comparison of the three highest and three
lowest states in per-pupil-dollar-expenditures with the per
capita income of each reinforces this point.

Rank Rank
per pupil $ per capita
Pend tune State income

1 Alaska 8
2 New York 4
3 New Jersey .7

48 Mississippi 50
49 South Carolina 48
50 Alabama 47

LsIlell Provisions, State laws gcverning the responsibilities
and functions orEETIDE not only vary greatly as legal instru-
ments, but also in their effect on state educational programs. In
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the State of New York2 is constitutionally empowered torestablish,

2
The University of the State of New York and its Board of Regents

include the units which in other states are referred to as the
state board of education and the state department of education.

11

New York, for examplei the Board of Regents of the University of

govern, and operate the public educational system of that state;
thus, without legal reference to the governor and the state legis-
lature the University of the State of New York could and did
establish an educational television station in Mew York City.

In California, the State Board of Education and the.Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction (who is also the State Director of
Education as well as the administrative head of the California
State Department of Education) have no authority except that
specifically delegated to them by the state legislature. Thus,
the state education code (containing legislative enactments for
education) becomes the reference of educators in determining the
extent and nature of their educational authority and duties.
Since ETV was not mentioned in the education code the SDE was
required to go to the state legislature to seek enactment of laws
to grant it certain powers and responsibilities regarding educa-
tional television.

National Patterns of NE AV

National patterns of NEN/AV organization, practices, and
services in state departments of edu ''ati.on, as presented in the
original layE1.32arint,3 were based upon data assembled from mail

X0111116011=CMCIENN

3SAVEC le ma, Vol, I, Chapter II, pp. 1-115.

questionnaires and information reported from personal interviews
with SDE personnel. These were brought together in twenty tables
accompanied by comments for each. Only one of the twenty tables
reported data obtained from a single questionnaire item; fourteen
tables combined data secured from the questionnaires and inter-
views? five of the tables drew entirely upon information obtained
from personal interviews. National patterns, thus deve:oped, are
summarized in this chapter.

NE AV Activities in Each of the Fifty States Descriptions
of eac state s sery ces an ac v es or the year 1960-
61 were based on tabular and descriptive data drawn from question-
naires and interviews, These were reported 'Index four headings:
(1) NEM/AV Organization: Personnel and Finance; (2) Regulatory
Functions; (3) Leadership Services; and (4) General Policies and
CoMments. Each state report was an independent unit written to
the standard format just described, Within this format each
attempted to describe the diverse practices within a particular
state and yet preserve 'the uniqueness of.that etatt's NEM/AV
activity. These descriptions are contained in Chapter III (397
pages) of the original study.
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The individual state reports, 4 compressed as they were in

State reports were prepared by three members of the SAVES project
staff who had conducted seventy per cent of the interviews. Re-ports based on interviews conducted by other than the writer of thestate rAport were submitted to the original interviewer for
correction and comment. Before publication, all state reports
were submitted to the principal respondent in each state for
correction and/or approval,

the original report, were intended to serve as references for
each state and as baselines for future investigations, It was the
opinion of the Summary Report staff that, because these descriptionscould not be sastantially reduced in length, they could not beincluded in the Summary Report.5 However, it was agreed that

41111MINISM,

With minor deletions and some modifications of format, five ofthe individual state descriptions from the SAVES Report areincluded in Chapter 4 of this summary, together with up-dating
information for those states,

some of the variations and _unique practices 'should be reported inrelation to the national patterns. These factors will be discussedin this chapter together with the national patterns in the mannerdescribed,

What This Cha ter Does. This chapter summarizos certainnations patterns o AV activities in state departments of
educaticn during 1960-61 and describes selected practices andvariations6 in NEM/AV activities among the various states.

!Variations in-NE /AV practices relative to national patterns
are illustrative only. Their appropriateness as an SDE functionis not indicated,

Additionally, "promising practices" noted by the project fAtaff inthe course of their interviews (reported in Chapter V of SAVES
Racgst, volume I) are used where appropriate.

This information is discussed under the following heading's:
* Organization and Finance
* Leadership Activities

* Operational Services and Activities
* Research and Development

* Regulatory Activities

The final section of the chaptor summarizes national patternsof teacher and administrator intereats and attitudes with respect



to currently prominent media. These matters will be discussed
under the heading of "Interests and Attitudes Tbward New Educa-
tional Media, "R

For-purposes of this summary, it has been necessary to
combine some of the tables7 and to exclude many statistics, many

DMII11111==r

71n reporting tabular information, numbers may not add up to a
previously presented total. All states did not answer every
question or part of a question. "No -responses" are not always
included in this summary.

23
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of the detailed analyses of data, and certain descriptive materials
contained in original chapters of the SAKELLimert. The authors
have tried to select those items which, in their judgment, relate
most closely to central functions of NEM/AV programs as well as
those related to some important, unresolved issues of the NEM/AV
field. Certain selected items also reveal a historic relationship
to items in earlier studies and to the recently up-dated information
on NEM/AV activities reported in Chapter 4 of this summary,

20anization and Finance

Within the 50 states of the United States there is wide
variety in types of activities carried out by state departments
of education. There is, likewise, considerable variation in ways
of organizing these activities to handle state needs, in respons-
ibilities allocated to individuals, departments, or units, and in
the assignment of state department staff to perform required
services, financial practices show similar variations among the
states as do budgets provided to support NEM/AV programs.

The States Audiovisual Education Study (1960-61) undertook
to determines (1) the number of persons who assumed NEM/AV
responsibilities within the SIDE? (2) which of these positions
were NEM/AV designated, which carried "general staff" designations,
and which were technical and professional positions; (3) the unit
or organi.tional arrangement within the SDE which provided NEM/AV
services? and (4) budget allocations to support the NEM/AV activity.

Personnel Involved in AV Within State De artments of
All e states were as e o st WITF.4 es gna ed

FileiarlEgr in the SDE who devoted tea per cent or more of their time
to new educational media activities. Distinctions between audio-
visual and television personnel were drawn, but the audiovisual
category included instructional materials personnel, audiovisual
librarians, audiovisual consultants, audiovisual specialists and
others carrying similar titles. Identification of SDE staff
personnel without NEM/AV designated titles who carried NEM/AV
responsibilities were also requested.

Designated In the nation as a whole, a
total of 75 positions in 32 states carried designated audiovisual
titles. Twenty-three of these 32 states reported one or more
full-time positions, for a total of 54 full-time positions,
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Eighteen states reported no designated audiovisual position,
indicating, instead that this responsibility was carried by one
or more staff members whose major assignments were outside the
educational media field.

In educational television, 33 positions8 were designated for
-41ur

dThis total did not include ETV personnel outside state depart-
ments of education who were attached to some other agency of state
government.

11 states reporting television activity; 20 of these were full-time.

Combining the positions resulted in a total of 96.35
designated full-time professional NEM/AV positions for the United
States as a whole in state departments of education,

NE AV Responsibilities Carried by SDE General Staff. Tb
carry out NE AV functions, most states in 1960-61 utilized general
staff members without special NEM/AV designations. One state re-
ported that three general staff members devoted full-time to
NEM/AV activities. Although this was not the case in any other
state, general staff members who carried NEM/AV activities in
excess of ten per cent of their time totaled 805 in the remaining
(48) states. Sixty-two part-time SDE personnel were occupied with
NEM/AV activities in seven states. Addition of the number of
specifically designated NEM/AV positions (108, including those in
educational television) to the number of SDE general staff members
(both full- and part-time) with NEM/AV responsibilities, produced
a national total of 978 SDE professional persons. The ratio of
general staff members with NEM/AV responsibilities to those
specifically designated es NEM/AV was approximately ten to one.

General staff members who rendered some NEM/AV services as
part of their regular duties included: general supervisors in
elementary and secondary education (Idaho); special subject matter
supervisors such as consultants in science, mathematics, foreign
languages (Colorado); vocational education (Minnesota); profes-
sional personnel in guidance (Minnesota); Civil Defense (Minnesota);
education of gifted children; and other special educational fields,

As expected, NEM/AV designated personnel (if any) worked
closely with SDE general staff members to carry out NEM/AV respons-
ibilities, exemplified by arrangements in two states:

* Illinois- -Two Instructional Materials Consultants were
assigned to NEM/AV activities within the Division of
Instructional Services. They planned and worked closely
with more than a hundred staff members of the Division of
Instructional Services, By policy, all department staff
members were concerned with new educational media and
their uses in curriculum development and improvement. It
was estimated in a total staff of 107 persons that the
equivalent of eight positions were required for depart-
mental NEM/AV' activities.
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Arkansas--In the Division of Instructional Materials, one
staff member, the Supervisor of Audio-Visual Service, was
responsible for the service unit. She directed the state's
film library and worked closely with the official Film
Selection and Guidance Committee, She also provided
consultation to 419 school districts as well as to SDE
personnel and lay groups. In the Division of Instructional
Services, 13 supervisors gave advice related to NEM/AV
matters as part of their regular duties, On occasion, 14
other department staff members also gave NEM/AV advice
related to their specialized areas.

It is also to be noted that 13 states utilized 206 persons
221211Laljamauclaatgl as consultants on a pert-time basis'
in carrying out their new educational media and audiovisual
activities, Kentucky, an example of such an arrangement, used
five part-time consultants having joint appointments in the $DE
and in tnp state colleges to offer limited assistance in NEM/AV
in-service programs,

Whether NEM/AV services were handled by NEM/AV designated
personnel or by general WE staff, such services were almost uni-
versally on a statewide basis to both elementary and secondary
schools, usually handled through an intermediate county, regional,
or district unit, In Idaho, however, service was offered directly
to individual schools.

Technical and Clerical Patterns, Thirty-six states reported
some technic=and717=hWirexcess of ten per cent of one
position. Thus, nearly three-quarters of the states had someone
at the technical-clerical level to assist in carrying out state
department NEM/AV activities.

dualifications for 'AV Personnel and General Staff with
NEELA2Res onsibilities,' Job specifications for al, AV positions
were non-e sten in most states. The majority of states did not
have requirements specifically related to the discharge of NEM/AV
responsibilities. Only five states reported that specialized
VEM/AV training or experience was needed for such positions.
However, educational and experience requirements for NEM/AV positions
were somewhat more clearly delineated. For example, 32 states re-
ported that they did have such requirements for personnel occu-
pying NEM/AV positions in the SDE, Among these states the master's
degree was the most common minimum education& :equirement.
Teaching was the most frequently specified ce. eLeme requirement;
however, school supervision was required in states, and school
administration in 13.

0,16w Units in SDE. On the basis of questionnaire data
supplied, it was earned that approximately sixty per cent. of the
states reported presence of a unit responsible for NEM/AV programs
in the state department of education. However, follow-up inter-
views showed that these same NEM/AV units ranged in size from one
state reporting employment of 96 persons to one etilizing only ten
per cent of a single person's time. Yet both states reported
presence of a NEM/AV snit. In other states, the SDE was found to
be undergoing reorganization and functional organization charts
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were either not available, non-existent, or outdated. Clearly,
that constituted a NEM/AV unit needed definition and interpretation.
No national pattern could be projected on the basis of information
obtained,

A review of individual state reports indicates, however, that
in 1960-61 the NEM/AV responsibility was generally organized within
a "Division of Instruction" (or similarly designated unit) or some
subunit of that division, as the following examples illustrate:

* Connecticut- -Here, the NEM/AV service was the prime respons-
ibility of a Consultant in Audio-Visual and Television
Education assigned to the Bureau of Pupil Personnel and
Special Educational Services in the Division of Instructional
Services.

* FloridaProfessional personnel primarily responsible for
NEM/AV activities were assigned and operated as members of
the Division of Instructional Services; the NENAV staff
did not function as a separate administrative unit of the
division,

* IllinoisPrime responsibility for NEM/AV activities in
Illinois resided in the Division of Instructional Services,
TWo Instructional Materials Consultants constituted the
major portion of the personnel directly assigned to this
area.

* KentuckyIn Kentucky, the Division of Textbooks and
Instructional Materials was part of the Bureau of Instruc-
tion, a subunit in the section on instruction. This di-
vision carried major responsibilities for NEM/AV activity
in the department.

In a few instances (Wyoming and Louisiana arc examples)
responsibility for NEM/AV resided in the administrative division
of the SDE. In still another .variation, responsibility for edu-
cational television and audiovisual education was divided some-
times between divisions or two subunits of a division and occa-
sionally by coordinate positions within a division, as illustrated
by the following examples:

* GeorgiaResponsibility for NEM/AV was primarily vested in
the Division of Instructional Materials; educational tele-
vision was the responsibility of the Division of Instruction.

* Alabama-- Responsibility for educational television was
the sajor concern of the Coordinator of Educational Tele-
vision. The School Libraries Consultant gave NEM/AV ad-
vice and assistance in the regular course of her duties.

* Oklahoma-- Responsibility for NEM/AV activities was the
special concern of two staff members in the Division of
Instruction--the Director of Audio- Visual Education and
the Director of Television Education,

SDE Bud ets for NE AV Asti:tax. On the assumption that to a
considerable extent goo s of any enterprise are reflected in its
budgetary planning, and on the further assumption that formal bud-
gets set conditions and limits for the development of most programs,
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states were surveyed to determine those having separately identi-
fiable budgets used to support NEWAV activities.9 Results showed:

Mbawwm!IIIMENwiwawloi, AGM111/

9This item did not include state aid funds distributed to schools;
these will be discussed later in this chapter.

Eighteen states reported identifiable SDE budgets for NEM/AV
activities ranging in amounts riggITTOWto $1,000,000. The
total amount budgeted in these states was $2,341,336.

Fifteen states reported estimated NEWAI, budgets of from
$2,000 to $481,824. The totarmiTIEUEEb!adgeted in these 15 states
was $822,978.

The average annual NEM/IV budget of states reporting identi-
fiable amounts for NE /1 was $132,296; this was in contrast to
$54,865, the average of states reporting. only estimated budgets.
Thus, in those states having identifiable NEMAIrbudgeEs, the aver-
age amount budgeted was double that of states using estimates only.

Seventeen states, in all, provided neither identifiable nor
estimated budget information.

122.21E0112.1.12taltal

Each state department of education continues to grow and
change at its own rate in accord with the state's philosophy and
level of educational development. In adapting to changing social,
political, and econowic conditions, state departments generally
appear to pass through at least three stages insofar as their
utilization and assignment of responsibilities to professional
personnel are concerned, These nay bi identified as; (1) statis-
tical, (2) regulatoryinspectoral, and (3) leadership. l0

10
Fred F. Beach and Andrew H. Gibbs, The Personnel of State

Departments of Education, Misc. No. 167775777TITETWIMEation,
Washington, D. C., 1952, p. 3, (46 pages)
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While maintaining the more traditional statistical and regu-
latory functions of the past, modern state departments of education
are seen, more and more, to perform various leadership functions.
These functions are geared primarily to the use of leadership and
guidance, rather than regulatory controls, in improving educational
programs within a state.1 Leadership services are generally

11
Ibid., p. 4.
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shown to involve the performance of a number of high level respons-
ibilities such as: (a) planning and advising on curriculum develop-
ment programs, (b) providing in-service training for personnel at
both state and local levels, (c) preparing publications to imple-
ment educational goals, (2) providing leadership in the innovation
and evaluation of new methods and materials, and (e) conducting



research designed to improve an educational activity,

Ibid., p. 5 (adapted)
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Curriculum Development. The SAVES Stuff sought to determine
the number of site departments of education which assisted in the
development of curriculum mat as related to NEM/AVv All 50
atates reported that this was a leadership service offered to
schools. In 21 states the NEM/AV staff generally provided this
service, sometimes with the assistance of other staff members.

In 29 states, SDE general staff members were identified as
being responsible for providing NEN/AV services as part of their
regular assignments.

SDE assistance on NEM/AV matters wan provided in a number of
ways, of which one was consultation, Descriptions of individual
state programs (Chapter IMAL2222:t) show that the following
categories of consultation, by both des mated NEM/AV personnel
and general staff members were conducted:

* Organization and administration of new NEM/AV units or
services (including in some cases, library services) in
local school districts or on a regional basis. Consultation
was frequently concerned with the improvement and-expansion
of local facilities.

* Selection, demonstration, aad utilization of materials,
equipment, and community resources in the various subject
areas at all grade levels.

* Production and use of simple graphic materials.

* Preparation, production, and utilization of educational
television programs and courses,

* Dissemination of information about new NEM/AV materials,
equipment, and activities.

* ?reacher education in NEM/AV education.

* Surveys and research projects on NEM/AV services and
activities,

NEN/AV consultation activities were carried on by SDE staff
members with various other state department of education personnel,
college and university staffs, school administrators, teacher
groups, lay groups, and audiovisual personnel--directors, super-
visors, and building coordinators.

Four curriculum development activities were also surveyed in
the SAVES Study to determine the extent to which NEMAV ..nformation
about audiovisual materials, equipment, and utilization ias pro-
vided by SDE units, The survey yielded information as follows:

* Curriculum :revision, Thirty-nine states reported that
the SDE ussITE07176cal schools in revision of curriculim
as it pertained to NEM/AV,

* Pre aration of uides and other utilization aids, Thirty-
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six states assisted local schools in the preparation of
guides, study units, and resource units, which utilized
NEWAV information.

Pre aration of bibliogra hies. Wenty-nine states pre-
pare b b °graph c meter a s for use by the local schools.

Conferences and workshops. Forty -three states ordinarily
conducted conferences 3713 workshops for local schools re-
lated to NEM/AV matters. These constituted an estimated
12.per cent of the total workshop activity program of
state departments of education. A total of 1,347 meetings
was reported by 43 states, attended by a professional
audience of 121,078 persons. Far and away the largest
number of conferences and workshops was for teachers, but
many of these were also attended by administrators and
supervisors. A smaller number of meetings (about 350)
was held especially for NEM/AV personnel. Lay audiences
were also included in many of the meetings reported for
professional groups; however, more than 100 special
meetings were held for lay groups alone. In nearly 200
of the meetings mentioned above, school board members were
also in attendance. Meetings varied in length from one-
half day to five or six days. The modal meeting length
was one day. No attempt was made by the SAVES project
staff to ascertain the number of meetings devoted to any
particular phase of NEM/AV except for those related to
teaching machines and programmed learning. A special
effort was made to assess SDE conference activities in
this area because of the prominence of programmed learning
at the time of the study. Results showed that: (a) twenty-
one states reporting programmed learning activities
sponsored a total of 291 workshops and conferences in
this field in 1960-61. These meetings included demon-
strations of machines and equipment, experiments in util-
ization, and talks, and (b) the number of such meetings
in the 21 states ranged from 1 to 104; the average was
13.86. In addition to conferences and workshops on pro-
grammed learning, respondents in some of the 43 states
reporting workshop activities indicated informally that
they conducted meetings in such area.: RS the following:
educational television (production anl use), NEM/AV util-
ization in all curriculum areas, production of teacher-
made materials, and administration of NEM/AV services.
New equipment, devices, and materials used singly or as
cross-media were frequently the subject of in-service
demonstrations.

Unique circumstances within soma states led to vari-
ations in usual patterns for the conduct of meetings
devoted to NEM/AV' topics. The'following are among those
described by SDE respondents:

* Closed-circuit ETV demonstrations for faculty
meetings, or district Meetings,

* Mobile laboratories, fully equipped to demonstrate
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methods -nd materials in science, mathematics,
languagts, and/Or vocational subjects.

* Telpak Communicatiort System for statewide telephone
conferences in science and other subjects.

* NEM/AV demonstration kits and/Or teams available on
request.

Demonstration centers established to bring NEM/AV
"know-how" -close to the point of need.

* A tailormade, packaged in-service kit. The SDE staff
pre-plans and prepares several types of in-service pro-
grams. From a listing of these, schools select the
one most appropriate to their needs. Some kits include
only materials and equipment, others require SDE per-
sonnel, and still others include. both.

* Kits which included NEM/AV materials and equipment on
how -to -teach distributed or circulated to teachers in
remote areas.

Publications. Printed materials support and implement edu-
catioTaT goals. In relation to NEWAV programs they are useful in
disseminating, among other things, information about new instruc-
tional materials, techniques and utilization practices, research
findings, opportunities for improving existing educational pro-
grams through the new media, conference reports, and suggested
standards and specifications for facilities.

All states were surveyed in the SAVES Study to determine the
scope of their publication activities in the NEWAV field and the
relation of these activities to the publication of other more
general materials by state departments of education. Results
showed that 32 states issued a total of 180 publications13 which

13A
source list of selected NEM/AV publications supplied to the

SAVES project staff during the course of the field interviews is
contained in Chapter VI of the 1960-61 study. The list includes
publications on television, language laboratories, programmed
instruction, handbooks for teachers and/or administrators on
instructional materials utilization and NEM/W center adminis-
tration, reports of surveys and so on,

AMMIMImw

dealt in whole or in part ,:ith NEWAV. These were roughly classi-
fied as: (1) catalogs and listings, (2) items dealing wholly
with NEM/AV matters, and (3) items devoted in part to NEM/AV
matters. Of the 180 publications14 thus reported, (1) 30 were

4111111M

In the field of teaching machines and programmed learning where
a special effort was made to get specific information, 14 states
(out of 21) reported a total of 50 publications.
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catalogs or listings; (2) 98 dealt exclusively with NEM/AV matters;
and (3) 52 dealt partially with NEM/AV activities. Frequently
mentioned in this last category of publications were newsletters
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from the state superintendent of schools office in which were
contained NEM/AV articles, reprints, announcements, and news items.

Thirty-five states provided data pertaining. to the number of
eneral SDE publications for 1960-61. These totaled 2,121 items.
'une ra io of NEM/AV publications to general SDE publications was
180 to 2,121, or about 1 to 11.

On a national basis, NEM/AV publication activities consti-
tuted about nine per cent of the total publication activities with-
in state departments of education. Typically, states issuing
general publications were most often those that also issued publi-
cations related to NEM/AV.

The preparation of NEM/AV publications by the SDE in cooper-
ation with statewide committees was a fairly common practice among
states. According to respondents, the involvement of schoe51 per-
sonnel in this way proved an effective method of emphasizing the
value of NEM/AV in the educational program, promoting innovations
at the local level, fostering experimentation in pilot classroom
situations, improving utilization practices, and developing NEM/AV
leadership.

State Government Activit in ETV, In an effort to assess
the restate governmen6 an t e SDE with respect to ETV, all
states were asked in the SAVES mail questionnaire to indicates
(1) their legal responsibilities or administrative powers to
establish and operate or to fulfil/ other responsibilities con-
cerning open- or closed-circuit educational television within the
state, and (2) whether any other agency of state government had
such responsibility, In later personal interviews, sate

AisewImemlr+.01.r
15

SAVES questionnaire, i4em 14, SAVES Report, Vol, Appendices,
Appendix D, p. 15.
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respondents were also asked to indicate whether leadership in the
development of educational television stations or networks to
serve public schools was shared by the SDE with one or more other
agencies.

16
SAVES Master Interview Schedule, shaulepart, vol. II, Appendices,

Appendix D, p. 85.
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Beciause of the diversity and complexity of state government
organizational patterns and operating procedures, clearcut answers
describing ETV activities were difficult to obtain. However, from
data provided it was seen that:

State government (not necessarily the SDE) had eome role
in the development and sponsorbhip of educational TV in
36 states.

Twenty of these states reported that the SDE had, some
legal responsibility for educational TV.

In 15 of 36 states, a state agency other than the SDE had
responsibility for ETV.
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In those states in which the SDE carried the ETV responsi-
bility, eight reported that the SDE operated either an open- or
closed-circuit system; five states were required to supervise open-
circuit ETV stations operated by some other state agency. Fifteen
states reported the SDE represented the state government in
official sponsorship or direction of open-circuit ETV stations.

In response to the interview question about the agency (or
agencies) toking a leadership posit: on in the development of edu-
cational TV stations and networks to serve the public schools,17

SAVES Repsrt, Vol, II, Appendix D, p. 85,

states reported the following:

SAVES Report, Vol. I, Chapter II, Table XV, p. 83.
411IMIEIWIIIIMMM=11201111111I

SDE :eadership .- 22 states

Other state agencies -- 15 states

Institutions of higher education -- 13 states
Local school units 5 states

Community groups -- 3 states

Commercial agencies -- 4 states

ZIPATI (Midwest Program on Airborne Television :instruction)
-- 4 states

In some states, more than one group was credited with assuming
leadership in ETV development. As a national pattern, the develop-
ment of ETV within the states appears to be a responsibility
shared by the SDE, other state agencies, and various local groupswitWa the state.

In 1960-61, ETV activities were in various stages of develop-
ment within the 36 states which indicated same role relative to
educational television. To direct attention to ETV as a poten-
tially important instructional tool, a few states began by spon-
soring statewide conferences on the need for and values of educa-
tional television for school and community use. In California,
for example, a conference was called for this purpose by the
go "ernor as early as 1952; in Illinois, the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction and the North Central Association of Colleges
and secondary Schools had more recently sponsored a similar
conference to consider the potential role of ETV in all aspects
of edtcation.

In some states, statewide committees were appointed to study
problems relative to the orderly development of ETV. These com-
mittees generally served in an advisory capacity to either the SDE,
the legislature, the governor, or some established TV authority
or commission. Below are examples of activities of such committees:

* The Nebraska State Committee on educational Television
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studied the technical, legal, financial, and programming
aspects of a statewide network.

In Colorado, the SDE apnointed a Committee on Educational
Television to consider ways and means of developing educa-
tional television for the entire state.

Tn T11innia a anh.r.nmmittaa of the State gehnnl Prnblams
Commission was appointed to study the educational tele-
vision situation with a view to making recommendations
for state policy and action.

In Rhode Island, the legislature created an Educational
Advisory Committee to make recommendations to the State
Board of Education on such matters as a statewide educa-
tional television service.

In Kansas, an education committee of the Legislative
Council made a feasibility survey, The SDE cooperated
in this study.

Where ETV activities within the states were more advanced
ETV commissions or authorities appeared to be carrying major
responsibility and authority for the development and operation of
stations,. Following are examples of this manner of functioning:

The Oklahoma Education Television Authority, independent
of the SEE, was responsible for the construction, oper-
ation, and financing of ETV facilities.

In South Carolina, an Educational Television Commission
was developed as a corporate body, independent of the
SDE and supported by foundation funds and legislative
appropriations. This Commission operated a statewide
closed-circuit system and produced high school courses,

The Arkansas Educational Television Commission, also
independent of the SDE, was responsible for the state
government activities in television, also, it was charged
with controlling and supervising use of all ETV channels.

SDE personnel, or designated NEM/AV personnel, were in nearly
all cases members of or served as advisors to these commissions.
In a few instances, state department of education personnel super-
vised ETV, approving ETV course content for school viewing and/or
for credit. In one state, SDE personnel developed curriculum
outlines for TV courses, these, in turn, were required to be
approved by the state board of education before production as TV
programs. SDE personnel frequently consulted with local school
units on ETV production, programming, and utilization matters. In
a very few states, they also assisted in evaluating school tele-
casts. In several states, the SEE encouraged or participated in
ETV experimentation.

Coopdrative arrangements in the production of ETV programs
were noted in many states. These included working with personnel
from local school distracts, planning with institutions of higher
education, and advising or contracting with commercial stations.
Nezt Mexico furnishes one example of a cooperative ETV undertaking.
There, coordination of activities related to ETV at the state

*
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level was, in 1960-61, the responsibility of the Director of In-
formation and Television Services, He servad as chairman of the
Commission on Statewide Television for Educatior4t41 kits4,E:
also maintained close liaison with representatives of the local
open-circuit ETV station (KNME) and with local school personnel
responsible for implementing television utilization. MB, owned
by the University of New Mexico and the Albuquerque Public Schocls,
was operated jointly by the University, tba Albtimuerque Public
Schools, and the New Mexico State Department of Education.

A sizable number of states provided financial assistance for
ETV. This support generally took the form of special legislative
appropriations for the ETV activity, including station operation,
surveys, the conduct of experiments, and the purchase of ETV pro-
grams for distribution to stations. Some states also provided
matching funds to school districts for ETV development; in one
instance, schools meeting certain requirements were qualified for
reimbursement on a per-teacher unit basis for classroom use of
SW courses.

Operational Services and Activities

The application of modern technology to education, resulting
in the growth and expansion of NEM/AV programs, appears to require
support activities acid services of various kinds. Two of the most
common support types (among the first to be developed in any program)
are: (1) the procurement and diatribution of materials, and (2)
the production of certain NEM/AV items. Both activities require
the services of technical and clerical staffs.

Relative to a survey question about SDE conference and work-
qhop activities, all states were asked to enumerate the NEM/AV
equipment and materials they owned for use in conferences and
workshops. Replies from 47 states indicated that motion picture
projectors were available in the largest numbers, followed, in
order, by tape recorders, filmstrip projectors, and phonograph
playbacks. States having the largest numbers of individual
pieces of equipment also had the greatest variety of equipment
available for conferences and workshop use. Sixteen millimeter
films were the most widely available materials, followed by
slides (2"x2" and 3 ex4"), tapese-afid filmstrips. Only 19 radios
(in 11 states), 41 TV sets (in 17 states), 12 closed-circuit TV
units (in 7 states), and 48 still cameras (in 18 states) were
reported as owned and available for conference use.

States were asked as part of the SAVES survey, to indicate
the nature and extent of their distribution and production services
and activities. National patterns for these two activities were
noted as follows:

Distribution of Materials. Forty-three states reported some
kindsaRWEraTEREUrairWervices. Three types of services were
indicated: (a) to the SDE, (b) to the SDE and to schools for
in-service use, and (c) general distribution to schools for local
instructional use. Twenty-seven of 43 states reported materials
were distributed only within the SDE. The other 16 states indi-
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cated that their services were more generally available. In all,
eleven states were shown to be providing a general materials dis-
tribution service to schools. Although the distribution survey
was essentially concerned with the distribution of NEM/AV materials
to schools, it was learned these services were in a few states
available also to other public institutions, In Massachusetts,
for example, public libraries and hospitals could subscribe to
the film library service. In a very few states, lay groups
could borrow materials on an informal basis from the NEM/AV unit.

Typically, a state film library serving public schools was
found to be operated by a NEM/AV unit of the SDE. One exception
to this practice, however, was the New Jersey film library which
was operated by the New Jersey State Museum. As might have been
expected, more states reported distribution of motion pictures
than of any other media.19 Tapes were found to be distributed

19
The kinds and quantities of materials distributed and those

contemplated for future distribution are reported in Table XIV,
Waljimat, Vol, I, Chapter II, pp. 77 and 79,
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by 11 states, and filmstrips by 10. Magnetic tapes were listed
as the most recently added item in the offerings of SDE distri-
bution units, followed by 16mm motion pictures.

Prodiaterials, Twenty-one states reported
production of various types of materials for public school use.
Slides were most commonly produced, followed closely by 16mm
sound films; tapes, overhead transparencies, radio broadcasts,
and television programs (including video tapes). Respondents in
several states indicated that they advised on production problems
with other units in the SDE and with other departments of state
government. Two states reported that film production was a Joint
venture with some other unit. In Connecticut, for example, the
SDE joined with five other states to produce a motion picture on
library services. In Iowa, the department cooperated with the
State University of Iowa in the production of two motion pictures
(1961)7 'they also cooperated with state institutions of higher
learning in the production of 120 kinescopes of the Iowa TV
Schooltime telecasts. (These kinescopes were later made available
as motion picture prints from the college and university audio-
visual centers.)

In a number of states, the SDE consulted with commercial
concerns on the production of educational films and other media.
In California, for example, the State Curriculum Commission, the
Bureau of Audio-Visual and SchoolLibrary Education, and the state
NEM/AV association ccperated with a commercial producer in planning
and developing a series of films related to a newly adopted state
textbook series. These films were subsequently adopted by the
Curriculum Commission for use as supplemental materials.

In a small number of states, the NEM/AV unit also assumed
responsibility for providing a graphic artist and/or a photographer
to consult with or to produce materials (in limited quantities) for
other state department of education personnel. TWenty-vine states
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produced no materials at all in 1961. Twenty-one of these had
never produced materials for school use; four had produced materials
in the past but were not doing so in 1960-61. Reasons given for
this lack of production activity included lack of personnel, funds,
and recent changes of policy.

Research and Development Activities

The SAVES Questionnaire and follow-up interview limited
questions on research to: (1) the collection of statistics re-
lating to the use of new educational media in the public elementary
and secondary schools--"through annual reports from school dis-
tricts, general surveys, and special studies."20 and (2) the
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SAVES Report, Vol. II, Appendices, Appendix D, p. 11,

types of services available to the SDE for official studies re-
lated to new educational media.21 Official studies were those

Ibid. pp. 76 aril 77.

which a department could request from an agency or which the SDE
could contract for. The study did not seek descriptions of devel-
opmental research activitiesspecifically the kinds of research
that are an intrinsic and continuous part of planning, developing,
and evaluating instructional programs.

Results of the survey showed that:

* On a national basis, in half the states, statistical and
research facilities were available. In 20 of the 25
states, the SDE research unit was also available for
NEN/AV research, but only 11 states reported that it had
been utilized for such purposes. Fifteen of the 25
states reported that agencies outside the state govern-
ment could be used by the SDE. These included institu-
tions of higher education, private and commercial agencies,
and regional, county, or local school districts. State
institutions of higher education appeared to be the
second-most-likely research agency to be used by the SDE.

* Nine states reported that more than one research agency
had been utilized to conduct NEN/V research activities.
Eight states reported having used institutions of higher
education; three states, private commercial or non-profit
agencies; four states, regional, county or local dibtrict
research facilities; and four states, unspecified research
agencies.

Regulatory Activities

State responsibility for the quality of education is partly
discharged through regulatory controls exercised by state depart-
ments of education. Although these controls vary considerably from
state to state, they are generally designed to establish a "flOor"
for local educational programs. These controls pertain to such
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matters as compulsory school attendance, safe and healthful facil-
ities, financial accounting systeths,22 accreditation requirements,
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22Fred F. Beach and Andrew H, Gibbs, The Personnel of State
Departments of Education, Misc. No. 16,1---171. Off ice o Education,
Washington, D, C., 1952.

instructional content and materials, and certification of educa-
tional personnel. In application and enforcement, it is possible
to measure some standards objectively; but many depend upon sub-
jective and informal judgments.

The States Audiovisual Education Study identified the follow-
ing SDE regulatory functions relative to the use of NEM/AV in
instructional programs in public elementary and secondary schools:
(1) accreditation, (2) certification requirements, (3) building
and facility standards, (4) NEM/AV equipment standards, and (5)
distribution of state aid funds for NEM/AV.activities. Findings
of this part of the SAVES Study may be summarized as follows:

Accreditation. States were surveyed to determine: (a)
which bad published accreditation standards, and (b) which, of
these, included reference to NEM/AV matters, Responses from 44
states showed that the SDE had published standards. From infor-
mation obtained, it was impossible to determine accurately the
exact nature of these requirements because the concept of
"accreditation" and "approval" and the conditions under which the
terms were applied varied widely in interpretation. Likewise, an
effort to determine whether published standards were mandatory or
recommended was unsuccessful.

Of the 44 states reporting SDE-developed and published
accreditation standards, 32 had standards which referred to items
related to NEM/AV, such as, minimum experience for teachers,
minimum equipment and materials, and minimum physical facilities.
Minimum experience for teachers was specified in published
accreditation standards in not more than ten states. Minimum
quantities of equipment and materials and/or minimum physical
facilities were specified in not more than 11 states.

Examination of these standards revealed that references to
NEM/AV provisions were of a general nature, Standards for facil-
ities usually. called for "adequate"-classrooms, preview rooms and
storage space; standards for materials were characterized by
expressions such as "up-to-date"., "a wide variety" and "evidence
of effective use", Where these were specific they covered only
the more conventional items such as blackboards, blinds, (not
audiovisual dark-out blinds) maps, and globes. A small number of
states reported that for accreditation purposes schools were
required to spend minimum amounts of money annually for instruc-
tional-materials. Amounts specified were in some instances a
total sum for the school, in other cases, a per pupil expenditure.
For example, in Mississippi, schools with an A or AA rating were
required to show a minimum expenditure of $200-$350 per school for
NEM/AV materials and membership in a film library, In Indiana,
scbools were required to spend annually from $1,25 to $3,75 (the
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exact amount depended upon a number of factors) per pupil for
instructional materials exclusive of textbooks and NEM/AV equipment,

Standards recommended for personnel having NEM/AV duties
were reported for two states, Oklahoma and Illinois, In the
former, a building coordinator with sufficient time for coordin-
ating NEM/AV services was recommended for each school building.
In Illinois, standards were more inclusive. In additioh to recom-
mending district and building coordinators, this state also recom-
mended that personnel with NEM/AV duties be acquainted with the
total educational program of the district, that they have time to
perform their duties and that they consult with teachers on the
selection, use, and distribution of materials and equipment.

Certification Requirements. All states were requested to
indicate the nature of NEM/AV _requirements contained in certifi-
cation regulations for teachers, administrators, supervisors, and
librarians, Variations in certification procedures made precise
reporting of this information difficult, Furthermore, overlappings
in requirements23 made it necessary to analyze the basic documents

AIM11111101111,

23For example, the same state which required...PEN/AV training for
teachers may also have required it for administrative and super-
visory personnel and/or librarians. SAVES Report, Vol, I, Chapter
II, pp. 38 and 39.
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as a check on the questionnaire responses. This analysis revealed
that a total of 13 states had NEWAV certification requirements
for school personnel (37 states had no certification requirements)
in the following classifications:

Librarians -- 5 states. In a few states, ',Florida, for
example) the school library was conceived as an Instruc-
tional Materials Center and the librarian in charge-was
required to have NEM/AV course work.

* Teachers -- 6 states.

* Administrators and supervisors -- 10 states. Five of
these ten also required basic NEM/AV training for teachers.
Requirements were generally specified as course work in
audiovisual education, the number of semester hours
varying among the states for different types of certifi-
cates or credentials. For example: AV supervisors in
Kentucky, Ohio, and Maryland were required to have 6, 12,
and 20 semester hours respectively. VbridesighatecrAV
Coordinators or AV Directors in Illinois and Minnesota,
course work in the audiovisual field varied from 10 to 20
semester hours depending on the nature of the special
certificate. Connecticut was unique in_that directors
of NEM/AV centers and/or specialists in media prodtction
and use were required to have a master of science degree
in audiovisual administration.

It would appear that, on the baais of specified certification
requirements alone (1960-61), NEM/AV training in the 50 states was
not a:widely aPpliedittiterion inI4EM/AV,aisoignment. "However,
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absence of such requirements within a state did not always signify
that need for AV training was completely disregarded. Often, in
various states, other kinds of recommendations did give -attention
to the need for NEM/AV training or experience, as shown in the
following selected examples:

* In Connecticut, AV courses were included in blocks of
egokillrmAnkm
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of the course was optional. Audiovisual methods were
generally built'into regular methods courses for subject
matter areas for the secondary teaching credential.

* In Florida and Louisiana, the state department of educa-
tion recommended that teacher education institutions
require NEM/AV training for teacher candidates. In
practice (according to the respondents) these recom-
mendations were usually followed.

* Although certification requirements in Colorado did not
require NM/AV courses, accreditation standards required
that, to be qualified aillanniraZtors and coordinators,
individuala must have a minimum of three semester-hours
in "Organization and Administration of Audio-Visual
Materials."

Building and Facilities tandards. To determine the role of
the SDE in the development and application of building and facili-
ties standards related to new educational media, states were
asked about: (a) published standards which referred to NEM/AV
uses, (b) whether these standards were mandatory or recommended,
(c) how adequate they were, and (d) the extent of consultation by
SDE personnel having NEM/AV responsibilities with the school plant
planning section. Responses provided the following information:

* Published school standards. Twenty -seven states reported
they had published standards for school buildings and
facilities which contained references to classroom uses of
NEM/AV. In 19 of these, references were specific to NEM/AV;
in the others, standards were reported to be the more or
less conventional building code requirements. Published
standards were provided in various ways: (examples)
through planning guides for instructional materials
centers (in Florida); through a general NEM/AV handbook
(in Illinois) which recommended minimum facilities; and
through a special bulletin on language laboratories (in
Vermont) containing specifications for acceptable
facilities. Such bulletins were usLllly prepared by
NEM/AV and other profess:tonal personnel, In Aichigan,
on the other hand, a series of bulletins on facilities
and equipment were prepared by a statewide lay and pro-
festional committee appointed by the state superintendent
of schools.

Twenty-three states reported 220plished standards
relates to building regulations. In many instances it
was emphasized t) at, as a normal standard for all class-
rooms, the following items were covered: minimum power
supply (seven states), ventilation (seven states), light
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control (five states), and minimum storage space (five
states). A few states without published standards pre-
pared special bulletins similar to those published by
the Bureau of School Buildinc Services of the New Jersey
State Department of Education. These dealt with indi-
avidual instructional areas in schools and suggested
designs to facilitate instruction in selected subject
areas. New media facilities were emphasized.

Although the California SDE was found to have no
general school plant standards related directly to NEM/AV
facilities, school districts were, under certain conditions,
determined to be eligible for special state construction
aid. Such schools were required to include specified
NEM/AV facilities as determined by the rules and regu-
lations of the Department of Finance Allocation Board.
Recommended facilities standards were developed cooper-
atively by the pros NEM/AV unit and the Audio-Visual Edu-
cation Association of California.

* fiarAataorramendedstards. In six states,
standards-were-mandit6itfOr elementary schools; in seven,
they were mandatory for secondary schools. Eighteen
states reported that such standards were only "recom-
mended" for secondary schools.

* Adequacy of standards. Respondents in slightly more than
FEJT the staX5717271-expressed the general opinion that
facilities regulations were adequate in the following
categories: (a) classroom electrical power supplies,
(b) classroom electrical outlets, (c) ventilation control,
and (d) classroom light control. It was also their
opinion that additional regulations were needed to cover
(a) conduit3 for radio and television, (b) storage space,
and (c) graphics production s:ace.

* Consultation with school plant fanning section. Six
states had a specie st in NE AV requ remenZs within the
SDE school plant planning section. In 33 states, school
plant planning personnel consulted with personnel assigned
NEM/AV 'responsibilities.

aeqi.a
puipment standards. States were surveyed by the

SAVES st o aetermine the to which state departments of
education published standards for NEM/AV equipment. Analysis of
responses indicated that there was a general lack of uniform
interpretation or understanding of the meaning of standards among
SDE personnel. Standards varied considerably in scope apd
specificity and there was wide diversity in their types and
application within individual states. However, from the infor-
mation obtained, survey findings indicated that nationally:

* Twenti-eight states had published standards concerning
specifications for NEM/AV equipment; 22 had24 no 'such standards.

24
Three of these anticipated developing such standards before

July 1963.

WiNtww.r. dasawftwaraga
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* Twenty-five of the 28 states reported that published
equipment standards were developed primarily in relation
to NDEA. Although responses did not differentiate uni-
formly between equipment standards and NDEA ,,,Irchase re-
quirements, the impact of NDEA upon development of standards
was clearly present in at least half the states.

* Equipment standards, in a feio. states (in addition to NoBli
requirements), were also recommended Jn publications; for
instance, in school planning guides in Minnesota, and in
an administrative handbook in Missouri.

Distribution of State Aid Funds for NE AV Activities - -Ear
marked earmarked 1peciA.Lca iy.ror. V
activities were found in the SAVES Study to be distributed to
local schools in 27 states. In 21 of these states, funds were
allocated as a new or speCial'-type of financial support. Five
states reported that such fund distribution was a regular part of
the state's school support program.

Of the 21 states indicating that allocated funds were a new
and special type of financial support, 19 reported that such funds
were exclusively related to NDEA programs. (The effect of NDEA
upon spending patterns is obviously apparent in this analysis.)
The basis or manner of distributing earmarked funds (other than
NDEA funds) provided a number of interesting variations:

* In Tennessee, earmarked funds were allocated on the basis
of per pupil of average daily, attendance--$1.25 per
pupil for "instructional materials other than textbooks,"
But these funds could also be used for "maintenance and
operation of the school plant." In Florida, $25 per
teacher unit per year was allocated for library and
audiovisual materials, exclusive of monies supporting'
educational television,

* In Georgia, several state school support funds were
specifically marked for NEM/AV purposes. Audiovisual
matching funds were used to establish local film centers,
and, in amounts up to $1,000, to finance the purchase of
NEM/AV materials by local school districts. An additional
sum of $75,000 could be allocated from state library
funds for NEM/AV purposes. Districts receiving such
funds were required to match them from local monies.

* In California (1960-61), the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction was permitted by law to provide up to 50 per
cent of the costs of county audiovisual services. Cali-
fornia's 58 counties provided such services for local
schools; during 1960-61, the California SDE allocated
nearly 2 million dollars for direct support of county
audiovisual service centers.

* In New Jersey, earmarked funds in amounts up to $2,500
were available on a matching basis to each county NEM/AV
center. In 1960-61, approximately $50,000 of state aid
funds were distributed to 20 centers in this manner.

Non-earmarked state funds were distributed by 43 (of 50)
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states. With local board approval, such funds could be used for
NEM/AV purposes.

Grou s Other Than SDE Providing Leadership in Areas Related
to NE AV. Education today is a cooperative enterprise. Govern-
mental agencies, institutions, national and local school, lay,
and business groups commonly work together to establish standards,
conduct research, prepare publications, and develop new methods
and material' for classroom use. In such cooperative undertakings,
leadership is seen not to be vested in one individual, one group,
or one agency; rather, it is assumed by many groups or individuals.
Such is the situation in the NEM/AV field, .where leadership in
the development and advancement of NEM/AV activities and programs
continues to be a joint undertaking.

The SAVES Project sought information through personal inter-
views about groups or agencies, other than the SDE, which were
assuming or providing leadership in the promotion of NEM/AV
certification requirements, accreditation, NEM/AV equipment
specifications, publications, research, and educational television.
Although every state was questioned about these matters, some did
not responds Answers reported (representing opinions of SDE
interview respondents) showed that in the promotion and develop-
ment of NEM/AV standards for certification, accreditation, and
equipment and in the publication of NEM/AV materials, the most
consistent support, aside from the SDE, came from NEM/AV associ-
ations. Leadership was also provided by institutions of higher
education, library associations, and educational organizations
other than the NEM/AV group. In a few instances commercial
groups and lay groups shared, these leadership responsibilities.

In 24 states, institutions of higher education appeared to
be assuming the major leadership role. In these states, no ;SDE
research activities were reported.

In 36 states which identified the SDE with ETV responsi-
bilities, respondents indicated that, in addition to other state
agencies, this leadership was shared with institutions of higher
education and various local-and community groups.

Interests and Attitudes Toward New Educational Media

On the assumption that the interests and attitudes of teachers
and administrators (including supervisors) might possibly be the
controlling factor in acceptance and use of new instructional
materials, the SAVES stusly sought to assess interests and atti-
tudes of these individuals regarding currently prominent (1960)
new educational media. These assessments were based on a canvass
of opinions and observations of SDE interview respondents° Results
were as follows:

* Teachiag_machines. Interest in teaching machines was
rated "very, high" or "moderately high" for adminis-
trators and supervisors in 38 (out of 50) states; teacher
interest wrIs similarly rated in only a little more than
half of these same states (27). Low inter^st in teaching
machines was reported in more than twice many states
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for teachers Fl for administrators (23 states vs. 11).

Administrators showed a positive attitude toward uses
of programmed learning and teaching machines in more than
twice as many states as teachers (30 states to 14). In
35 states teachers showed a neutral or negative attitude
toward use of this tool; the 'same administrator rating

nn ....w..

* Lan ua e laboratories. Teacher and administrator interest
in anguage a oratories was "very high" or ftroderately
high" in 48 of the 50 states. Attitudes of both groups
toward the use of language laboratories in teaching were
reported to be favorable in 44 states for teachers and in
45 states for administrators.

* Overhead ro ection. Both teachers and administrators
n e ma or ty o states were reported to be interested
in overhead projection. loorty states reported "very
high" or "moderately high" teacher interest in overhead
projection; 39 states reported similar interest among
administrators. Attitudes toward uses of overhead
projection were `favorable in'40.6tatesefortsabhers and
in 43 for administrators. Neutral or negative attitudes
were reported in the remaining states.

* Etc ht-millimeter sound motion ictures. Low interest in
IIREWF637a-to prevail in states for teachers

and 'in 46 states for administrators. A more or less
neutral attitude toward their use appeared to be a
characteristic pattern for administrators in 38 states
and for teachers in 36. This attitude was interpreted
by interv%ew respondents as generally one of "wait and see".

* Educational television, Interest in educational tele-
vision was also reportel as "very high" or "moderately
high" for teachers in 43 states any for administrators
in 48. Attitudes toward use of ETV were reported favorable
for teachers in 35 states and in 41 for administrators,
"Very high" interest (the highest rating) and "very
positive" attitudes (the highest rating) were reported
more often for administrators than for teachers.

In summary, and on the basis of estimates of interest in and
attitudes toward new media, it would appear that, the 1960-61
administrator-supervisor group was more favorably disposed toward
all new educational media than the teacher group. Of all the
currently prominent new media, language laboratories were the
most widely accepted. ETV and overhead projection were in second
and third positions in the high-interest and favorable-attitude
categories. Low interest and a neutral or negative attitude
toward their use were judged to exist for teaching machines and
8mw sound motion pictures.
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Chapter 3

NEM/AV DEVELOPMENTPAST AND FUTURE

OPINIONS OF RESPONDENTS

One important phase of the SAVES Project involved obtaining
opinions and observations of SzE personnel covering (1) growth
trends in NEM/AV programs for the 15-year period prior to 1960-61,
(2) changes expected in the next ten years, and (3) the major
needs within each state for the adequate and orderly development
of NEM/AV use in the public schools, These opinions and obser-
vations represented the thinking of more than eighty educators,
some of whom were NEM/AV specialists, but many of whom spoke from
a more general frame of reference, Their judgments may be useful
to chief state school officers and others in the NEM/AV field as
they view the present situation and plan future NEM/AV,activities
and services.

In this chapter the opinions expressed by these individuals
are summarized under three general headings:

* Growth Trends in NEM/AV in the Fifteen Years Prior to
1960-61

* NEM/AV Developments Expected to Occur in the Next Ten Years
* Principal Needs for the Growth and Improvement of NEM/AV

Programs

Growth Trends in NEM/AV in the Fifteen Years Prior to 1960-61

During the personal interviews with members of the SAVES
Project staff, respondents were asked to review some of the
changesl that had taken place in the 15 years prior to 1960-61

1SAVES Report, Vol, II, Appendices, Appendix D, p, 94,
.11.1111010.011, ww0WINL.

or since World War II.

Observations and opinions of SDE personnel were canvassed
about increases or decreases in (1) materials distribution
centers, (2) local graphic materials production units, (3) the
number of persons employed in NEM/AV. and (4) the amount of money
spent for NEM/AV by local school units. No attempt was mada to
support these observations by a statistical analysis of records
since this was not considered to be within the scope of the study,
The following results are reported:

Materials Distribution Centers, Materials distribution
centers were judged to have experienced growth in 45 of the 50
states. The majority of these states (29) characterized the 4

growth as "slow" within their states while 16 states believed it
to be "rapid".

Respondents in 44 states reported (on the basis of another
interview question2) that their state departments of education
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SAVES Report, Vol. I, Chapter II, p. 88,

encouraged the development of distribution centers on a regional
or local basis. However, respondents in 30 of these 44 states
also contended that central distribution by the SDE should be
carried out in certain specialized NEM/AV areas. Many of these
same states advanced the further idea that distribution of critical,
high -cost materials should be centralized within the SDE or at
the state level, and that local distribution centers should handle
frequently-used and specialized materials near the point of use3

3
Ibid.
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Local Gra hic Materials Production Units. Within the last
15 years, growth in local graphic materials production units has
taken place (according to SDE personnel) in 28 states. In three-
fourths (21) of these states, growth was characterized as "slow ";
it was identified as "rapid" in the other seven. There appeared
to have been no notable recent change in the growth of local
graphic materials production units in 20 states. Thirty-three
states reported that they encouraged the development of local
graphic materials production facilities on a regional basis. In
35 states, the SDE encouraged cooperative arrangements between
existing local and regional production units to supply such
materials to local schools.4

4
Ibid., p. 90,
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Numbers of Persons Employed in NBM/AV. Forty states _reported
growth, in the 15 years previous to 1960-61, in the number of
persons devoting full-time to NEM/AV activities. But in little
over three-fourths (32) of these states this growth was
characterized as "slow". Only 8 states indicated growth as
"rapid", SDE personnel in ten states (of 50) declared there had
been no notable change in the number of persons thus employed
during this same period. All but three states (or 47 states in
all) however, experienced increases in numbers of part-time
personnel employed in NEM/AV. For 35 of the 47 states, the
growth pattern was "slow"; in 12 it was characterized as "rapid ".

ent for School Units, In the judg-
ment of respondents, units in 47 of the 50 states
had recently increased expenditures for NEM/AV materials and
equipment, Such expenditures did not include National Defense
Education Act funds which were seen to have had their own signif.,
icant effect on spending patterns for NEM/AV activities and
resources, Amounts spent were judged to have inereased "slowly"
in 36 of the 47 states; 11 others had experienced "rapid" grc's'th.

In summary, appraisals (by SDE personnel) of NEM/AV growth
trends in the 50 states showed that nationally there had been
growth in the number of materials distribution centers (45 states);

ti
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in the number of local graphic materials production units (28
states); in the number of full-time personnel employed in NEM/AV
activities (40 states); in the number of part-time personnel thus
employed (47 states); and in the amount of money--not including
NDEA funds--expended for NEM/AV services (47 states).

Growth was seen to be ra id for materials distribution
entern in 1A mi-Ai-ma7 for pr^...21,4-1^n c enters in 7 states, Rapid
growth was identified with employment of full-time NEM/AV per-
sonnel in 8 states, and with part-time personnel in 12 states.
In 11 states only was an increase in the amount of money expended
for NEN/AV by local school units judged to be rapid.

The growth5 was thought to be slow more often than rapid in

5
States not included in this tabulation reported "no noticeable

change", SAVES Report, Vol. I, Chapter II, pp. 104-108.

all of the above categories as the following tabulation showed:
materials distribution centers - 29 of the 45 states reported
growth to be slow; local production units - 21 of 28 states;
number of full-time personnel - 32 of 40 states; and money spent
by local schools - 36 of 47 states so reported.

As observed by SDE personnel in 1960-61 national patterns
of NEM/AV growth within states in the four categories studied
were seen to be increasing for the 15-year period previous to
1960-61 but therate of growth was generally characterized as "slow",

AE AV Dex212pments.§alsadlIESscur in the Next Ten Years

Data for this portion of the study were derived from tape-
recordings made during personal interviews with state respondents
conducted by the SAVES field interviewers. All respondents were
asked five identical questions,6 in the same sequence. They were

6
SAVES Pro ect interviewers were briefed during a five-day work-
shop on s an and interview techniques, using mock - interview
techniques. After each member had conducted one actual state
interview, the interview team met to compare experiences and to
determine ways to improve subsequent interviews,

encouraged to express personal viewpoints about these questions
and to base their remarks on their observations and experience.
Replies to four of five questions used are reported here; data
from the fifth question are discussed in the last section of this
chapter, These four questions focused on changes expected nat-
ionally (1) in NEM/AV materials and devices, (2) in the develop-
ment of materials distribution and production centers, (3) in
numbers of persons likely to be engaged in NEWAV activities and
in-requirements for NEN/AV positions, and (4) in NEM/AV financing
and expenditure patterns. With the exception of the question on
expected changes in NEM/AV materials. and devices, these questions
called for the projection of opinions on the same items used in
the discussion of growth trends prior to 1960-61. Results of
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this questionnaire7 (1960-61) are summarized below;
VENNI

7
Taped responses to each question were analyzed separately, then

grouped for similarity of ideas. A frequency tabulation was then
made of the number of times a similar response occurred. No
attempt was made to relate remarks or opinions to any one state.

MOINOINIMEr 41111=, AMI11M...11 aLiNNIWaralMrim,2

Chan es Ex ected in NEB/AV Materials and Devices, As might
have been anticipated, NE AV materials and devices were expected
to increase not only in numbers available but in types of equip-
ment and variety of media to be utilized. Considerable utili-
zation expansion was anticipated for teaching machines, overhead
projectors, 8mm sound film, and educational television. Among
the more conventional devices, increased availability and use of
tape recorders, microprojectorse and filmstrip projectors were
predicted. A further prediction was that, as a result of more
experimentation and applications of recent technical knowledge,
materials and devices would improve in quality. Equipment would
be "lighter", "more compact ", "more versatile", "simpler and
easier to use". A number of respondents also anticipated major
modifications in traditional classroom learning situations which
would affect staffing patterns and school organization. A few
respondents indicated concern that many devices would be developed
that would fall into disuse after a trial period.

Chan es Ex ected in Distribution and Production Centers.
Although NE AV distribution centers general y were predicted
to increase, respondents varied greatly in the predictions as to
where such centers would be located. Mat frequently mentioned
for future development were county or regional centers; state
centers were next--with or without supporting regional units.
The prediction was frequently expressed that most local districts
and individual schools would eventually need NEM/AV centers as
increased quantities of instructional materials and equipment
became available. It was also expected that the nature of these
centers would change and that they would become resource centers
to provide a full range of curricular services and instructional
materials.

There was general agreement among respondents that local
production centers would increase in numbers and that the quality
of locally produCed materials would improve substantially as more
educators became involved with them, Z'bst respondents predicted
that production centers would be developed on a regional basis
and that, in some instances, they might even serve more than one
state.

shanosjime2122.1n Numbers of Persons En a ed in NE AV
Activities and in Requirements for NEd AV Pos tions. In e
judgment of most respondents, more NE AV positions would be
created in the future, thus requiring additional professional and
non=professional personnel. Such increases in professional NEM/AV
personnel were believed likely to occur at local, regional, state,and national levels. A few respondents expected an increase in
the number of national consultants in the NEM/AV field. Greatest
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personnel increases were anticipated for building coordinators,
clerical and technical personnel, ETV production staffs, staffs
for developing programmed materials, and resource personnel for
industrial and community educational activities. Several res-
pondents noted that increases in NEM/AV personnel for schools
would depend in large measure upon whether or not NEM/AV materials
and devices were maaa intpgrally in tetArghing_lc,mrning meo-iv4t4e.,
as they should be, or merely as supplementary enrichment. There
appeared to be general agreement among respondents that more and
better training of educational media generalists and specialists
would be necessary; similar needs were seen for the in-serviee and
pre-service development of classroom teachers.

gballges Ex ected in Financing and Expenditure Patterns. To
the miNfIty o res;---7;1°C3--"Ierr-mpls it was obvious that expected expansions
of NEM/AV programs would require greater. expenditures of funds.
Such expenditures would be especially necessary to support in-
creased numbers of professional personnel, construction of new
and better physical facilities in which to use new media, and the
broadening and strengthening of in-service and pre-service educa-
tional programs. It was expected that funds for such purposes
would come from all levels of government--local, state, and
national. Only a very few persons judged that there would be
little change in NEM/AV expenditure and financing patterns over
the coming ten-year period. There was a general lack of agreement
as to the sources of future revenues for NEM/AV activities. Some
expected state.and national, rather than local, governments to
provide more financial aid. By this time, national funds through
NDEA had already improved conditions in the NEM/AV field.) A few
respondents obseryed that the tax structure would need to be
revised before new funds from local and state levels could be
expected. These individuals hoped that such new tax revenues
would be part of regular school budgets, rather than being treated
as "earmarked" funds.

Prinsisal Needs for the Growth and Improvement of NEM/AV Programs

State respondents were asxed a final question, "What do you
see as the three greatest needs of your state in the new educa-
tional media field?" Their tape-recorded answers were processed
in the same manner8 as those for the four questions discussed in

8
See footnote 7, '
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the preceding section of this chapter. A summary of these opinions
follows.

Judged by their frequency of mention, the three needs upper-
most in the minds of respondents were for: (1) teachers well-
trained in NEM/AV utilization; (2) NEM/AV leaders well-trained
for responsibilities at the local, intermediate, and state levels;
and (3) more adequate financial support. In various ways, res-
pondents indicated that more and better in-service and pre-service
training would be required for teachers, administrators, NEM/AV
personnel, and teacher educators, as well as for lay board members,
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A few respondents thought competence could be improved primarily
through certification requirements,

High on the list of requirements was the need to re-examine
the school curriculum and current methods of teaching in the
light of the availability of new media resources, It was thought
that such re-examination would lead eventually to improved
facilities and to necessary administrative reorganizations of
schools and changes in ways of using the teaching staff, Among
other frequently mentioned items were the'following:

* Need for improved NEN/AV materials and devices:

* Need for local and regional distribution and production
centers--to make materials and devices more readily
available and more accessible to eventual users.

* Need to understand the proper role of LW in education
and to explore and develop its uses in teaching-learning,

* Need for NEWAV research, more application of valid
research findings .already known, and more "grass roots",
"practical", and "action-type" research at the local
school level.

* deed to inform public and professional groups about the
potentialities of NEM/AV materials and devices,

* Need for better cooperation and coordination among
persons, agencies, and institutions in relation to
NM/AV matters.



Chapter 4

RECENT INFORMATION ON STATE NEM/AV PROGRAMS

Although the original central purpose of the Summar Re ort
was to summarize only the significant findings of t e 1 °-
SAVES Study and the Connelly Study of state laws on NEM/AV media:
it on became apparent that inclusion of more recent data con-
cerning various state programs also would be required. A plan
to obtain data for this alteration of purpose was supported by
the Association of Chief State Schc-1 Audio-Visual Officers.
Information that follows, derived from questionnaires and inter-
views, will be discussed under several categories:

Descri.tizeportsofF.U.ci, NEM/AV
d-atiVitreioffF.viiistati-f-tWe 50 described
in the SAVES Report (Volume I, Chapter III) will be re-
ported =loth 1960-61 and 1964-65. Interim changes
will be indicated.

U dated Information Obtained from the ACSSAVO Question-
naire, Da a or 9 o a ne rom the ques onnaire
circulated by ACSSAVO, will be presented graphically,
along with comparative 1960-61 information for the same
questionnaire items.

Rignificant.gbanges Since 1960 -61. This section will
report in summary form the important NEM/AV recent
changes and developments identified by respondents from
38 of 50 states, All these changes were described as
having occurred since completion of the original SAVES
questionnaire.

* .........29.....aDunSDInflueEAE NEM/AV Programs.

Commenta21114M612212RLEEALLE1172.1tates

The five states' chosen for detailed description and analysis
in the materials that follow have several points in common:

Each has a functioning NEM/AV administrative unit within
the SDE and/or designated NEM/AV personnel.

Each has a well-defined NEM/AV program under professional
leadership.

Each has an identifiable budget for NEM/AV activities
and services.

Each has developed statewide plans for uses of ETV in
the public schools.

Each provides professional assistance to SDE staff mem-
bers on NEM/AV matters. It also furnished audiovisual
materials and evIpment for their use.

Each provides a statewide program of leadership in develop-
ing county or regional and local district NEM/AV programs
calculated to make available to classroom teachers a
wide range of NEM/AV services.
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Each of the states is seen to follow a somewhat different
approach to providing NEM/AV services and under varying circum-
stances of support and control. Several characteristic factors
may be identified for each, In California, for example, the
Bureau of Audio-Visual and School Library Education operates with
a relatively small professional staff, of whom all are primarily
generalists in the NEMAV and school library fields. With NDEA
financing, the Bureau also employs a well-qualified, part-time
staff of specialists who live and work in other parts of the
state. Responsibility for school libraries was assigned to the
Bureau in 1960. Since the Bureau began '(in 1945), its basic
policy has been that of encouraging continuous decentralization
of NEM/AV services at county, district, and individual school
levels. The California SDE allocates state educational funds to
county NEM/AV service centers through use of a district matching
formula. The SDE itself has no separate legal authority except
that delegated to it by the California State Legislature.

Connecticut, somewhat in contrast, provides an SDE NEM/AV
program that works directly with school districts; this state has
no intermediate county school units. The Connecticut SDE itself
has broad legal powers with which to direct the state educational
program. Despite the traditional independence of local govern-
mental units of the region, the SDE is seen to be instrumental
in providing essential leadership for educati,2nal innovation.
The Consultant in Audio-Visual Education and Educational Tele-
vision has been instrumental, here, in developing cooperative
activities with other SDE staff members, local school districts,
institutions of higher education, professional associations, and
commercial groups. In a few instances, this coopsration has
extended also to neighboring states. A major focus of the
Connecticut NEM/AV program has been to assist local schools in
developing closed-circuit ETV and to stimulate classroom use of
telecasts. Film utilization has been facilitated through publi.,
cations of annotated film listings for various subject matter
areas and distributed to all teachers of those subjects in the
state. Published standards for equipment, materials and building
facilities, as well as high qualifications for NEM/AV personnel,
have been developed and disseminated through state level leader-
ship activities.

In Hawaii, youngest of the states, the SDE has been occupied
in guiding the state's educational system through territorial
status to statehood. There the SDE administers the entire state
educational system somewhat in the manner of a single large school
district. The NEM/AV program, of quite recent origin, developed
rapidly but in orderly fashion. In an effort to benefit to some
extent from the experiences of others, the SDE obtained the
services of a survey team whose recommendations recognized existing
conditions peculiar to the state. Hawaii represents an example.
of NEM/AV"ffervices functioning in the context of a Library Serliices
Division, as contrasted with California where the school, library
program functions in a bureau long established as "audiovisual".

In New York, the SDE has been given sweeping constitutional
powers for directing education within the state, The Division of
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Educational Communications has recently been reorganized to co-
ordinate NEM/AV activities and services that, in many instances,
had become much too diffused for effective administration. This
large and complex division is now administered in such a way as
to provide a wide range of integrated specialized services for
the SDE staff and other schools of the state. The division itself
is gx,p-Arimpntally nri ente to revel op figa1At.ms*, and esv=1,-rat-
the worth of educational innovations.

Pennsylvania has the distinction of being the first state to
have an SDE NEN/AV program. Leadership at the state level is
centralized in the Bureau of Instructional Materials and Mass
Media, which operates with a large staff of specialists in several
NEM/AV fields. In-service functions, publica4-ion, production and
distribution services are important activities. Decentralization
is sought through the operation of regional centers closely
coordinated with the state NEM/AV program. Television, in Penn-
sylvania, receives major emphasis and permeates the educational
structure of the state. The state also makes effective use
many community resources such as museums.

Information in the following pages deals with further details
of NEN/AV programs of these five states. Data for these descrip-
tions have been drawn principally from., three sources: (1) thp
original SAVES Study (1960-61), (2) personal interviews with
state NE070anails conducted by members of the Summar Re rt
staff during 1965, and (3) mail questionnaires circUlated by the
ACSSAVO secretariat to members of that organization.l

1
Each of the reports following was reviewed and approved by the
appropriate chief state school audiovisual officer before
inclusion here.
672.13216111111MI.NEVIIMIN

CALIFORNIA

NALV2ISsopization and Finance

1960-61.. The California Bureau of Audio-Visual and School
Library Education, since its inception, has functioned as a
separate administrative unit of the Supplementary Education Ser-
vices Section. of the Division of Instruction. It was this unit
that bore the primary responsibility for SDE activities in NEM/AV
matters,

The Bureau has five professional full-time members, each
with some specialization of function to be rendered throughout
the entire state. Eight other SDE staff members also assisted in
phases of the NEM/AV program as these related to their professional
assignments. Sixteen part-time consultants--NE/AV specialists
fraM institutions of higher education and city and county school
districts--were used for approximately 90 meetings, each,,,one to
three days long.

All professional, technical, and clerical personnel for the
California Bureau were selected by state civil service procedures.
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Competitive written and oral examinations were held for all
positions. Civil service examinations for professional NEM/AV
personnel required the applicant to have a comprehensive know-
ledge of education and specialized knowledge and understanding of
NEM/AV education as it related to the position in question. The
examination also tested the individual's ability to apply his
knowledge to state level NEM/AV problems. _For the Bureau chief's
position, a master's degree and tour years of experience in the
administration of an NEM/AV unit at the district or county level
wc-li minimal requirements for service and eligibility. In practice,
however, the chief was required to hold a doctorate degree. TWo
years of NEM/AV administrative experience were required for a
consultant's position.

The budget for the NEM/AV Bureau during fiscal year 1961
included $81,104 for salaries, $10,053 for travel, $7,500 for
publications, and $9,940 for NEM/AV materials and other expenses;
the total budget of $108,597 for 1961 was a separate, identifiable
part of the SDE budget.

1964-65. The organization of the California Bureau of Audio-
Visuai ana School Library Education remains basically the same
today as it was in 1960-61. A Bureau chief and consultants still
provide essential specialized services in both audiovisual and
school library education. The Bureau staff _now includes six
professional members who, for years, have worked closely with
other SDE members so that many of the latter are now qualified
to assist local school personnel regarding NEM/AV needs related
to their own specialized fields. The Bureau chief reports that
through NDEA, it is now possible to provide expanded services to
the state's rapidly growing school population. Largely with NDEA
financial, assistance the Bureau also has selected 44 NEM/AV con-
sultants with NEWAV specialization and assigned them (part-time),
as needed, to consult in different parts of the state,

Under Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of 1965 the Bureau will add four additional consultants, two of
whom will devote their time to school librari, work. One will be
an ETV specialist; one will be a, generalist in NEM/AV.

The Bureau's budget for fiscal year 1964-65 included $124,000
for salaries, $12,650 for travel; $2,400 for publications, and
$19,716 for materials and other expenses--for a total of $158,90j.
(This includes $16,400 NDEA funds)

LeattEship Activities

1960-61. The five professional members of the Bureau" staffstaff

2
The Bureau maintained a consistent policy of decentralization of

audiovisual, service centers. All counties in the state operated,
alone or in conjunction with other counties, an audiovisual service
center. Large city districts frequently provided their own
service centers.
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provided consultation service to the 58 counties in the state--
generally, at the invitation of the county. The Bureau also made
such service available to the nearly 200 other NEMAV service
centers in school systems and publicly-supported educational
institutions throughout California. Ire-'addition, upon request,
consultation was given to NEM/AV service centers in private
inati_teeiene of hi ghee eAecetion, The Bureau staff also assieted
other SDE' staff members on problems involving the application of
NEM/AV knowledge and experience in their special fields. Fre-
quently, this assistance related to curriculum revision activities
and the preparation of guides, courses of study, and bibliographies.

During the 1960-61 school year, the Bureau staff sponsored,
co-sponsored, or participated in a total of 184 meetings, ranging
from one to three days in length, with an estimated attendance of
14,140. Audiovisual directors, administrators, supervisors,
teachers and librarians comprised most of these audiences. New
media, particularly ETV and language laboratories, were featured
in many of the presentations and discussions.

Publication activities of the NEM/AV unit within the Cali-
fornia State Department of Edneation included: (1) a directory of
personnel responsible for NEM/AV services in schools and colleges
throughout the state; (2) Television in California Schools; and
(3) "Let's Listen"-ea radio 717FigiINErgi7IFIBEEDNFT775 to four
times a year and distributed to 9000 educators. The 1960-61 pub-
lication budget of the Bureau was $7,500. Bureau staff members
served on committees of the state NEM/AV association which published
pamphlets and brochures needed for the development and imProvement
of NEM/AV activities and services within the state. Two such
publications were: Your Audio-Viaual Program--a handbook for
principals; and Room Darkening for Audio-Visual Instruction.

In 1961, the Bureau was active in working with the state
legislature for the passage of a permissive bill authorizing
county school superintendents and school districts to own and
operate educational television stations. This legislation cul-
minated nearly nine years of active support by the Bureau of ETV
development within the state which began in September 1952 with a
conference called by the SDE. to consider uses of the eight ETV
channels allocated by the FCC to California, Recommendations of
this group led to the Governor's (Earl Warren) Conference on
Educational Television (December 1952) attended by some 2,000
participants. As an outgrowth of this conference, a Citizens
Committee on Educational Television was appointed by the Governor:
the Bureau chief3 served as executive secretary of this group.

1=111=1MilliIIIMNIMINIONNOMINI
3
A Plan for Educational Television in California was developed by
dirETINgrarir/Francis W. WarTE173175r3 doctoral
dissertation.

Recommendations of this committee (together with those from other
groups) led to legislation which in 1955 approved appropriations
for experimental television developments in state colleges; and
in 1957, authorized use of state educational funds for ETV; and

47massoUaaameamiWaa ismNINIMIIMINMC=NalMdflarZlie
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again, in 1961, assured passage of the bill mentioned earlier in
this discussion.

1964-65. Since its inception in 1945, the California
Bureau of Audio-Visual and School Library Education services has
supported a policy encouraging decentralization of its services,
the aockptahce of local responsibility, development of local
leadership in guiding the growth of NiaM/AV service centers, and
the furnishing of other essential facilities (including educa-
tional radio and ETV stations) to improve teaching and learning
in the schools. The Bureau has also followed a policy of seeking
state financial support earmarked for such programs. Significant
growth of NEM/AV facilities and services has occurred throughout
the state as a result of these policies. In 1945, at the inception
of the Bureau, there were only 16 audiovisual education service
centers in the state's districts and county school offices. The
Chief of the Bureau reports that in 1964-65 there were 57 county
superintendent of school NEM/AV service centers, 121 city school
district centees, 46 junior college centers, and 34 centers in
other institutions of higher learning. In addition, there are 21
educational radio stations and seven ETV stations operating in
the state.

Because of California's size, its rapid population growth,
the large numbers of NEM/AV centers operating within the state,
the rapid expansion of school NEM/AV activities, and limited
central staff, the Bureau has been required to develop means of
fulfilling leadership responsibilities other than through time-
consuming personal contacts. A particularly effective means
toward this end is the Bureau's work within the state audiovisual
education professional organizations and, to a lesser extent,
with audiovisual commercial dealers' organizations. The Bureau
staff continues to cooperate with the Audio-Visual Education
Association of California in planning and presenting the annual'
statewide pr6feasional conference, attended in 1965 by more than
2,500 persons. The California State Superintendent of Public
Instruction issues call letters for this conference. The five
sections of the association also hold from two to five sectional
meetings each year. Bureau staff personnel are customarily
invited and are expected to attend these meetings to discuss
NEM/AV problems with members.

During summer 1965, the Bureau conducted a one-week workshop
on "New Media and Changing Educational Patterns", attended by
more than 175 delegates. Each year the Bureau compiles and
publishes a directory of California NEM/AV personnel, including
names of persons having major responsibilities for NEM/AV programs
and services. Also included are names of officers of state NEM/AV
professional organizationi as well as a list of radio and ETV
stations,

Manuscripts completed during the year, waiting publication
during 1966, include one on the application of data processing
to NEM/AV activities, an evaluation of California audiovisual
education programs and a report describing the new media workshop
mentioned above.
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2221-.4Ii2nal Services and Activit

1960-61 The Bureau of Audio-Visual and School Library

ies

Education maintained a total of227 units of 14 types of NEM/AV
equipment, including the following: 16mm motion picture projectors;
slide and filmstrip projectors; sound slide film projectors; over-
bead projectors; opaque projectors; tape recorders; phonographs;

.

teaching machines; and closed-circuit Tv units, More than 1800
units of materials were available through the Bureau. Equipment
and materials were regulerly available to aid SDE personnel in
performing their regular duties.

Although priority was given to SDE personnel for the loan oZ
NEB /AV materials and equipment, staff members in other state
agencies were also able to borrow these items, For example, the
closed-circuit television units were used by schools and colleges
for demonstration and experimentation, Other materials and equipe
ment were no.t available to public schools that were to be__
served by county or local school district NEMAV centers,

The Bureau also maintained a graphics production unit and a
photographic laboratory to serve the needs of the SDE. In addition
to developing certain materials for use by the professional SDE
staff: technical personnel often consulted on problems of NEM/AV
production,

1964-65. The 1964-65 operational services and activities
of thrTgrifernia Bureau of Audio-Visual and School Library
Education remain substantially the same as for 1960 -61. The
Bureau chief reports that funds are available for the purchase of
equipment needed for SDE staff use, No change was reported in
policies regulating use of equipment and materials by other
agencies of state government, for school district experimental
projects, or for the SDE staff itself, The Bureau continued to
provide graphic artist and photographic services to the department.

Research and .Develo ment Activities

1960-61. No specific research studies related to NEM/AV
programs were conducted by the California Bureau. Nevertheless,
it had on occasion used the SDE research section for the collection
and analysis of specific data on NEM/AV matters requiring statis-
tical information. The Bureau encouraged and sunoorted graduate
student research in NEM/AV education in institutions of
higher education by supplying problems for study and making its
resources available for student use. In like manner, the Bureau
had a record of cooperating with the state NEM/AV association in
its regular program of research and publication.

1964.65. In the two years since 1964, the Bureau of Audio-
Visual anrgchool Library Ede cation has assigned a consultant
full-time on school library research, studying district and
county school library neede, His report will be used primarily
as a basis for planning a long-range school library development
program under Title II of ESEA of 1965 Library Resources projects.
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An increasing number of film libraries are now turning to
automated data processing. The Bureau itself is conducting a
study of various systems and methods with the expectation that a
uniform system can be developed capable of being used inter-
changeably by NEM/AV centers throughout .thE state.

A third major research project nearing completion is a sWdy
of city and district EN/AV services conducted with a view to
developing evaluation criteria for such servicee. This instrument
is being denigned for use in self-evaluation or by teams of NEM/AV
specialists and staff members of school districts who request the
SDE_to evaluate its NEM/AV services.

23221212I2rIlEtivities

1960-61. In 1960-61, California elementary schools were not
accredited athough to be eligible for state funds they were re-
quired to meet specified standards. At the smile time, secondary
schools were evaluated by means of self-appraisal procedures and
recommendations of a visiting evaluation team that included SDE
rewriters. Criteria set up by a professional associatilon of sec-
ondary school administrators, used as the base for standards, did
not specify minimum a for NEM/AV equipment and materials, physical
facilities, or training and skills for personnel performing NEM/AV
tasks.

Certification requirements for elementary and secondary
teachers called for a two-unit semester course (or equivalent) in
audiovisual education to renew teaching certificates. Beyond this
there were no other NEM/AV requirements for teachers. No special
certificate existed for NEA/AV designated personnel. At the
county level, however, such positions required a supervisory-or
administrative certificate.

At the time of this study, the certification system was
being revised? the California School Library Association recom-
mended inclusion of NEM/AV training in new standards for a school
librarian certificate.

The California SDE itself had no general school plant standards
pertaining directly to NEM/AV facilities, However, recommended
standards for room- darkening, ventilation, electrical facilities,
and similar BEM/AV matters, developed cooperatively by the Bureau
and the Audio-Visual Education Association of California, were
available to local school districts. Under certain conditions,
school districts were certified as eligible for spedial state aid
for school construction if they included specified NEM/AV facil-
ities as determined IT the rules and regulations of the Depart-
ment of Finance Allocation Board,

The SDE did not publish standards covering NEM/AV equipment
for school purchase, except those involving Federal requirements
for NDEA purchases.

By law, the California State Superintendent of Public
Instruction could provide up to 50 % of the costs of county audio-
visual services, All 58 California counties provided such ser-
vices for local school use. During the school year 1960-61, the
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to provide this direct support of county audiovisual services. Noother state school funds were specifically earmarked for NEWAVactivities, although local districts were empowered to allocate
services.

their own funds for NEM/AV activities, resources, and serves,

1964-65. Regulatory activities of the California SDE! in

SDE allocated (on a district matching basis) a total of $1,983,000

two-semester unit audiovisual educatiOn requirement for teachers

two notable exceptions. The first exception involves the earlier

196465, remain substantially the same ad those of 1960-61--with

which has now been discontinued under a new credentials revision
program. Despite this move, however, audiovisual instruction isstill required for credentials in a special ruling that states:

required for any credential, instruction in the use and educa-
"4tional value of audio and visual aids.

4
Section 822, Article 2, Title 5, California Administrative Code.

"TO be accredited to recommend a candidate for a teaching credential
(basic to all others), a teacher education institution (privateor public) shall include within appropriate professional courses

Under California regulations, school districts which by
contractual arrangement with ETV stations contribute financiallyto the production of instructional television programs for class-
room use may be reimbursed, upon proof of proper utilization, upto 50 cents £ 2E211 use, This amount may be claimed only onceper school year per puegr, regardless of the number of instruc-tional television programs viewed or produced during the schoolyear. School districts not contributing to the production ofsuch programs are not eligible for reimbursement.

During the 1964-65 school year, the California SDE allocatedto county audiovisual education centers, on a district matching
basis, a total of $2,473,269--an approximate 25% increase overthe amount allocated for these same purposes during 1960-61.

Rialifisailt.MITmLaoL1112111

The Chief of the Bureau of Audio-Visual and School Library
Education, the California SDE reports three significant changes
since 1960-61:

* Allocation of $800,000 to support instructional tele-
vision ($.50 per viewer) and the appointment of an
official Public School Instructional Television Committee,

* Addition of two consultants, plus a secretary, to handle
school library education probless.

* Provision of more services (financed by NDEA) through
workshops, demonstrations, provisions for equipment,
and additional staff,
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CONNECTICUT

NEM/AV agArAzation and Finance

1960-61. During 1960-61, in Connecticut, a Consultant in
AudiO:Vragr and Television Education assi4ned to the Bureau of
Pupil Personnel and Special Educational Services in the SDE
Division of Instructional Services was responsible for NEM/AV
activities and services. A total of 40 other consultants and
eight service specialists within other SDE offices also gave
advice on NEM/AV activities in rplation to the regular work of
their bureaus. All SDg consultants served the 169 school districts,
various educational institutions (including technical and voca-
tional schoole), and public libraries throughout the state. In
addition, during 1961, special consultants from outside the SDE
were employed on short-term contracts to develop course materials
for use on educational television programs.

The SDE Consultant in Audio-Visual and Television Education
spent full-time on NEM/AV activities, The 48 other professional
persons spent from ten to twenty per cent of time on such
activities. To support these activities, a clerical and technical
staff consisting of one full-time clerk: one half-time stenographer,
a full-time technician, and the equivalent of a full-time student
helper, were employed.

The NEM/AV consultant's position required a doctors degree,
10 years of experience in teachtng, experience in supervision
and/or administration, and certification as a general supervisor.

The budget allotment for NEM/AV activities in Connecticut,
separately identifiable in the 1960-61 budget was $24,159. Of
this, $16,671 were ..spent for salaries and,$3,00 for materials tobe circulated; the remainder (approximately $4,500) was used for
other miscellaneous expenses,

1964-65. The 1964-65 organization, staffing pattern, and
operation of the Connecticut NEM/AV unit was very similar to the
1960-61 pattern. Availability of NDE funds at this time made itpossible for the SDE to appoint an additional NEM/AV consultant
in the summer of 1965. Beginning in .1965, NEO/AV consultants, aswell as all other SDE consultants, were expected to assume broad
responsibilities, over and beyond their specialities, in working
with school systems throughout the state in carrying out provisions
of Title T, II, and III of the Elementary and Secondary EducationAct, as well as a state act passed by the 1964 legislature which
basically duplicates Title I of 89-10. Qualifications for the
professional positions were unchanged.

The 1964-65 budget for NEM/AV activities and services
totaled $35,700 with $25,900 for salaries; $750 for travel; $1,000
for publications; $3,500 for materials for circulation; and $4,500for other expenses. This represents an increase of nearly 50%
over a four-year period.
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1960-61. In 1960-61, the Consultant in Audio-Visual and
Televragi-Education of the Connecticut SDE, worked closely with
35 full-time school district directors of audiovisual education
ae well as large numbers of NEM/AV building coordinators, Re-
quests for consultation with and service from the NEM/AV con-
sultant and other ,SDE corsonnel usually followed staff visits to
local school or curriculum planning and in-service education
meetings,

Seven conferences sponsored by the SDE, and relating entirely
to new educational media, had attendance of more than 500'pprsonsl
two orientation meetings for new principals emphazing NEM/AV
activities and services were a part of this program. The NEM/AV
consultant also participated in,numerous-workshops in local dis-
tricts as well as in various meetings of professional and lay groups.

NEM/AV publication activities in Connecticut during 1961 were
limited primarily to mimecgraphed bulletins on NEM/AV topics. One
annotated bibliography of resource materials for guidance including
a listing of selected NEM/AV materials .was also produced. The
NEM/AV service also distributed numerous publications prepared by
professional organizations or various commercial groups.

At the time of the SAVES Study, the SEE had a record of

5
Prior to 1961, the Sin had.produced about 76 telecasts and had
cooperated with the state colleges in the planning and production
of 250 ETV programs.

participating in educational television activities in the
following ways:

* The State Commissioner of Education was a member of the
Board of Trustees of the Connecticut Educational Tele-
vision Corporation, a non-profit corporation to promote
and deveeep educational television, (The state legis-
lature had appropriated approximately $100,000 in
support of this corporation.)

* The Consultant in Audio-Visual and Television Education
and other members of the SDE staff participated in a
School Telecast Council which, among other things: (1)
made recommendations to the 'State Board of Education on
the development and use of ETV for schools? (2) suggested
curriculum areas and content for school telecasts; and
(3) planned for research on and evaluation of school
television programs,

* Members of the SDE staff, assisted by special consultants
(outside the SDE), developed curriculum outlines for
various subjects to be included in telecasts. These
were submitted for approval or change to the State
Board of Education, thee: forwarded to the ETV Corporation,

* In an effort to develop interest in ETV and skill in its
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use, the Audio-Visual and Television Education consultant
arranged with local schools for experimental eses of
closed-circuit TV equipment packages and assisted schciol
personnel in developing and presenting closed- circuit
'telecasts.

1964-65, By 1964-65, the le AV staff of the Cennecticut
EC had been instrumental in inieiating and establishing NEM4AV
service centers in every city in the state of 20,000 persons orlarger. Directc,Ts of those NEM/AV centers in these cities4
together with 12 NEM/AV specialists in the state's universities
and colleges, are now playing key roles-in improving instruction:in the Connecticut schools through use of NEM/AV media, Az
might be expected, the state Consultant in Audio-Visual and
Television Education spends a major portion of his time andeffort in encouraging cooperative undertakings with such tem/Av
leaders,

The SDE NEM/AV unit itself sponsored or co-sponsored 16
meetings during 1964-65 (mostly of one-day duration). Six of
thee meetings for city NEM/AV directors stressed leadership
responsibilities for NEM/AV services. Additional meetings were
held with these individuals on pxoblems of administering NEM/AV
service centers. Other conferences included: (1) two co-spon-sored with the Connecticut Audio- Visual Education Association,
(2) a statewide ETV conference for teachers and administrators,
(3) an ETV meeting for mathematics specialists, and (4) an ETV
conference for demonstrating a multimedia demonstration broadcast
over closed-circuit television facilities.

As in 1960-61, putlication activities were limited primarilyto mimeographed bulletins that dealt with sources of NEM/AV
materials and equipment and offerings of the SDE film library,As was the case previously, the unit distributed NEM/AV publi-
cations to schools which had been prepared by professional, and
sometimes commercial, organizations.

During the year the School Telecast Council developed atelevision program schedule for 1965-66. The selection and
scheduling of programs for such use were :based-upon extensive..
previews of kinescopes and video tapes and upon the evaluations
of previous programs by more then 5,000 teachers, The number of
pupils viewing educational television programs is estimated tobe in excess of 60,000 in the Channel 4 area, Major obstaclesto the wider use of such programs were reported to be (1) quality
oftprograms, and (2) the limited assessment of $1.00 per pupilfor support of the educational television activity,

The Audio-Visual and Television Education consultant has
continued to spend considerable time helping school systems plan
and develop closed-circuit television installations among school
buildings of a given district. One such development is found inthe Darien School District which has 11 schools interconnectedby coaxial cable. Plans to connect 23 school buildings in Norwalkby .microwave_ are presently being developed, A number of large
projects involving a dozen or more school systems using closed-
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circuit television and data retrieval systems also have been
approved under Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act: it has been the function of the NEM/AV consultant to
cooperate in planning and development of such projects.

92.212112.221.22svices and Activities

1960-61, In 1960-6i, the eentral SDE office provided a
library Eriudiovisua/ materials available without charge to all
schools and groups within the state. By policy, this library
served not as a pria;:y source of NEM/AV materials eavailable to
schools but only as a supplement to other local sources. It
included approximately 1500 motion pictures, 750 filmstrips,
2500 slides, 17 programmed texts, and 500 discs and tapes. These
materials were also available for use within the SDE itself and
by SDA1 staff members for in-service educational purposes.

Equipment owned by the central SDE office included such items
as motion picture, slide, opaque, and overhead projecters: tape
recorders: record players; a few teaching machines: aLd some
photographic equipment. Many SDE staff members were found to own
personal sets of NEN/AV materials which they used in carrying out
their departmental responsibilities.

The Connecticut SDE also had joined with five other states in
producing motion pictures on library services, and at the time of
the study, the NEM/AV consultant was cooperating with the Division
of Vocational Education on planning a film to be produced by that
office. By policy, the SDE encouraged local school units to
develop their own local facilities for the production of.graphics
and other inexpensive audiovisual instructional materials.

1964-65. In 1964-65, NE/AV material and equipment services
to Connect-Taut SDE staff members continue to be similar to those
reported for 1960-61. While eauipment and material inventories
were not reported, it was observed that with the availability of
NDEA funds, SDE staff personnel had adequate supplies of items
they needed,

The development of new city NEM/AV service centers was the
major focus of activity during 1964-65: other NEM/AV activities
and services had not changed noticeably, except for increased
attention to the distribution of films and video tapes. Instruc-
tional film circulation had increased from approximately 5,000
items for the year 1960-61 to more than 6,000 in 1964-65. The
increased use was attributed, in part, to the SDE's issuance of
a subject area film catalog for every science teacher in the
state and a second list for _teachers of technical, vocational,
and industrial art subjects. During 1965 -66, a listing of social
studies, psychology and education, and elementary films also will
be provided for all social studies teachers, all elementary teachers,
and all teacher training institutions.

One film on vocational education was produced during 1964-657
one set of 20 large transparencies was produced commercially for
a federally-sponsored workshop for social studies teachers under
direction of the NEM/AV consultant.



1960-61. At the time of the original SAVES Fro 1291, the
Connecticut SDE had not requested or conducted any research
related to NEM/AV activities or services.

1964-65. Llthough no new research was
severFrEigiarch proposals under Title VII,,
NEM/AV were' being drafted for submission to

'mport.1,Se

reported for 1964-65,
MEAD concerning
the US00E,6

6
See Leader,.. Activities for information concerning ETV
developments,
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Reatilatou..62tlyities

1960-61. Accreditation of Connecticut schools was found not
to be "--a function of the SDE. r7 However, by this time, it had

11111161.111MIM7
Secondary schools could apply to the New England Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools for accreditation,

begun to develop graduated standards for future approval of
elementary and secondary schools, and these were expected to in-
clude standards related to EE /AV materials and equipment. The
state's educational association was also active in supporting the
development of these accreditation standards, and the Connecticut
Audio-Visual Education Association supported inclusion of specific
NEM/AV standards,

A NEM/AV course was included in the group of courses recom-
mended for clasaroom teaching certificates, but the taking of the
course was optional depending upon the teacher education insti-
tution. Audiovisual methods were integrated in some subject
matter courses required for certain secondary teaching certificates.
Certification requirements for administrators, supervisors and
school librarians did not contain references to NEM/AV training
or experiences. Requirements for the library certificate were
undergoing revision at this time; and it was anticipated that, in
the future, they would contain NEM/AV course requirements. A
certificate for supervisors included endorsements related to
NEM/AV competencies for directors of NEM/AV centers and/or spec-
ialists in media production and required a master of science
degree in audiovisual administration.

Although not speciCied by the SDE at the time of the study,
NEM/AV standards for school buildings and facilities were antici-
pated. These were expected to be included in a bulletin prepared
by the SDE School Building Advisory Committee to cover such items
as: specifications for light control, master TV antennae, and/or
flexible instructional units. This same bulletin also urged
school boards to give consideration to providing facilities for
the use of conventional NEM/AV materials and equipment as well as
newer media such as teaching machines and television,
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The SDE did not publish standards related to NEM/AV equip-
ment for school purchase, except for Federal requirements related
to NDEA purchases.

State aid funds could be used for NEM/AV expenditures by
local districts, but no funds were specifically earmarked for
this purpose. In 1960-61, local districts spent $251,748 on
instructional materials, other than textbooks, from a total of
$43,822,880 in state aid funds exnended,

1964-65. By 1964-65, the Connecticut SDE had published
standards for elementary and secondary schools, These standards
included items concerned with school ownership and use of NEM/AV
equipment and materials.

The certificate for supervisors having NEM/AV responsibilities
now requires a master's degree and VRM/AV course work.

School building and facilities standards now require the
NEM/AV standards referred to in the 1960-61 portion of this section,

The SDE now publishes standards covering purchase of NEM/AV
equipment and materials by schools.

State funds continue to be used for NEM/AV purposes, subject
to local school board approval.

Significant Chan es Since 1960-61

The Consultant in Audio-Visual and Television Education re-
ports the three most significant changes since 1960-6/ to be:

* A sharp increase in the budget for NEM/AV activities
* Establishment of an additional professional position

in the NEM/AV unit

* 'in increasing awareness of skills in using NEM/AV
by the professional staff of the state department of
education.

HAWAII

NEM/AV ofamlEAtielLanallE022

1960-61. During 1960-61, the Hawaii State Department of
Education established an Audio-Visual Center--the unit primarily
responsible for NEM/AV activities and services within that state.
Functioning as part of the Division of Curriculum. Instruction,
and Guidance, the Center was staffed by three professional members,
three technicians, and four clerical workers, all employed full-
time. The Director, the Program Assistant, and the Audio-Visual
Graphic Artist comprised the entire professional staff. Addi-
tionally, 18 subject matter supervisors (all regular full-time
SDE staff members) provided advice and counsel on NEM/AV matters
in the course of their regular work.

Educational and experience requirements for the position of
Director ineiuded a master's degree plus 20 semester-hours and
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five years of teaching and administration, plus two years in
NEM/AV administration. For the position of Program Assistant, a
master's degree, five years of teaching, and additional training
and experience in the NEM/AV field were required A bachelor's
degree was necessary to qualify for the Audio-Visual Graphic
Artist assignment.

The total identifiable budget for the center in 1 9AI w=r,
$255,595, of which $57,210 was for salaries; $2,000 for travel;
$5,000 for publications; $110,438 for materials for circulation;
$73,502 for IktEWAV materials; and $7,445 for other expenses.8

~ilm71101
8
In assessing the size of this NEM/AV budget, it should be under-

stood that the state department of education responsibilities,
organization, and operation for Hawaii are similar to those of a
single large school district, The SDE of the state ot Delaware
provides still another example of this type of SDE organization,

1964-65, By 1964-65, the policies, organization, and services
of the unit had undergone a number of changes, some of
which are noted as follows:

* The State Audio-Visual Center is now within the Audio-
Visual Education Section of the School Libraries and
Instructional Materials Branch, an administrative unit
of the Library Services Division. (The latter is also
responsible for all school, public and state libraries.)
Heading this Division is an Assistant Superintendent who
reports directly tri the Chief State School Officer,

* Between 1960-61 and 1964-65, the full-time NEM/AV staff
expanded from three to nine professionals. A Director
of Educational Television,' two ETV Program Specialists,

9
Since the summer of 1965 the ETV 'staff has been moved from the
School Libraries and Instructional Materials Branch to the Curric-
ulum, Instruction, and Guidance Division and the ETV Director re-
ports to the Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum,

and four television teachers were added. The Branch
director spends half-time on NEWAV matters, and the
Division head (Assistant Superintendent) devotes ten per
cent of his time to these matters. Thlis, the equivalent
of 9,6 full-time professional positions are now assigned
to NEM/AV activities and services. Full-time clerical-
technical workers have increased from seven to nine;
part-time workers include several members of the data
processing staff who spend an estimated ten per cent of
their time on film booking operations. Additionally,
subject matter supervisors and other SDI: staff members
are expected to provide assistance on NEM/AV matters in
their special fields.

* lb 'qualify for the professional positions, applicants
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must now meet the requirements for the Teaching Certif-
icate and must have earned the twenty additional credits
which are required for the Professional Certificate. They
must also hold a master's degree, or equivalent, have a
concentration of course work in curriculum, audiovisual
education, librax; science, and related studies, Exper-
ience requirements include five to ten years of teaching,
plus supervisory or administrative experience in special
fields related to NEM/AV positions applied for. Appli-
cants are also expected to demonstrate administrative
ability, mature Judgment, and other personal character-
istics essential to success in such positions.

* Whereas in 1960-61 the basic policy for the NEN/AV unit
was oriented toward' increasing centralization at the state
level, the present policy appears to encourage decentral-
ization and establishment of instructional materials oft

service centers in individual schools where low cost
instructional materials may be made easily available.
However, distribution of films, high cost items, appears
to remain centralized, although district centers on
neighboring islands now maintain collections of the most
frequently used titles.

The budget for NEM/AV activities for 1964-65 was $369,396
allocated as follows: salaries, $78,212; travel, $1,325; materials
for circulation, $194,479 (includes $10,000 NDEA funds); other ex-
penses, including circulation costs, .7:epairs, graphic production,
and communications, $35,380.

It should be noted that the University of Hawaii has budgeted
approximately $1,250,000 to meet its share of the costs of the
ETV programs developed in cooperation with the SDE.

Leadership Activities

1960 -61, The majority of requests for consultation, in-
service megangs, and assistance on NEN/AV problems followed
visits to the Audio-Visual Center by school district personnel.
Mail and phone inquiries from the island school districts were a
second important source of such requests; informal contacts at
in-service meetings usually brought still other requests for
service and/or advice on NEM/AV matters.

Twelve workshops dealing with uses of new educational media
and conducted with groups of principals, NEM/AV coordinators, and
school faculties were attended by a total of nearly 600 educators.
Most of these workshops occupied less than half a day; a few were
as long as two days.

The Hawaii NEM/AV Center's publication activity consisted
principally of catalogs ("Educational Motion Pictures for Hawaii
Public Schools", "Filmstrips for Use at the Elementary Level",
for example,) and special listings of NEM/AV materials for guidance,
art, and similar curriculum areas, A monthly newsletter published
for the SDE was devoted in part to NEM/AV matters.



As the re3ult of an earlier survey (see the section on
Research and Development Activities) which had recommended a
statewide system for ETV, the Governor of Hawaii appointed an
Educational Television Advisory Committee. At the time of the
original SAVES_Eralect, a budget and enabling legislation were
being drafted to permit installation of a television station,
using matching Federal funds. (This legislation and budget were
to be subatted to the 1963 legislature,)

1964-659 Beginning in 1962, the NEM/AV section working with
schoorlibraries was transferred to the Deputy Superintendent for
Instructional Materials and ;,.nitial measures were taken to provide
better coordination of these two services. With the addition of
an Assistant Superintendent for Library Services( in August 1964,
efforts toward integration were intensified.

Leadership activities included consultation on NEM/AV matters,
with educators at all levels of the state's educational system,
planning for and participating in fourteen NEM/AV workshops and
conferences, and preparation of numerous publications. Among the
publications released by the Audio-Visual Education Section were
the following: Educational Motion Pictures for Hawaii Public
Schools (1964 SuFgagR7772I0207771713701WrIniarar
Schools in the District of Oahur.Elementary Science Fi m Guide;
Sources of Materials for Use in Makin Bulletin Boards and
Ilaplearals4.es: Materia s Use n Great ng.glatnalon When Pro-
usalgjualetin.Eargs,jostem,.and Disla s; AV NiMnpublished
monthly during the school year).

.....maaa.' .1:Nreraigrarv.........dbil OilmoIllialbrr

In 1964, a television project, 10
jointly sponsored and

leria0:01.11=11=16E1.1719010e=i3k

1 This project was an outgrowth of the recommendations made in the
1960 survey.

developed by the University of Hawaii and the SDE, was begun.
The legal base of this project provides for an advisory and policy-
making committee composed of the President of the University, the
Superintendent of the State Department of Education, and one other
member appointed by the Governor. The SDE's responsibility iscarried by the Director of Educational Television and' two program
specialists in ETV (of whom there was only one in 1964, when the
project started). In the fall, 1965, four television teachers
were added to the staff. The SDE is now responsible for programplanning and television teaching, while the University retains
responsibility for technical production and broadcast facilities.The SDE provides television receivers for Hawaii's schools.Initial programs were scheduled to begin in March, 1966,

Operational Services and Activities

1960-61. A large inventory of NEM/AV materials was availableto the SW staff for their use in conferences and workshops.
Among materials provided were filmstrips, slides, overhead trans-
parencies, tapes, disc recordings, study prints, and motion
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pictures. The film library itself contained some 4,300 prints
that were used not only by SDE personnel but were circulated to
other state agencies, institutions of higher education, and all
local public schools. Film bookings in 1961 totaled 19,000.
Policies relative to the circulation of the other materials were
being developed at the time of the study.

Eauioment in the Centaur ineleeemei motion picture projectors,
slide projectors, overhead and opaque projectors, tape recorders,
phonographs, radios, and one Tel set. These were for use by the
staff of the Center and by other SDE personnel.

Production activity for 1960-61 was limited to a single
filmstrip for civil defense education,

1964-65. By 196465, the Hawaii SDE film collection had
increased to 7,721 prints (from the 4,300 reported earlier). More
than 1,200 additional prints are contained in centers on other
islands. Film circulation had increased from 19,000 reported for
1960.61 to 47,000 for 1964-65. However, the fact that film re-
quests totaled some 97,000 meant that it was necessary for more
requests to go unfilled than were honore& Shortages of film
materials and personnel to handle them were principal reasons for
the inability to service these requests. To solve this problem,
the following steps have been taken:

* Two film maintenance men were added to the SDE staff,
* Data processing was inaugurated in the fall of 1965.
* Schools were given a weekly allotment of bookings, based

on their previous records of use, their site, and their
level.

* Additional copies of certain basic, most frequently
requested films were purchased.

* After extensive re-evaluation, approximately 450 prints
were withdrawn from circulation.

As a result of these changes, it is now anticipated that
about three-fourths of all requests for films will be filled.

NEM/AV services continue to be provided to SDE staff members;
limited services are given to state offices outside the SDE. With
the availability of NDEA funds, additional equipment items have
been purchased for SDE use.

Research and Develoosent Activities

1960-61. In May, 1960, a survey of the status of and needs
for arlargirival'education in Hawaii was made at the request of
the State Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Dean of
the College of Education of the University of Hawaii. Their
joint request, made to the Educational Media Branch of the USOE,
resulted in a contract to provide the survey, 11 which evaluated the

The findings of this study are reported in Audio-Visual Edt!
cation in Hawaii, USOE, Department of Health, Education, andWITare: Washington, D. C., 1960. The survey team included
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Charles F, Schuller, Harry J. Skelly, and Doinald_Scott,
1101:7MLIWYCISIMMIMAJC
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status of NEM/AV organization, and activities at state, district,
and local levels and made recommendations for immediate action and
long-range development. Major recommendations of this study
related to: (1) the appointment of a State Director of Audio-
visual Education at a high professional level within the staff
organization; (2) establishment of district NEM/AV centers;
(3) improvement of light contra, facilities classrooms; (4)
improvement of teacher education in the newer media; (5) in-
creased financial support fcr audiovisual education; and (6)
development of plans for a statewide ETV network.

Another research activity of the SDE in 1960-61 was an ex-
perimental study of closed-circuit television for foreign language
teaching, This pilot study was limited to one school.

1964-65. The SDE's major developmental activity by 1964-65
was centered on the ETV project discussed earlier.

Routine reports of statistical information on numbers of film
bookings, circulation, and other operational aspects of the NEM/AV
program were made during the year,

A survey of all NEM/AV equipment in Hawaii schools is planned
for 1966. (Advance information from the survey indicates that
overhead projectors, alone, have increased from 164 in 1963 to
624 in 1965.)

The Audio-Visual Education Section was involved with the
University of Hawaii in planning for the first NDER Educational
Media Institute for the summer of 1965.

Regulator Activities

196061. Since schools in Hawaii are in effect controlled
from ESTWite level, they are administered somewhat like a large
school district. District superintendents are responsible to the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, The SDE does not
accredit schools in the usual sense.

In 1960-61, certification requirements for teachers, super-
visors, administrators, school librarians and NEM/AV designated
personnel contained no reference to NEN/AV training or experience,
A competency requirement in NEM/AV education for school personnel
was recommended by the SDE: and it was expected to be adopted.

Development of NEM/AV equipment standards recommended for
both elementary and secondary schools resulted from the statewide
survey. A plan for attaining these standards was projected for a
five-year period. These standards estaLlished recommended equip-
ment-pupil ratios for projectors, sound equipment, screens, roll
carts, and cameras.

By 1960-61, the SDE had published building standards applying
to elementary and secondary schools. Contained in them were
specific NEN/AV requirements within instructional areas, as well
as general standards for room-darkening, chalkboards and tack-
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boards. Revision of these standards, in progress at the time, was
expected to include still other specific NEM/AV requirements.

Specifications for NEM/AV equipment were published; these were
mandatory and applied to purchases for elementary and secondary
schools. The standards themselves had been developed without
reference to NDEA requirements, but they applied to equipment
acquired under its proilisions.

State funds earmarked for NEM/AV purposes at school district
and state levels were allocated on the basis of $.50 per pupil
(Grades 1-12), Additionally, NDEA funds for the acquisition of
materials and equipment were distributed on the basis of $2.00 per
pupil (Grades 1-6), $3.00 per pupil (Grades 7-9), and $4.00 per
pupil (Grades 10-12)12 Funds allocated on the basis of $.60 per
use NDEA funds were not upecifically earmarked for the
acquisition of materials and equipment. In practice, however,
they were largely used for such purposes.

pupil (Grades 1-12) were earmarked for the acquisition of mate-
rials and equipment at the State level,

1964-65. By 1964-65, regulatory functions of the SDE con-
tinued to Le much the same as those of previous years. It should
be noted the SDE still does not accredit local schools, However,
recent otandArds for the licensing of private schools contain
leference tc NEV/AV requirements.

Certification requirements for teachers and administrators
still do not include NEM/AV course work. Certification require-
ments for school librarians now include NEM/AV course work.

State funds to schools specifically earmarked for.NEWNV
equipment and supplies were increased from $217,000 in 1963-64
to $492,000 in 1964 -65.

Significant Chan es Since 1960-61

Significant changes since 1960-61 are reported for Hawaii
as follows:

* An increasingly favorable attitude toward NEM/AV by
educational leaders throughout the state and by high
level officials in state government

* Closer coordination between NEM/AV school and library
activities

* Significant increases in state and Federal (NDEA) funds
for NEWAV, thus making possible the acquisition of
needed additional NEM/AV equipment and materials

* Introduction of data processing in servicing film
library requests

* Progr ss in developing ETV facilities for schools
throughout the state

* Formal approval of a policy of decentralization of
NEWAV services,
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NEW YORK

OTZAILS2E011412E.229a2322
1960-61. The New York State Education Department was found

to be a riljel complex organization. The major unit responsible
for NEM/AV, under the direction of the Associate Commissioner
for Villttaral Rellin=4-i^no *he niv4sion of "ducattonal Communi-
cations. This administrative unit planned and coordinated educa-
tional television installations, programs, and research studies.
It also promoted the educational use of mechanical, electronic,
and optical aids to learning. All SDE NISWAV activities related
to NDEA were handled by a separate administrative unit for NDEA.

The Division of Educational Communications staff included
a Division head and a Bureau head assisted by 13 professional
persons (who served as Associates, Assistants and Supervisors),
seven steno-clerks, and four technical workers. Three part-time
Educational Aides (students) also assisted in the work of the
Division. Totals included employees of state- operated television
stations. Thus, the full-time stiff included a total complement
of 20 full-time and 6 part-time persons and three educational
aides. All Division of Educational Communications personnel
normally served the state as a whole,

Qualifications required for NEM/AV personnel in the New York
SDE varied according to responsibilities and specializations of
positions. All individuals were selected and served under civil
service rules and regulations. A master's degree with 12 hours
in educational communications) was required for positions at the
associate and assistant levels, On the supervisory level, a
master's degree was required, plus 60 graduate hours and appro-
priate experience in educational communications. Experience re-
quirements varied from three to five years in education with a
minimum of two years in educational communications work. Re-
quirements had not yet been established for some engineering
positions, Qualifications for clerical-stenographic positions
did not include NEZVAV requirements,

Expenditures for the activities of the Division were separ-
ately identifiable in the departmental budget. In the 1961 fiscal
year the budgetary allotment was approximately $1,000,000, of which
some $320,000 were assigned to staff salaries, $15,000 for travel,
$40,000 for publications and special supplies, $165,000 for cir-
culating video tapes, $260,000 for TV facility rental and tele-
phone cable( and $2001000 for TV aid to schools,

1964-65, General responsibilities for NEM/AV activities
for 0=Wcontinued, as before, with the Division of Educational
Communications, With the appointment of a new Director, the
Division undement considerable reorganization and expansion,
Figure 1 shows the organization of this complex of operations and
suggests the scope of activities and services provided. New
offices in the Division include a Bureau of Mass COmmunications,
This Bureau is divided into two sections--the Broadcast Section and
toss Technical Support Section. A second major change observed dur-
ing the interval of this study was the formation of a Demonstration
Dissemination Section directly responsible to the Division director,
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This Section handles all "short term" projects and activities in-
side and outside the SDE. As soon as a project becomes a permanent
activity, however, it is placed in one of the Division's Bureaus.
The Bureau of Classroom Communications remains unchanged.

As in 1960-61, all Division personnel normally serve the state
as a whole.

The reorganization of the Division requires persOnnel to be
able to serve at all levels of education, i.e., K-12, higher edu-
cation, and continuing educations In addition to meeting the re-
quirements called for in 1960-61, new personnel now must be
knowledgeable in curriculum for all school levels.

Changes in accounting procedures continue to make it diffi-
cult to compare 1960-61 with budget itams13 such aa salaries of

131960-61 budget figures include certain ETV personnel not
stationed at the SDE headquarters in Albany while the 1964-65
budget figures do not include them.

..ammlamiprIm

staff and travel. However, the Division's definable budget for the
fiscal year 1964-65 has increased approximately one-third in the
five-year period, from $1,000,000 to $1,337,000, divided as
follows: salaries of staff $130,000, travel $100,000, publications
$4,000, materials for circulation $503,000, and other expenses
(including grants to schools) $400,000. These figures do not in-
clude Federal funds which alone amounted to approximately $1050000
(am Title 'VII $70,000 and Title VIII $35,000) in 1964-65.

1221212h12MtlY1112214

1411Developing the Use of New Educational Media" is a report to show
how the New York SDE is implementing leadership responsibilities
described in the policy statement by the same title of the Council
of Chief State School Officers, Washington, D. C., 1964.

VINVINIIMIIL Nor 4=inom
1960-61. During 1960-61, the Division of Educational Com-

yunications held approximately 40 meetings concerned with NEM/AV,
These meetings, which had a total (approximate) attendance of
5,000 persons, ranged from one-half day workShops on TV camera
handling to one 10-day workshop on programmed instruction. In
addition, Division personnel participated in approximately 50_PTA
veetings and the annual New York School Board Association meeting,
where they demonstrated NEM/AV materials and techniques to more
than 5,000 school board members. The Department also exhibited
and participated in the annual state fair. In 1961, during the
fair's 10-day session, more than 60,000 persons visited the
Department's exhibit and demonstrations.

Sources of requests for NEM/AV services from the Division came
(in rank order of frequency): first, during visits by staff members
to local school systems; second, by mail and phone inquiries to the
Departr...ent, third, through informal contacts at meetingd; and fourth,
from visits to the Department by local school personnel.

During 1960-61, the SDE produced a number of publications
dealing with NEM/AV under such titles as Commissioner's 1961
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Catalo of Educational Change, Utilization of Educational Tele-
vision in New York State, and various research reports. For
many years, the published a series of bulletins under
the general title, Film Roundup. These bulletins (of approxi-
mately 40 pages each provided film information on such subjects
as world history, biology, physical science, and general science.

The Division was also active in promoting the development
and use of educational television15 both within the SDE and
15$ee sections Research and Development Activities and Regulatory
Activities for further comments on ETV.

,11.MIMrag11M AOINIINCILIMMI#00

throughout the state.

1964-65. During the school year, 196465, several meetings
were EiniTalowing the general pattern described in the 1960-61 re-
pert. In addition, the Division of Educational Communications held
other meetings of major importance including (1) a statewide Com-
munications Convocation, (2) 12 professional conferences in various
parts of the state participated in by 15 of its staff members, and
(3) two co-sponsored ETV evaluation workshops. Approximately 2,000
educators in administrative and supervisory positions attended
those meetings. The Division reports that the conducting of field
meetings is still one of its largest operations.

Requests for NEM/AV services from the Division continue to
owme from much the same sources as those of 1960-61. The Director
of the Division reports that most of the Division's requests for
service come as a result of "state projects".

During 1964-65, the Division produced a number of publi-
cations, including: The Electronic Classroom: A Guide for Plan
sing; Cinelib Catalo A Handbo2hf_programedlearpaajnfor-
nation; Television Facilities in Higher EducationLnygifyosisgtat2.1.
Survey InTlairatnEartariana ons
and Educational Communications Report (a Division newsletter
issued four times yearly 7E 1962, the SDE also published a
basic report, Television and Hi her Education: A Plan for State-
wide Development in New York.

The Department, in cooperation with the State University of
New York, is now developing a total plan for ETV for the entire
state. It should be noted that approximately a third of the
=vision's budget of $1,337,000 is used to support ETV.

2224ational Services and Activities

1960-61. NEM/AV equipment owned by the Division included such
items as 16mm and 8mm motion picture projectors; filmstrip and
slide projectors; overhead and opaque projectors; tape recorders;
phonographs; radios; television sets, closed-circuit television
umits; teaching machines; and a number of photographic and graphic
production items. Materials included 16mm and emm educational
motion pictures, kinescope (TV) recordings, video tapes, filmstrips,
slides, transparencies, tape recordings, teaching machine programs,
and a miscellaneous collection of graphic materials.

During 1961, the Department produced one 16mm motion picture



and four 8mm motion pictures on an experimental basis. The Di-vision also produced approximately 300 ETV programs for sc'iool use.
Approximately 200 of these programs were recorded on video tape to
permit their repetitive use.

Equipment and materials owned by the Division have beendescribed as a collection used by SDE personnel and public school
administrators and supervisors for axparimental andfor in-service
training programs. The ETV programs and video tapes, however,
were distributed solely for public school classroom use.

1964-65. Analysis of the New Yurk State NEM/AV equipmentinventory TEdicates a continuing high level of equipment acqui-sition for the Division. The. director reports there are now
ample funds with which to purchase equipment or materials for
use by-the Division staff or other SDE personnel.

With the exception of taped ETV programs distributed to TV
stations for educational telecasting .and to schools for closed-circuit or 2500 microwave ETV classroom use, the DivisiOn does not
distribute NEM/AV materials either for use by other departments
of state government or in individual ciassroomsr except forthose supplied to various experimental projects. However, theDivision does maintain a complete film center (Cinelib) having
special application to teacher educition-in the field of educa-
tional communications.

During 1964-65, the Division produced one sound filmstrip;
it also entered into contracts.to spend $360,0P0 for the pro-duction of ETV programs. Duribg the four-year period, 1961-65,
the Division acquired through production contracts and purchases
$1,500,000 worth of educational television programs. The Divisionnow maintains a graphics communications center for the productionof instructional materials needed by Division and SDE staff members.
Research and. Develo.ment Activities

1960-61. The Division conducted a number of research projects
mainly concerned with STV under the titles: Utilization of ETV inNew York State; Measurement of ETV Utilization; The Broadcast
Services, Radio and TV; and A Report of the Regents UTV Project
on Channel 11, New York City, 1959-60. Since 1958, the SDE leasedand operated (during school hours and on an experimental basis)
an ETV station in New York City.

1964-65. Studies were conducted by the Division to evaluatethe educatranal communications services in the Farmingdale Public
School District, in the Greece Centrrl School District #1, and inthe Huntington Public School District,,,

The Division continues to encourage experimentation and reTsearch in applications of new educational media to instruction.
In the 1964 re-organization of the Divisiont a special adminis-trative unit was created to be reeponsble for its action research
program. Research and developmental projects initiated since itscreation include: Project Cue (Culture, Understanding and Enrich-ment) which develops kits of multi-media instructional materialsin the humanities' experimentation with 8mm film for individualized
instruction: production of experimental filmstrips for individual
pupil use; and self-instruction filmstrips on library science.
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In 1964 -65, the Department also began to develop three addi-
tional ETV stations and to operate a second channel in New York
City. Also, it has interested and involved approximately seventy-
five school districts in the use of both open- and closed-circuit
television. School districts now submit a five-year plan for the
development of cooperative or private television systems. While
each district equips all its schools with a closed-circuit or 2500
microwave television system it may also subscribe to the services
of an open-circuit or community antenna television system. For
example, 36 school districts in suburban New York City now sub-
scribe to Channel 13's (WNOT-TV) services, At the same time,
each of these districts is developing a full closed-circuit
system for each school and classroom.

22.9121.4..tRELAStlY11122

1960-61, TO operate in New York State, all educational in-
stitutions, both public and privece, were required to be accredited
by the SDE. These requirements were state-developed and adminis-
tered, However, accreditation standards for elementary schools did
not mention NEM/AV requirements for personnel, equipment, or mater-
ials. Accreditation standards for secondary schools did include
requirements J.:or certain items of NEM/AV equipment for social
studies and science courses, but failed to mention materials or
personnel concerned with them. Minimum physical facilities re-
lated to NEM/AV in both elementary and secondary schools were
recommended in the accreditation standards.

No NEM/AV certification requirements for administrators,
supervisors, or teachers related to NEM/AV course work. (Note:
Both the New York State Audio-Visual Council and the Long Island
Audio-Visual Council recommended provisions for a New Educational
Media supervisor's certificate. Personnel in the SDE's Division
of Educational Communications anticipated favorable action
covering this recommendation during 1963.)

In 1959, the Department published a pamphlet titled, Plann3qa
^hools for Use of Audio-Visual Instructional Materials, Provisionsc. Ntained in it were recommended, but not required, for school

cot. truction. The Department did not publish standards related to
NEM/AV equipment for school purchase, except for those related to
Federal requirements for NDEA purchases.

The Department had adequate legal authority to engage in and
regulate ETV activities.

State-aid educational funds could be used for NEM/AV purposes
subject to local school :board approval. The Department allocated
funds earmarked for ETV purposes. These included matching funds
for closed-circuit television units located in various school dis-
tricts and indirect financial assistance to local television coun-
cils by the purchase of recorded television programs.

1964-65. No changes were reported in itccreditation standards
and procedures.

The Division reports little, if any, support of NEM/AV course
requirements either for administrator, supervisor, or teacher cer-
tification, While no certification ,of requirements for Directors
of Educational Communications have been adopted as was anticipated
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by 1963, there appears to be continuing strong support for such
requirements and adoption is expected within the next few years.

No change was reported in standards pertaining to building
facilities. However, in 1964 a consultant in school building
design specializing in NEM/AV requirements was added to the
Division's staff. This person now works closely with the
Division of Educational Facilities Planning. He also advises
local school authorities on technical matters related to tele-
vision, language laboratories, light control, and the design of
NEM/AV teacher service centers, as well as other special problems
of school design relating to NEM/AV,

As in 1960-61, the Division does not set standards for NEM(AV
equipment except where such equipment is being purchased with NDEA
funds or where the equipment has been placed on state contract.

No change is evident in the authority of the SDE to engage
in or regulate ETV activities.

State aid educational funds may still be used in New York
State for NEM/AV purposes, subject to local board approval. The
SDE continues to provide matching funds for closed-circuit and
2500 microwave television, and indirect financial assistance to
television councils through the purchase of recorded television
programs. In 1964-65c the Department allocated $800,000 matching
funds for local school district closed-circuit and 2500 microwave
television. School districts are also cooperating in ETV projects
and using open-circuit television in combination with their
closed-circuit or 2500 microwave television system.

Danilicant.gbansepSince 1960-61

Several significant changes in NEM/AV activities were noted
in New York State betWeen 19.160-61 and 1964-65:

1. The new organizational structure of the Division of
Educational CoMmunications provides for coordination and direc-
tion of all educational media efforts in the SDE. In providing
for the specialization of functions, the reorganization enables
the Division to serve education more effectively.

2. Project CUE (Culture, Understanding and Enrichment)
appears to be proving the value of the multi-media approach in
using NEM/AV materials and equipment. From its current experi-
mentation in the humanities, the Division hopes to obtain
experience useful in guiding the development of multi-media kits
for use in other curriculum areas.

3. Development of three additional ETV stations and operation
of a second ErTV channel in New York City, as well as the involve-
ment of approximately seventy-five school districts in open- and
closed-circuit television activities, has increased the utili-
zation potential'of ETV on a statewide basis.

4. As a direct result of NDEA, the. Division's operations
have been expanded in a number of ways: (a) three full-time
professional positions and two half-time positions have been
added to the Division staff; (b) Project AIM (Appraising Instruc-
tional Materials) has been initiated; (c) six multi-media kits
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have been developed; (d) magnetic tape duplicating equipment has
been purchased for use with the "Tapes for Teaching" Service; and
(e) video-tape duplicating equipment has been purchased for use
by closed- and open-circuit television stations.

5. Closed-circuit television units have also been installed
in department of education offices and conference rooms. .A
television production center will enable the SDE to produce
useful TV materials of a transitory nature. These are' not in-
tended to be used for expensive, polished, permanent productions.
Already, the service has been used to film a welcome address by

intro-
ducing the new social studies curriculum, and to preview numerous
video-tape acquisitions. Further expansion of this service is
expected.

a prominent speaker, to videotape demonstration lessons intro-

PENNSYLVANIA

NEB AV Organization and Finance

1960-61. Major responsibility for NEM/AV activities and
services in Pennsylvania at the state level resided in the Bureau
of Instructional Materials and Mass Media, an administrative unit
in the Division of Special Services. Its central staff of 16
persons consisted of: The Bureau Director; Chief of the Division
of Production and Distribution, two Audiovisual Education
Specialists; an Audiovisual Equipment Specialist; two Information
Writers; five technicians; and four clerk-typist-stenographers.
In addition, six professional NEM/AV Specialists served on a
regional basis, maintaining residence in areas to which they were
assigned. Four persons on the staff of the State Library, a unit
of the SDE, also performed NEM/AV duties. All professional
members of the SDE also gave NEM/AV information pertaining to their
specialized fields.

Fifteen of the 16 Bureau staff members spent full-time on
NEM/AV activities in serving the entire state; one Information
Writer spent only 60 per cent of his time on NEM/AV duties.

Qualifications required for major staff positions were:
Director-- doctorate in education, five years experience in
administration and utilization of NEM/AV facilities and curric-
ulum development; Chief of the Division of Production and
Distribution--master's degree with a major in NEM/AV, four years
experience in public education including two years supervision
of a NEM/AV unit or it3 equivalent; Audio-Visual Education
Specialistmaster's degree, experience in the organization and
utilization of NEM/AV facilities and two years teaching experience;
Information Writerbachelor's degree with, experience in journalism
or communications. With all these positions, equivalents in
training and experience were interchangeable,

Only a portion of the NEM/AV unit's operational budget was
a separately identifiable item in the Department's budget, For
the fiscal year 1961, this budget totaled $91,235, Some NEM/AV
expenditures (for example, the salaries of certain employees)
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were charged against the general departmental budget; in other
instances, salary costs were paid by the state and county school
offices. In neither case did they appear in totals assigned toNEM/AV expenditures.

1964-65. In 1964-65; no sthange was reported in the basicorganization and npecation of the newly renamed Bureau of;Instruc-
tional Materials and services. The Bureau's

16
central staff has 22

persons; there are 19 in regional centere,Four additional staff

16
For regional specialist and instructional materials center pur-poses the state is divided'into 18 regions in addition to Pittsburghand Philadelphia. Primarily, because of topography, the state is

divided into eight regions for ETV.
.11171.1.71070111M11.
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members have been approved for 1965-66. Qualifications for staff
members remain the same as in 1960-61.

The budget for the Bureau has increased sharply from $91,235
in 1960-61, to $193,000 for 1964-65. These funds are allocated asfol;ows: staffing, $193,073; travel, $6:0007 publications; $3,7007and materials for circulation and other expanses, $50,300.

Leadershi Activities

1960-61. During the school year 1961, the Bureau staff con-
ducted 104 meetings, attended by approximately 8,900 persons.
Eighty-nine of these were half-day meetings that centered on such
topics as: programmed learning, ETV and radio, cross -media use,
development and operation of regional instructional materials cen-ters, and NDEA programa, Teachers: administrators and supervisors
were in the audience, Fifteen one-day meetings were also con-
ducted--these primarily for teachers on the subject of cross-media use. In addition to workshops and conferences, the Bureaustaff presented a number of radio and television broadcasts.

Since 1945, all curriculum publications prepared by the SDEhave included references to NEM/AV us9F and lists of NEM/AV
materials for specific subjects. Examples of two such publi-cations, for 1961, were: Guide to the Develo went and Im rove-ment of Modern Porei n Lan.ua.e Pro rams in Penns van a an
Earth and S ace Guide for'Elementar Teachers,

The Bureau of Instructional Materials and Macs Media publishedseveral guides and reports, including the following: A Guide tothe Use of Pro rammed Instruction; a report on the program of theBureau, an a repor o AV articles and publicity which had
appeared previously in newspapers and other publications.

The Bureau staff provided NEM/AV assistance to local schoolsystems in matters oextaining to curriculum revision and in the
preparation of guides, units,. and bibliographies.

The SDE was responsible for ETV development within the
State of Pennsylvania. A State Council of Education adopted
policy for the Department regarding educational television.
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The Bureau was responsible for developing state plans for ETV
including identification of service areas, organization and
supervision of regional educational broadFasting councils, and
for advising on and approving educational television facilities
plans for 14 state colleges. The policies and plans adopted
by the State Council of Education were based on recommendations
by the Department of Public Instruction which obtained assistance
from the Pennsylvania ,State Advisory Committee on Educational
Broadcasting. The NEM/AV unit itself was involved, in the
production of the telecasts described later.

1964-65. During 1964-65, the Bureau staff conducted 155
meetings concerned with regional and district NEM/AV oroblems,
curriculum development, and ETV. All professional members of the
Bureau staff participated in the NEWAV in-service teacher training
programs--which reached approximately 300 000 Pennsylvania teachers
and administrators, in addition to parent-teacher groups and the
general community,

NEM/AV consultant service was provided to all 14 state
colleges, with special attention to the design of college buildings
(especially learning research centers) and the development of
closed-circuit television facilities.

A full program of 99 NEM/AV workshops was held throughout
the state. A state plan for audiovisual workshops was being
developed.

A survey comparing available NEWAV equipment in colleges
with desirable standards was made also to determine priorities
for equipment purchases.

Film and materials catalogs are being kept current, During
1964, the Bureau published The Status of Educational Television
in PeavalmanaAAR2lement171371MIZEirTirMinErrE7Me77--
Classroom MEN Audiovisual Standards; and Planning a Television
Manna S stem for School. Use.

The Bureau continues to maintain necessary liaison relation-
ships with the state's museums by planning cooperatively for
educational exhibits and extensive school utilization programs.

In 1964-650 for example, The Franklin Institute was visited
by more than half a million school children. Five major museums
receive direct state aid.

The Bureau director served as chairman of the Association
of Chief State School Audiovisual Officers task force which
developed the first quantitative standards for audiovisual equip-
ment, materials, and personnel to be accepted nationally,

222Eptional Services and Activities

1960-61. The NEM/AV unit maintained an inventory of approxi-
mately 69 major items of 12 types of NEM/AV equipment for the
exclusive use of SDE staff members. Included in these resources
were motion picture projectors; overhead, opaque, and combination
filmstrip-slide projectors; tape recorders; phonographs; a radio;
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TV sets; a closed-circuit TV unit; and various items of photo-
graphic laboratory equipment.

Fifteen regional NEM/AV service centers also were organized
under the direction of the state NEM/AV unit and partially
supported by NDEA funds1, These centers circulated to public
schools and other educational institutions more than 30,000
meta on pieFsiees, 700 phonograph, discs, and 222 televie4oe programs.
At the time of this study, five additional centers were being
planned. In addition, the State Library, a unit of the Sin,
owned and circulated a collection of filmstrips and slides to the
general public.

During 1960 -61, production activities included the following
NEM/AV materials for use in the state's public schools and
colleges: two 16mm films° 500 slides, 83 transparencies, 5,100
tape recordings, 4,110 radio broadcasts, 59 television programs,
one filmstrip, and 1,714 graphic items. Television production
included a series of thred 15-minute telecasts.

The Bureau also made available to schools exhibits of language
laboratories, teaching machines, programmed materials, and bulletin
board displaye,

1964-65, By 19§4-65, additional NEM/AV equipment and
materials had been acquired by the Bureau for use by the SCE staff.
As in other states, since NDEA, available funds were being used
to purchase equipment and materials in quantities needed by the
staff,

During 1964-65, the 22 regional instructional materials
centers (all partially staffed and financed by the SDE and NDEA
reimbursements, but principally by member school districts) were
being operated by groups of counties, single counties, and large
school districts in the state, Together they served about 1,500,000
elementary and secondary pupils (three-fcurths of the total public
school population) . Also available for circulation were 40,000
prints of 16mm films and other NEM/AV materials (exhibits, models,
recordings, dioramas, art reproductions, slides, and filmstrips).
In 1965, records showed that 50,000 separate items were circu-
lated 471,000 times. The operating budget for these 22 centers
totals about $1,000,000, bringing the total program value to
$4,690,000. The .Bureau also maintains an instructional film
library of some 5,000 special titles for schools and colleges.
These were booked 12,172 times and viewed by 1,315,000 students
during 1964-65. More than 700 films were shown for preview and
evaluation,

The Bureau also scheduled a pspacemobile", provided by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, for demonstrations
throughout the state, During 1963e64, 106,000 secondary students
saw this exhibit; 145,000 viewed it in 1964-65. (In five years of
scheduling, it has never missed an engagement.) A film teaching the
optimum use of the "spacemobilen is being prepared.

A total of 4,240 NDEA reimbursements, amounting to $5,395,266,
were processed by the Bureau in 1964-65. ESEA Title I procedures,
program organization, and administration guidelines were developed
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and the first Title I projects were approved.

All schools and colleges may send blank magnetic tapes to
the Bureau for the duplication of any of 2,800 titles in the
"Tapes for Teaching" library. Nearly 8,500 tapes were duplicated
in this way in 1965; 1,500 were auditioned and edited;,and a tape
catalog listing ever 2,500 titles was mailed to each school in
Flea -*et,,

The Bureau's audiovisual equipment was loaned 300 times to
SDE educational specialists,

Production of NEWAV materials during 196465 included
941 color slides, 190 transparencies, 612 pieces of art work,
1,500 tape recordings, 60000 still photographs, 135 radio and TV
spots, and a number of special 16mm reports for various agencies
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, including the Governor's
Office. In addition to the above materials, a large number of
radio and television programs were produced for Commonwealth
agencies. Photo stories with color slides and overhead trans-
parencies were also made of major events and activities sponsored
by the SDE.

The Bureau also produced a series of eight 15-minute films
on the "Successful Use of the Language Laboratory", and full-
length films entitled "Initial,Teaching Alphabet" and "World
Cultures".

Research and Develo menteAgli.Ati....eke;

196061, In 1960-61, the SDE maintained an administrative
research unit which the NEW &V unit also used for statistical and
research purposes. Additionally, it had also used institutions
of higher learning; regional, county, and local school disiricts'
research facilities; and private non-profit companies to assist
in the collection and interpretation or ASMVAV data, Studies of
several aspects of ETV were in progress,

1964-65. By 1964-65, several grants froA the U. S. Office
of Edtaar5H had been approved for research in programmed instruc-
tion. A demonstration project on means of disseminating advance-
ments in instructional uses of educational media vas also
approved by the US0E,

The SDE continued to concentrate effort on developing edu-
cational television; primary responsibility is placed with the
renamed Bureau of Instructional Materials and /ervices.

The 1964 Pennsylvania General Assembly appropriated $1 million
to assist the SDE in establishing and operating educational tele-
vision facilities and equipment and in purchasing and producing
useful ETV programs. The Bureau of instructional Materials and
Service administers this grant program. Eight regional edu-
cational broadcasting councils, ?coordinating the efforts of
educators and the community, cover the entire state.

In addition to 11 channels allocated to the state by the
Federal Communications Commission, Channel 12, formerly in
Delaware, was also allocated to WHYY, Philadelphia. 'Three new
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stations (bringing the total to seven active channels in five
stations) were recently established (at Hershey, The Pennsylvania
State University, and Bethlehem). Thus, about 80% of the state's
population is now served by ETV. Two additional stations are in
the process of development, All stations are being linked into a
network so that the entire state will soon be able to receive
TV signals via broadcast, translators, or community antenna
al At-gam Rek-en+ly, two trensleters were activated to extend
existing broadcast signals into remote areas formerly not reached
by on-the-air signals. Work was also begun on evaluating 2500
microwave in the public schools. A new radio station was activated
at Geneva College, The State Communications Coordination Comnittee
is studying the feasibility of a state-owned or -2 eased microwave
network when more stations are on the air. More than 500 hours
of programming are now being distributed to ETV stations, without
charge, from the Department's Television Library. New programs
are being purchased and/or produced.

A state plan for closed-circuit television at state colleges
has been developed, and the State Board of Education has approved
installation of such facilities at all state colleges at the
discretion of their respective administrations. Closed-circuit
television facilities have been established at five state
colleges and approved for two. The Bureau also assisted in
developing closed-circuit television systems for several school
districts.

EgtaXaSlti tiesta
1960-61. In 1960-61, accreditation standards for Pennsyl-

vanieEUSEined references to a minimum number of NEM/AV equip-
ment items, minimum physical facilities for NEM/AV use, and to
recommended experiences and training for personnel performing
NEM/AV tasks. The Si 3 itself was in the process of developing more
specifte NEM/AV requirements, It wes anticipated that evaluation
teams frome.the SDE would be used to appraise the application of
such standards within schools of the state. The single NEM/AV
requirement in the certtfication procedure called for a course
in "Visual and Sensory Slide" for teachers applying for a ppLpit-
nent certificate. NO other classification of professionaliidi-
75EFel was required to have a NEM/AV course, and no special certif-
ication existed for personnel with NEM/AV responsibilities.

School plant standards (w wish contained provisions for
NEM/AV facilities) were recommended, rather than mandatory.
Regulations for electric power supplies and outlets were con-
sidered to be adequate, but SDE NEM/AV personnel were aware of
the lick of regulations for the ventilation of darkened rooms,
room-dairkening facilities, conduits, and storage and production
space for NEM/AV materials and equipment.

Squipment standards and specifications (mandatory for both
elementary and secondary schools) were developed to guide pur-
chaees of equipment under the NDEt. Other than the minimum
numbers of evipment items recommended in accreditation standards,
however,, no other se.ch standards were in force.
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No state aid funds were specifically earmarked by local
districts for MEM/AV expenditures, but they could spend state
aid funds in support of NEM/AV actLeiiLies.

1964-65. In 1964-65, Pennsylvania echeol accreditation,
school plant, and equipment standaeds were almost identical to
those of 1960 -61,.

In Marchv 1965, the State Board of Education approved a non-
mandatory certificate for audiovisual education specialists.
Guidelines were established. Materials were designed to assist
colleges in acquiring necessary staff, equipment, facilities and
resources for developing necessary courses. Arrangements for
internship programs were begun* Eight state colleges indicated
a desire to offer such programs. Graduate course work leading
to this certificate relates tog (a) learning theory relative to
audiovisual media lnd communications/ (b) organization and oper-
ation of an audiovisual resources center/ (c) fundamentals of
library science!, and (d) production and utilization of audiovisual
materials,

As in 1960-610 there are no state education funds distributed
to districts earmarked for NEM/AV purposes. However, subject to
local school board authorization, state funds may be used.

§12alase502Dges Since 19e0 -61

Several important NEM/AV developments and changes which have
occurred in Pennsylvania since 1960-61 have been described in the
preceding sections. The three considered to be the most signif-
icant are:

* 1:xpension and development of regional instructional
Materials centers from 15 in 1960-61 to 22 in 1964-65,
These service 51 of the state's 67 counties and an
estimated three-fourths of the school,population* The
Bureau is responsible for encouraging their formation,
preparing legal acreements, giving legal approval,
supervising budgets, making materials available, and
other aspects of their development,

Integrated development of closed- and open-circuit
educational television broadcasting throughout the state.
Three annual appropriations of about 4,0000000 each
have been made by the state legislature. Funds are
now available to support a state ETV network.

* Expansion of NEM/AV activities and services provided
by the Bureau staff, These included NEM/AV experimen-
tation, in-service education activities, and consultation
on school and college facilities, building, and equipment
needs.
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Findings of the ACSSAVO Questionnaire

The ACSSAVO questionnaire obtained matte! (1964-65) infor-
mation on the same aspects of SDE NEM/AV programs and activities
for which questionnaire data were obtained in the 1960-61 SAVES
survey. The 18 categories in the ACSSAVO questionnaire were
identical 'with those used in the original study. (Additional
questions included in the ACSSAVO questionnaire are discussed
later in this chapter.) Eight of the 18 categories contained
more than one "yes" or "no" question or sUbpoints which could be
checked if the answers were ir the affirmative. Thus, it was
possible to respond "affirmatively" to a total of 36 questions.
Responses to 26 of these questions for the years 1960-61 and
1964-65 are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2, it should be pointed out, has a number of limi-
tations, the most important of which is that data for 1961-62
were taken from the original questionnaire and not as corrected
for use in developing national patterns, Certain corrections
were made by the SAVES staff after analysis of certain
SDE documents and responses to follow-up interviews. Hence,
the totals sometimes vary slightly from those reported in the
discussion of national patterns. The data from the ACSSAVO
questionnaire have not been further verified or modified by
interviews or suppqrting documents.

Several other limitations should be mentioned:
* The 1960-61 questionnaire was answered by qualified

representatives in all 50 states; the 1964-65 ACSSAVO
was answered by only 46 states, No replies were received
from Arizona, North Dakota, Wyoming and Vermont.

* All states did not respond to every' question i.. either
the first or second questionnaire.

* Only affirmative answers are reported in Figure 2. A
blank (no tally) in the tabulation could thus indicate
either a negative reply or a simple lack of response for
the item.

Chapter 6 includes the Smeary Report staff comments re-
garding questionnaire answers. Category headings used in various
columns of Figure 2 should be interpreted as follows:

A. Consultation

A 1, SDE staff normally provides consultation to local
personnel on the classroom uses of NEWAV materials.

A '71 NEM/AV staff primarily provides consultation to local
personnel on the classroom uses of NEM/AV materials,

B, Curriculum

13 1. Consideration of NE?/AV materials in curriculum planning
with local personnel generally provided by the SDE staff.

B 2. Consideration of NEM/AV materials in curriculum planning
with local personnel provided by NEM/AV staff,
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FIGURE 2, PROFILES OF SIM NEWAV PROGRAMS

1960-61 and 1964-65

A

state

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Mjssouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

Curriculum

87

* See pages 86,99.end 100 for detailed description of categories.
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Washington
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Wisconsin
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% "Yes"
(See note) 52 41 46 65 58

.

46 84 74 92 98 64 63
._.

. .

In 1960-61, 50 questionnaires were returned, hence "yes" replies
upon which percentage is based is 50 states.

In 1964-65, questionnaires were returned from 46 states, hence
"yes" replies upon which percentage is based is 46 states,

States not returning ACSSAVO 1964-65 Questionnaire: Arizona,
North Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming,
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.
.

,

State

.......

8-1

Teachers

Certification

-28'
Administrators
Supervisors

8-3

Librarians

f

1

1

Year 19 .60 164 60 1. 64 60 64
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkanaas
California

x
x

x

:x
x

X

1

.

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

x x x x x

.

,

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

x x x

x

x x

'

.,
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

x
x x

x x
x

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

x x

x

Montana
Nobraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

x

x

x
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Cate or
,

Certification
.

,

State

E-1

Teachers

E-2
Administrators
'111.nervisors

E-3

LibrariansW577§- 4 a s.Att -- --.

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

x x

x

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

South Dakota
Tenessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

x

x

x

Virginia
Washington
West Wrginia .

Wisconsin
Wyoming

96"Yes"
(See note) 14 24 6 22 14 28

In 1960-61, 50 questionnaires were returned, hence "yes" replies
upon which percentage is based is 50 states,

In 1964-65, 46 questionnaires were returned, hence "yes" replies
upon which percentage is based is 46 states,

States not returning ACSSAVO 1964-65 Questionnaire: Arizona,
North Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming
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State
Year

F
NE AV Wk.uirements

NEWAV Building Equipment
Personnel Sta4dards Standards

G
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Finance

Earmarked General

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
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Cate or

State

.1111 xt:v,-tli.
F-1

_DE NEM/AV
leersonnel

F-2
uilding
tandarde

F-3
Equipment
Standards

f,

G 1

Ea.arked

G-2

Genera
Year 19- -60 64 60 64 6' 64 60 64 60 64
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x x

x x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

....
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

x

x
X

x
x
X
x

x

x

b

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

x
x
x

_

IMEMEM=10

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

x
x
x
x
x

58

x
x
x
x

61

x
x
x

48

x

x

, 43

x
x
x

54

x

- _,

x
x
x
x

x
x

% "Yes"
(See note) 35 48 41

---

84 78
,..............7 __

In 1960-61, 50 questionnaires were returned; hence,
upon which percentage is based is 50 states,

In 1964-65, 46 questionnaires were returned, hence,
upon which percentage is based is 46 states.

States not returning ACSSAVO 1964-65 Questionnaire:
Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming.

"yes" replies

"yes" replies

Arizona, North



Cate or

State
raagF"Tg:----
Alabama
;u0^42

Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Rentucky
Louisiana
Maine
ftryland

4,7
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Z4assachusetts
Michigan
Zinnesota
Mississippi
24i3souri

Montana
Vebraska
1evada

New Hampshire
Vew Jersey
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Cateaor J
PLO :cat on. PrOuct on

State Entire). Partiall
Year 6

.
64

. .
6 6 64,...........

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina .

North Dakota
Ohio

_

,

_
x

x

x
m
x

x

x
x

x .

x x

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

x

x
x
x
x

.

x

x

x x
x

x,,

x
x x

x
x

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

i x.

.

x
x

x x
i

x

.

x
.x

.

x
x

Virginia
Washington .

West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

x

x x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

. *
x

%;'"Yes"
(See note) 52 61 42 43 48 54

. _

42 35
_

Tn 1960 -61, 50 questionnaires were returned, hence, "yes" replies
upon which percentage is based is 50 states.

In 1964 -65, 46 questionnaires were returned, hence, "yes" replies
upon which percentage is based is 16 states.

States not returning ACSSAVO 1964-65 Questionnaire: Arizona,
North Dakk.-,a, Vermont, and Wyoming.
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Category

State

D str u on TV -rogrammalearaFil

1I Other
Year 9 - MailligNMINKaalli

x
x

x

1

x

x

x
x

d

U

x
.

-1

x

,

J.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

x
x

x

a

x

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

x
.

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x-

x

x
x

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

.

x

x

x

x

x
x

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

.

'X
x

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

.

x
x

.

x
x

x

,

x
x

-

.

x
x
x

x x

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

x

x

x
x
x
x
x x

x
x

x

,WINNI

x
x
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Cateaor

State
Yeirl
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

south Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

% "yes"
(see note)

NIN412
46

4711.21=18..

In 1960-61, 50 questionnaires were returned, hence, "yes" replies
upon which percentage is based is 50 States,

In 1964-651 46 questionnaires were returned, hence "yes" replies
upon which percentage is based is 46 states.

States not returning ACSSAVO 1964-65 Questionnaire: Arizona,
North Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming,



Cate or

State
wdear

Alabama
zu.ciend

Ariscnet
Arkansas
California

'-gtalumiellt
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Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Xentacky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Sawa. NM= USIONsamesf 4111111221111011MIN=Illemilmumw=ma

Massachusetts
Michicean
Minnesota
Miss reaippi
Mirsouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

x

X x
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Cate or N 0

State

SDE Unit 72::::::.__Igia---
0-1

Identifiable
0-2

Est mated-1=9.= 60 64 64 60 64
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

x
x

x

x .

....
x

x

x,

x

x

X
x

x

x

x

x

x

Oklahoma
Oregon

,

.

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

I x

x

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

.

x
x
x

x
. x
x

x
x
x

_

x

.

x

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
.........

% "Yes"
(see note)

x

x

60

x
x u.

x

x
x x

x

78 40 41 30 46

,

In 1960-61, 50 questionnaires were returned, hence, "yes" replies
upon which percentage is based is 50 states.

In 1964-65, 46 questionnaires were returned, hence, "yes" replies
upon which percentage is based is 46 states.

States not returning ACSSAVO 1964-65 Queitionnaire: Arizona,
North Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming.
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C. Conferences

C 1. SDE conducted or sponsored conferences or workshops on
NEM/AV media.

C 2. SDE staff use NEM/AV materials in workshops and
conferences.

D. Accreditation

SDE considers NEM/AV as a factor in accreditation of elementary
and secondary schools.

E. Certification

E 1, aDra certification standards for elementary and secondary
school teachers contain requirements in competency in
NEM/AV media.

IS 2. SDE certification standards for administrators and
supervisors contain requirements in competency in
NEM/AV media.

E 3. SDE certification standards for librarians contain
requirements in competency in NEM/AV media.

F. NE ELEITILVERVAE
F 1, SDE has written requirements concerning degrees and

experience for NEM/ftV professional personnel.

F 2. SDE has published standards concerning school building
or facilities which pertain to the classroom use of
NEM/AV media,

P 3. SDE has published standards concerning specifications
for NEM/AV equipment.

G. Finance

G 1. SDE distributed to school districts funds specifically
earmarked for NEM/AV programs.

G 2, SDE distributed generalpurpose funds which could be
used for NEM/AV equipment and materials.

EL Publication

H 1, SDE issued publications concerned exclusively with
the NEM/AV program.

H 2. SDE issued general publications which contained
information concerning the NEM/AV program.

I. Statistics

SDE collected statistics relating to the use of NEM/AV
in public elementary and secondary schools.

J. Production

SDE produced NEM/AV materials for use in public elementary
and secondary schools.
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K. Distribution

SDE distributed NEM/AV materials to public elementary
and secondary schools.

L. ETV

L 1. SDE has legal authority for the establfshment, oper-
ation; or fulfillment of ntllar remopono41,4144-teks
concerning open- or closed-circuit television
within the state.

L 2. An agency of the state government other than SDE has
acquired responsibility for ETV.

M. Programmed ausLaa
SDE conducted activities or published materials relating
to teaching machines and programmed learning.

N. SDE Unit

SDE has an administrative unit responsible for NEM/AV programs.
O. Budget

O 1. SDE has provided definable budgets for NEM/AV unit
or. activity.

O 2. SDE estimates budget for NEM/AV unit or units.

For purposes of breyity "60" is used in Figure 2 to refer to
the calendar or school year 1960-61, and "64" for the calendar
or school year 1964 -65.'

Si nificant Chan es in N- AV Acti ities Since 1960-61 As
Re orted in 1965

Item 20 of the ACSSAVO questionnaire asked: "In your opinion
what significant changes have occurred in your SDE NEM/AV oper-
ation since 1960-61?"17 (Please describe.) One hundred and twelve

17Three
numbered spaces. were provided for answering this question.

Eight states said no significant change had taken place; three
states indicated one such change; six, two changes; 26, three
changes; one, four changes; and twO, five significant changes.

responses describing changes considered to be significant were
reported by 38 states. These were grouped roughly into broad
categories; they are reported under the functional headings of
NEM/AV activities used elsewhere in this Summary Report. As
might have been expected, many of these informal replies could
be classified in several ways. The Summary ,Report staff has
arbitrarily placed the response in whatever category seemed to
be most appropriate. Sometimes, they have also used illus-
trations drawn from the various replies which seemed best to
reinforce or illustrate a named "significant change". Although
the five states whose programs are described earlier in this
chapter also reported "significant changes", they are not used
here as examples for obvious reasons.
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The "significant changes" since 1960-61 reported by 38 respon-
dents follow:

Organization and Finance

Creation of a separate NIP'/AV administrative unit and/or appoint-
ment o: NEM/AV designated personnel. (6 states)

Exam-lc: Utah-- "formation of new Division of Instructional
Med.ain September, 1965. Includes'tbe employment of a
Division Director, Library and AV specialists, as well as
back-up personnel."

Additions to NEM/AV professional statf. (12 states)

Exam les: Florida--"The graphic artist and AV technicians
ave been added to the department." Georgia--"Additional

position has been created--Copsultant for Teaching Media."

Expanded budget foriNEM/AV activities in SDE. (2 states)

Leadership Activities

Better awareness of the values of and greate; respect for NEM/AV
activities and services by SDE personnel and in one instance,
the public). (7 states)

Examples: Arkansas--"More awareness on part of the adminis-
tration of value of AV materials." Iowa--"Complete depart-
ment acceptance of new media in schools."

Improved status of NEM/AV as a field of educational activity;
NEM/AV personnel work in closer relationship with curriculum
and other SDE activities, (3 states)

Example: Oregon--"Development now under way of regional
curriculum council, the operation of which will focus
attention on 'how to' (with all media emphasis) an well as
'what' and 'when' of curriculum."

Increased attendance and participation of NEM/AV staff members
in workshops, conferences and so on, and training in the use of
new media. (2 states)

Wider use of NEM/AV resources by SDE personnel, (7 states)

Examples: Florida--"All staff members use NEM/AV as a
normal procedure in making presentatlons." Marylaud--
"Increased use of new media by staff.1'

Change in emphasis from a film distribution, technical or just
"visual aids" service to professional leadership on a broader
basis of NEM/AV activities. (3 states)

NEM/AV publications produced. (3 states)

Example: Minnesota--"The department has published an
Administrative Manual for Minnee*a_Pubiic, Schools which
ETrirr.hequasencldriies Urgr5ersonnel, types

of 4, equipment and materials, and building facilities which
are recommended as essential to good instruction."
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Increased activity and emphasis on ETV. Improvement in its
development. (10 states)

Examples: Alabama--"Steady increase in number of ETV-
using schools since 1960 and more general acceptance of ETV
programs by schools as part of their instructional programs."
Georgia--"Expansion of TV production and broadcast potential,"
Mi^higan--"Reactivation or the State Educational Television
Committee." Oklahoma--"Supervision of ETV from the standpoint
of standarda of accreditation and utilization," Maine--
"Construction of statewide ETV network." Tenessee--
"Expansion of state educational television broadcast
facilities." (See also descriptions of activities in the
five states described earlier in this chapter.)

Greater demand for NEM/AV services and for participation of NEM/AV
personnel in a variety of educational activities, (4 states)

Exam les: Arkansas--"Greater demand for conferences and
works ops in utilization of AV materials." Kansas--"In-
service requests from schools of the state increased four-
fold." Rhode Island-- "More requests are received for con-
sultant services on selection and utilization."

Expansion and improvement of service--workshops, demonstrations,
development of local and regional centers, closed- and open-
circuit ETV and so on. (7 states)

Exampks: Colorado--"Educational Technology Dissemination
Project Consultant with mobile van made presentations, ran
workshops and offered consultant services." Maine--
"Extension of services through increased appropriations,"
Virginia--"Upgrading of total program in the state."

Expansion of NEM/AV use in schools--through cooperative arrange-
ments among districts, development of centers, more materials,
and promotion of newer media. (4 states)

Examples: Colorado--"Use of state film collection tripled
between 1961 and 1965. Ninety per cent of increase was in
school use of films for enrichment purposes,." New
Jersey--"Much more equipment in schools resulting in more
requests,for help with utilization techniques." South
Carolina--"Tremendous increase in the purchase and use of
the newer media by the local schools."

Better utilization of NEM/AV materials in schools. (5 states)
Example: Louisiana--"Greater interest in proper utilization
on the part of teachers in the state."

Operational Services and Activities

Increased availability of all kinds of NEM/AV equipment, (5 states)
Expansion of NEM/AV materials in libraries in the public schools.(3 states)

Expansion of regional NEM/AV service centers with increases in
numbers of AV personnel., (3 states)
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Increase in the size of the state film library, (1 state)
Increased use of films from state library. (2 states)

Establishment of film library in SDE for distribution of free
films to elementary schools, (1 state)

Researghgalay2lopment Activities
NEM/AV survey of school districts initiated. (1 s'4;ate)

Regulatory Activities

Standard of NEM/AV equipment upgraded. (1 state)

NEM/AV certification requirements and standards of competence
upgraded. (1 state)

Exam le: Minnesota--"Mandatory certification of all persons
no ng positions of AV director or coordinator in public
schools. The department reviews the qualifications and
checks certification, Establishment of AV Advisory Com-
mittee to the State Board of Education, They are setting
standards of competence for AV personnel and standards for
teacher training."

NDEA Influence on NEWAV Activities in SDE

The .ACSSAVO questionnaire also included three questions
regarding the influence of NDEA on NEW AV activities in state
departments of education, The three questions were as follows:

* First, "If your SDE had no administrative unit respon-
sible for NEM/AV activities prior to NDEA, has such a
unit been established as a result of NDEA?" Twelve
states (Alaska, Indiana, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska, Oregon: South Carolina, Tennessee: Washingtoni
West Virginia, and Wisconsin) answered this question in
the affirmative.

* Second, "Has the SDE NEM/AV program been expanded as a
result of the operation of NDEA ?" Thirty-six states
(Alabama, Arkansas, California,., Colorado, Connecticut,
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, Nevada: New York, New Mexico, North Carolina,
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Tennessee: Texas, Washington, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin) answered this question affirmatively,

* Third, "Exclusive of NDEA matching funds, have additional
state monies been allocated to the SDE for NEM/AV purposes
as a result of the operation of NDEA?" Sixteen states
(Alaska, Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois,
Iowa, Louisiana, Minnesota, New Mexico, New York, North
Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Texas)
answered this question affirmatively,
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Chapter 5

STATE LAWS PERTAINING 70 NEM/tV ACTIVITITIS

Concurrently with the SAVES Prolect (completed January, 1963)a separate investigation wars to determine the characterof various state laws pertaining tn audinvisUal media and to the
establishment of educational television stations. This latterstudya (completed July, 1962) had as its controlling purpose the

A study in three volumes (State Laws on Audio-Visual Media of
Instruction in Public schoon707717X5ErIiHient of Educat oral
Television Stations conducted by John W. Connelly, Jr., underan =A contract OE-2-16-003, Office of Education, U. S. Depart-ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D. C., 1962.
(Often called the gatagazitagy or conngilym222EI.) See Prefaceon how the Connelly was summarized,

finding of legal authority that affected or might affect "increasedor improved use of audiovisual instructional media. The study

41=1111011111171.1111, AMEMOIMOMCMMillir 10:21201=111r +11111101.Siglak.

111111112
Ibid., Chapter I, p. 12.

11111.711=11111111111111111D

itself sought to determine instances of legal authority specificto uses of audiovisual media in elementary and secondary schoolsas well as references of general or related types that might be
invoked in the absence of more specific authority and that might
affect negatively or positively the classroom use of these media,

To achieve this purpose, several procedures were followed:
* All pertinent laws of each state were first examined to

identify officials and agencies within state and local
government whose decisions under such authority could
conceivably affect NEWAV use.

* Statutes, regulations having the force of law, as well
as court decisions, were examined for legal authority,
specific or implied, relevant to NEN/AV3 matters.

3Ibd. Chapter I, p. 2. NEL/AV media were generally defined inAB-regal study, to include charts, exhibits, filmstrips, flat
pictures, maps and globes, models, posters, radio programs,
recordings, slides, television programs, teaching machine
programs, and other non-book instructional materials.

miNIIIIMsMismismiamINICIIMI=Mar...,
* Laws of the 50 states were analyzed to ascertain legal

authority to establish and operate educational %;elevision
stations. (Amended to the original contract.)

Inasmuch as there is a lack of uniformity in the laws of the
50 states, in form and substance as well as in the distribution
)f legal authority for the conduct of activities to which theselaws apply, it was believed to be important to find some means to
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report the study of such laws so that the result would be morethan a mere collection of legal citations for each state, To
achieve this end, a special classification plan was developed that
facilitated the interpretation of and reference to a vast amount
of legal material, %his plan also provided a means of demon-
strating how legislative and educational authorities in each state
had solved, or were plied in a position to solve, particular
problems related to the classroom use of audiovisual instruc-
tional media.

The classification scheme finally adopted consisted of 22
functional categories that identified typical, but general, NEM/AV
activities and services, These categories then served as constantsto which the variableslegal authorizations (expressed and im-
plied)--could be related and compared. The categories themselves
represented the full range of activities found to be common to
most NaM/AV programs concerned with "selecting, acquiring4 financing,and distributing audiovisual media of instruction; regulatihg theuse of them; gathering statistics on their use; organizing special
units to facilitate and promote their use; advising users on
selection and use; providing for special skills of users through
a system of teacher certification and requirements of qualifi-
cation for employment; and enforcing the use of them through a
system of accrediting schools on the basis of their observing
requirements for a minimum supply and use of such instructional
media "4

'Connelly Report, Chapter.I, p. 14.

Categories used in the legal study are similar to but not
identical with the categories of NEM/AV activities treated inthe SAVES Study questionnaire. It should aim,. be remembered that
the SAVES Itacly focused primarily on the NEW activities of
state departments of education while the study of state laws
relating to NEM/AV uses included laws applicable to any govern-
mental unit concerned with public education--not just those
applicable to state departments of education. Thus, the laws or
regulations might relate to local authority or local operations,
to statewide policy, to higher education, or to the specific
functions of state departments of education,

The legal study itself was conducted by a full-time principal
investigator and two part-time assistants. Begun in August, 1961,
and completed in July, 1962, t1 study was reported in three
volumes. Two of these volumes (Volume I, 785 pages, and II, 316

AI/ im111
It is anticipated that the Connelly Report may be obtained on

micxocilm from the MM. (Write Dissemination Branch, MOS)
onermoriPs

vissove.MMIIIIMOMMANIMINW

pages) contain findings and discussions of the specific and general
laws of each state that pertain to audiovisual instructional mediafor classroom use, as well as descriptions of the organizational
structure and some background statistical information on public
education. These data are presented in a standard format based
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on the categories described above. The third volume6 (566 pages),
ANI111110.

6
Chapter headings for the last volume, the final report, are:
Chapter I, Introduction: Problem, Approach, Method of Presen-
tation; Chapter II, Organization and Background Information;
Chapter III, Summary of State Legislation Dealing Specificallywith Audiovisual Aids; Chapter IV, Summary of State Legal
Authority to Establish and Operate Educational Television Stations;
Chapter V, Summary of Laws and Regulations According to Functions,
Relevant to the Use of Audiovisual Instructional Media in Ele-
mentary and Secondary Public Schools; and Chapter VI, Conclusion,

the final report of the study, is a summary and digest of the
various separate state reports and a refinement of legal material
gathered in the survey.

Distribution of Power in the Educational Structure

Within each body of school law are the enactments that set
patterns for the distribution of power to organizations, officials,
and agencies within each state.? Mow and to whom this power is

7
Organizational and background information for each state is
summarized in Chapter II of this study by John W. Connelly, Jr.

=OM

distributed is to some extent a key to determine control points
of decision making for education. In New York State, for example,
the state education department is seen to be a component of an
interlocking organizational complex: having sweeping authority--
perhaps more, than any other educational agency in the country--
that permits direction of all significant aspects of the state's
educational program. Idaho has made similar large grants of
power to the State Board of Education and expressed restrictions
on the powers of local boards. There, a "residuary!) provision
invests the state board with all powers not otherwise granted
to organizations or officials. In other states, in contrast, the
emphasis is almost the reverse. In most New England states, for
example, the traditional emphasis has been on local self-government
and control of education. There, less power is vested in ante
state boards. In Texas, on the other hand, a statute provides
that all powers not specifically granted to organizations and
officials at the state level are reserved to and shall be
exercised by local boards, which Are defined to be operational.
Four states are without rtate boards of education; .instead they
have only a chief state school officer with a staff which functions
as his "office" and corresponds to a department of education. It
should be obvious that such variations in the distribution of
powers and duties can and do affect every aspect of the educa-
tional program including, of course, the development and operation
of NEM/AV activities and services.
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School Laws in General

School laws providing for the operation of an effective
public school system touch upon all the laws of a state, com-
prising a separate "universe" within the laws for that state.
There is considerable diversity and variety in the school laws of
all 50 states. In some states, for example, the school laws have
been drafted in broad terms; they are seen to be flexible in
scope, leaving much to administrative discretion. In ohers, on
the other hand, separate education codes compiled from laws
(supplemented by rules and regulations having the effect of laws)
apply specifically to school operations. In Connecticut, for
instance, the school code contains less than 150 mes of statutes
and grants only general powers; in California, in contrast, the
educational code requires more than 1500 pages (encompassing
some 20,000 different sections) and deals specifically with a
great range of educational activities. As might be expected,
however, there are many gradations of specificity, detail, and
length between these two extreme examples.

*So matter what the size or scope of school laws, it must be
assumed that they represent laws that state legislatures consider
to Ise necessary and effective for operating the educational
establishment.

ImAlluthREitxt2A121 with Audiovisual Media (1962)

The authority or powers granted by each state to organi-
zations within the educational structure to operate its public
schools were examined in the Connelly determine which
had been granted expressly and which were only im lied from
general grants*to aeal with audiovisual media o ns ruction.
Lack of an authority citation does not mean that no such authority
exists; rather, it may mean that the state legislature concerned
had either considered the authority already granted to be adequate
for such activity, or that it had not considered the activity
necessary to achieve effective operation of the school system,

Expressed Authority. To summarize the legal references
giving expressed .authority to deal with different audiovisual
materials, the Connell y Stud identifies as basic such items as
charts, exhibits, at pictures, maps, globes,-models, and posters,
all in common use in the schools. A second class adopted for
convenient description is films, which includes other related
items, such as filmstrips and slides. A third class is aeldio-
visual, a generic term used in legislation to include tape andother ap an

sound recordings as well as other materials items just
mentioned. The fourth class is television, which includes
various kinds of legislation on this subject as well as a few
statutory references to radio and radio instruction.

zi.........,t1INoNijWAVLStatesv. Legislatures of twelve
states have taken no action to provide specific legislation
relating to audiovisual media. These are: Alaska, Colorado,
Idaho, Kentucky, Maine: Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Mexico, Texas, and Wyoming. Nevertheless, there is evidence
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SAVES Report, show) in most of these states audiovisual
Chapter III

sual media are
not only used in the schools but that the SDE itself assumed at
least some responsibilities for NEM/AV activities. In Alaska,
for example, one state department supervisor was shown to have

(as the individual state reports in the SAVES Study,

spent part -time in 1960-61 on NEM/AV matters, a small estimated
budget was provided fnr salaries and Amyeeneem, state funds
distributed on a per capita basis for specified purposes included
$.50 per child in grades 1-8 and $1.00 per child in grades 9-12
for audiovisual materials, and a small state-supported instruc-
tional materials center distributed films to schools throughout
the area.

That most of the states without specific legislation have
active NEM/AV programs is also evidenced by SAVES_ Report data
showing the number of SDE-sponsored meetings related to NEM/AV
matters, SDE publications in the field, the existence of SDE-
supported' film libraries, and the assignment of SDE personnel
having NEM/AV responsibilities,

States with Le islation for Basic Materials. In nine states,
legislatures save provi ed eg s atiQn concerning only some form
of Ikea basic tvbes of media= Arizona, Delaware, Georgia,
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
In these instances, legal references authorize local procurement
of maps, globes, charts, and "apparatus". Variously, some are
authorized to procure "teaching aids" (Arizona), "teaching
materials and aids" (Georgia), and "other instructional materials"
(Kansas). The extent to which such minimum legislation has
affected the development of NEA/AV programs in these states is
unknown, but there is ample evidence that in these same states
there is considerable SDE activity in NEM/AV matters. Georgia,
for example, has a Director of Audio-Visual Services and a Tele-
vision Director. In 1960-61, at least 10 persons spent full-
time on NEM/AV work. The estimated SDE budget for NEM/AV
activities that same year was $481,8247 and for 1964-65, expend-
itures of more than $1,600,000 were reported. The state owns and
operates four film libraries and one tape library, provides a
program of audiovisual matching funds, is active in ETV, and
produces audiovisual materials.

It would appear that states having only legislation on
basic types of equipment are in about the same position as state;
having no legislation. Authority to deal only with these items
gives only frail support to an implication of authority to deal
with films and television. In such states, therefore, implied
authority to deal with more sophisticated types of equipment
rests more on grants of powers to deal with "school supplies",
"teaching equipment", "instructional materials", "other necessary
supplies", or similar reference expressions. These same general
expressions also provide the basis of implied authority to deal
with audiovisual aids in states lacking specific legislation,

.thl.fe!islItatesTitionS-diovisyal", In fourstateiGeion relating 2nlx to
"audio-visual" but none with respect to particular types: Hawaii,
Maryland, Mississippi, and Utah. Hawaii made appropriations for
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an "audio-visual center" at the University of Hawaii and for
"audio-visual education'' in the public schools; Maryland author-
ized the state superintendent of schools to procure "visual and
auditory aids" for those schools under supervision of the state
board and by county boards for schools under their supervision;
Mississippi established an office of "Supervisor of Audio-Visual
Education" in the SIM? and Utah directed the state superintendent
to prepare "visual education aids" for incorporation in appro-
priate courses of study.

States with Two Classes of Materials §recified in Law.
Legislatures in two states have provided for sim le basic-t es
of media as well as for the class of audiovisua a s, ut not ing
else. New Jersey, in addition to permitting local boards to
procure basic types of materials, provides for the voluntary
establishment and local and state support of county educational
audiovisual aid centers. In South Dakota, on the other hand,
county superintendents are directed to procure "audio-visual
equipment and supplies" (in addition to other "basic" materials)
for the county library and to make them available to schools.
School boards of independent districts are also required to
spend minimum amounts for "audio-visual equipment "..

States with Laws Only_fpr ETV. In seven states, legislatures
have provided reiating only to educational television
and to no other audiovisual media forms. TM; states are: Alabama,
Arkansas, Florida, Illinois, Louisiana: oregoh, and Rhode Island,
It should be noted, however, that at least six of these seven
states have developed NEM/AV programs and have a record of pro-
viding active leadership at the state level.

States with Laws Relatin to More than Two T es of Audio-
visual Media. In the remaining sixteen states, legis atures have
provided legislation relating to two or more of the four types of
audiovisual media (used here as classes) basic, films, 12122isica,
and audiovisual in general. Figure i identifies classes of
audiovisual media legislation provided in these states.

§ateswithReulatealinwith Audiovisual Media. Ten
states provide regulations dealing specifically with one or more
types of audiovisual media. (See Figure 2.) These regulations,
issued in the exercise of power granted by the legislatures* have
the force of law. The states concerned are: California, Kansas,
Minnesota, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Virginia* and Washington. In Kansas and Washington,
such regulations relate primarily to accreditation standards;
in Kansas they refer specifically to basic, film, and audiovisual
media; in Washington, they refer to allUEVisTraThedia and tele-
vision. In four, states (Minnesota, North Dakota, Oklahoma, and
Tennessee) references are made to minimum standards for equipment
and/or materials. In Minnesota, these standards refer also to
minimum training for NEM/AV persoinel. Regulations in the
remaining four states of this group authorized or restricted
expenditures for materials and/or equipment as the following
summaries illustrate:



FIGURE 1.. STATE LAWS PERTAINING. NJWAV MEDIA

........4.......
State ilasic Films. TV General

, .

1, California x x x x

2, Connecticut x x x

3. Indiana x x x

4, Massachusetts x x x

5. Montana x x x

6. New Hampshire x x x

7. New York x x x' x

8. North Carolina x x

9. North Dakota x x .

10. Ohio x x x

11. Oklahoma
.. %

x
.

12. Pennsylvania x x x x

13. South Carolina x x

14. Tennessee x x

15© Vermont x x x

16. Virginia x x x

13 11 12 12
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FIGURE 2. STATE REGULATIONS GOVERNING NEM/AV MEDIA
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* California: Restricts purchases of materials and films
and filmstrips, to those "adopted" by county boards;
restricts purchases of equipment by county boards except
for use by staff to provide "audiovisual services" or
for loan to schools, and the like.

* -South Carolina: Spelifies standard lists of equipment to
be purchased by school dittricts; many materials and other
items are also specified in other lists.

* Virginia: Authorizes expenditures of state library funds
on a matching basis to be used in purchasing certain AV
equipment and materials.

* Washington: Requires use of local funds in purchasing
"Visual aid equipment" and, as noted above, provides
extra credit in accreditation standards for schools

.

offering special services in audiovisual and television
media.

ImEliellutharitytopeal with NEXVAV Matters

As previously indicated, the Connelly Report showed that
some states are without specific legislation related to NEM/AV
use; others have specific legislation referring to the' uses of
certain types of materials and equipment. However, all states
have general laws capable of affecting negatively or positively
the use of NEMIAV materials and equipment in the school program.
When a legislature does not enact new laws to provide specifically
for the use of NEM/AV, it would seem reasonable to assume it is
satisfied that general authority already granted to schools
is sufficiently broad to permit proper NEM/AV activities simply
on the basis of im lied authority. A statute authorizing or
directing a schoo oar to prov de schools with textbook's and
"other materials necessary for instruction ", for example, might
Well be given this interpretation.

8
/t should be emphasized that such general laws are subiect to

legal interpretation in each state as well as within its au-Dun:lita.
Obviously, it would have been not only impractical, but very nearly
impossible, to obtain interpretations of them by legal authorities
of every state. Therefore, 'the legal citations and references
to statutes and regulations in this study are those selected and
interpreted by one person. As such, of course, they may be
questioned or challenged by legal authorities of individual states.

112601q.11MIIMEN1011111.11i1.,-.

A major portion of the .Connell Stud was concerned with
analyses of general laws tha7m19 e mplied or invoked for the
conduct of various NEM/AV activities connected with classroom uses
of audiovisual,instructional materials. In doing. this the
investigator arbitrarily selected as beadin0 22 major categories
of NEM/AV activities for which appropriate legal authority could
be reported somewhat uniformly and Conveniently. General laws
were cited if they contained general provisions which reasonably
and probably could be interpreted as being relevant to'a partic-
ular category of NEM/AV activities.- The Connelly categories,

4
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advising, organizing, conferring outside, selecting,

the SAVES Study, included the following: planning, preparing

acquiring, financing, regulatory uses, distributing, producing,
certificating teachers, prescribing qualifications, accreditiN

resembling those used to identify NEM/AV activities reported in

schools, building schools, research programs, and institutes.' III

14

IF"' ..., MMII ..M.ID
Categories not listed here are considered to be inapplicable

to this ammaI/A222Et.
0111101111MIIMMIMMIN

As expected, categories under which laws were cited were
conceivediko have broad meaning as illustrated in the following
examples:"

10Chapter V of the legal study, pages 16-18 explains all categories
used.

eINIZEMEMIN

* Planning--Plahning at any level for use of taudiovisual
media.

* Pre arin curricula--Preparing curricula, eitheron the
basis o minimum requirements or in elaboration of details,
in such a way as to include the use of such media.

* Conferring outside--Conferring (usually by top-level
officials) with,individuals or organizations outside
the education hierarchy to promote classroom use of
such audiovisual media.

* Selecting-- Selecting such media, with indication of
contro s used through medium of requirements, official
"adoption",, or with freedom of choice.

Examples of general or implied authority to conduct NE?VAV
activities illustrate the nature of such laws and their possible
application:

* Example 1: Pre arin Curricula (Alabama). Secs. 17 and
75ITTIM 52, Code of Alabama 19561 direct the State
Board of Education on recommendation of the State Super-
intendent, to prescribe minimum contents of school courses.
Authority to include new media appears to be implied.
Section 407 directs the Committee on Courses of Study
to recommend courses for all, schools. Authority to
include new media is also implied. Section 87 directs
county boards, on recommendation of.county superintendents
of schools, to prescribe courses of study. Again,
authority to include new media is implied.

* Exam le 2: orniziniir.zona, General po ars of
the Ar zona State BoaidTfadVcation (Sec. 102, Title 15,
Arizona Revised Statutes, 1960 as amended in 1931) implies
luthority to organize special units for i.se of new media.

* Ex_. 3, UonferriasaLsIgsjalgosaal. Through Sec.
123-1-5 (school Laws of the State of ColoraL.s, 1956; as
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amended in 1961) the Colorado Statr. Board of Education is
vested with powers and duties necessary to carry out
general supervilion of the schools, implying also
authority necessary to confer respecting new media.
Sec. 123-1-7, of the same laws, authorizes and directs
the State Commissioner of Education to act as executive
officer of the State Board in carrying out its policies,
thus implying authority to confer outside the school
system concerning- new media.

kamE12_41 ,Regulating122212121. By Sec. 32-408 (Georgia
School Laws, Title 32 as amended in 1961) the Georgia
State Board of Education is directed to provide rules
and regulations for the supervision. of all public schools.
This statement could be interpreted as including ex-
pressed authority to regulate the use of new media,
including reporting and keeping of statistics with regard
to them Sec. 32-515 of these same laws_gives the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction the right to require
reports of county superintendents and presidents of
independent school -systemis, and includes the implied
authority' to require reparis and statistics on uses of
new media.

This portion of the Connelly Study thus emphasizes that
broadly stated school laws seem to have the advantage of being
adaptable to changing conditions and circumstances zince they can
Sae construed by the courts as appiyin§ to a variety of situations.

Educational Television and the Establishment of ETV Stations

At the time of the Connelly investigation (1961-62) few
states had legislation dealing specifidally with educational
television There Nas only. limited legislation with expressed
provisionsil pertaining to the establishment and operation of

11,
According to the Connelly Report (Chapter VIr p. 22), in 1962,

only ten states had "proviaed express authority for a specially
created state agency of for an organization within the public
school system, or both, to establish or operata a television
system." The states were: Alabama, Arkansas, California,
Florida (not too clear), Louisiana, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island."
ETV stations. Thus, in most states, it was necessary to analyze
the general powers of educational organizatilns to determine the
kinds of implied authority that could be exercised in establishing
or operating ETV stations.

Analysis shoWed that the role' of leadership in educational
activiti3s customarily'assigned'to organizations and officials at
the state level does not 'necessarily imply authority to take a
definitive lead in the introduction of educational television
into the public school system, or at least (with but few exceptions)
it has not led to such action, ?Or this reason, and because the
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study of legal authority to establish and operate educational
television stations involved many questions entirely differentfrom these connected .,"ttrs legal authority for use of audiovisual
media (including television) in the schools, the subject was
treated separately in the report.

At the time of the study (1962)1,274 channels had been re-served in the 50 states, 65 scat one` were in operation, and 6
411.1117111111LIMIC

In addition, there were five commercial stations licensed to
educational institutions. These five were omitted in the analysis
of legal authority for ETV.
11ffiellimlaMq.11111111r

411=0=11.12,111.11111.1.1.

stations in 5 states had been licensed but had not yet commenced
operations. The owners of stations for which operating licenseshad been granted (in 1962 and updated for 1965)13 were classified

3
Updated.information (not in the Connelly Study) was drawn from

Educational AM and FM Radio and Educational Television Stationsby_State and Cit . USOE, Department of Hea th, Education: andWaare, -asn ngton, D. C., July 1965. These were placed in theclasses used in the Connelly Report.

as shown in Figure 3.

The variety of organizations under which educational tele-vision is being developed and the fact that in 1962 thirteen of31 states with ETV activity (21 out of 34 states in 1965) showedthat more than one class of orgenization14 evened ETV stations.

14
7b qualify for ar,...ETV license, each organization must satisfythe Federal Communications Commission that it is (1) a non-profitorganization, and 12) responsible financially and subject to

claim and suit by creditors in its respective jurisdiction.

These facts indicate that different kinds of legal entities havebeen employed as vehicles to establish and operate educational
television otations.

The classes of organization indicated in classes 8 to 12are in many respects similar. They are governed in organization,operation, and fiscal responsibility by basic laws of their
respective communities, for example, and are thus like other
organizations carrying on non-profit activities. Corporatecharters, or articles of association, provide their legal author-ity to establish and operate ETV stations.

The legal authority to establish and operate ETV stations
for classes 1 to 1 with two exceptions (both privately ownedcolleges not discussed here), relate to organizations governedby public laws prescribing their duties and powers in relationto state and community interests. As a sovereign, the state iecapable of exercising power not granted (or prohibited by theConstitution) to the Federal government, Thus, the state
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Figure 3. Agencies or Organizations Owning 3TV Stations
(continued)

Class A encias or Or anizations Ownin'- STiVStations 1962 1965
7 Universities, Colleges, or Bodies Representing

Them
wata.a..W.M0

California
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Iowa
Maine
Michigan
Missouri
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico (joint ownership)
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wisconsin

8 Public Library
Kentucky

Totals

2btals

2 2
1 2
2 2
1 1
2 2

1
1 2
1 1

1
1 1

1/2 1/2

1
2 4

1
1 1
1 3
2 3
1 2
1

9 Non-official Councils or Commissions
Missouri
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Texas

Tbtals

1 1
1
2

10 Foundations
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Michigan
Ohio
Tennessee
Texas

lbtals

41111=1311,

1
1
1
2
1
1,

1
1
2
1
1



Figure 3. Agencies or Organizations Owning ETV Stations
(continued)

Class Agencies or Organizations Owning..FTV Stations

11 Associations
California

12

nin*vion* of en+n1f+4

Illinois
North Dakota
Ohio
Virginia

Corporations
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Maine
/4innesota
New Jersey
New York
?ennsylvania
Virginia

Total 1962
sg

Total 70
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1962 1965

1 3

1 2

1
1

1 1
Totals I 4

NIFIRMLIPILMIMIBMwor

ittals

commercial licensed (not reported)

1
1
1

2 3
1

1 3
1

1 3
2 4

r§

Total 1965
109 includes 13 stations on non - reserved channels (reported)

Total 'TIM
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(subject to constitutional restrictions) is supreme within its
own boundaries; it can authorize any state agency to establish,
own, and operate an educational television station, Each state
can also own property and through its legislature can enact laws
governing its acquisition, use, and disposal. The ruling that
such property must be used for the purposes and in the manner
determined by the legislature applies not only to plant; equip-
ment and other property but to money received from state appro-
priations and from local taxation as well.

Other than its form, there is little that is unique about
an ETV station. It is a highly technical, electronic apparatus
restricted in its use to communications of an educational nature.
As such, it represents only an addition to the many other tools
currently used for instruction.

The establishment and operation) of an ETV station require
not only availability of a teaching staff to prepare communi-
cations but money for costs of construction, operation, and
staffing. Laws governing teachers in other educational estab-
lishments seem also to provide sufficient authorization for them
to teach via television. Authority to spend money and to perform
acts connected with constructing, maintaining, and operating ETV
stations is found primarily in scnool laws on education enacted
by legislatures to govern activities of agencies created and
regulated to carry out a necessary function (education) for
the states.

Laws relating to state colleges and universities are also
stated in general terms that provide general powers under which
to establish and operate ETV stations.

Class 2 and Class 6 organizations (a state board of higher
education and a local board of adult education) are subject to
similar legislative regulations that govern other public organi-
zations or agencies created to accomplish certain educational
purposes.

Similarly agencies in Classes 1, 3, 4, and 5 are authorized
to establish and operate ETV stations. The Connelly Study ana-
lyzed legislation to determine specific references to authority
to establish stations and to grants of power so general as to
suggest that they could serve as authority for these purposes.
Examples of legal authority (1962) for Classes 1, 3, 4, and 5,
expressed and implied, to establish and operate ETV stations
follow:

* Exam le of Class 1 State or Special State Aenc
Alabama: Code of Alabama. Recompiled 1958, Title 52.
By Sec. 627, the A abama Educational Television Com-
mission was established to fulfill a special function
for the state. Sec. 631 dire,,:ta it to control and
su ervise the use of all educational channels, and
aut, or zes it to designate the location of stations and
to make regulations for their operation and for programs
cl them. The same section authorizes it to own stations
(implying power to buy or construct), to operate them,
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or to contract with others to opetate them. Sec. 632
authorizes it to execute all necessary contracts and to
accept gifts or grants from any source. The state board
of education might have authority, under its general
control powers, Sec. 14, to participate in a contract
on behalf of the state department of education (which
executes policies, Sec. 3) to operate a station for the
Commission and for the benefit of the public schools.
If a county board attempts to enter such a contract,
under its control powers of Sec. 62 and contracting
powers of Sec. 99, it would have to be with approval of
the state board, Sec. 14. (The same would be true of a
city board if it sought an operating contract.)

* Example 1 State Board of Education
222gia: Geor is School Laws, Title 32, as amended in

t t e time of this legal study, there was no
express authority for a state board of education to
establish and operate ETV stations. The exact source of
such authority is uncertain but it may be implied from
Section II of Article VIII of the 1945 Constitution
which provides that it "shall have such powers and duties
as provided by law and existing at the time of the adoption
of this Constitution, with such further powers and duties
as may be hereafter provided by law." It may also be
implied from Section 32-401 of the School Laws which
contains the same provision as above. Sec. 32-408 also
says, "The State Board shall provide rules and regu-
lations for the supervision of all public schools of
this State OOOOOthey shall make such rules and regu-
lations as may.be necessary for the operation of the
common schools and for the administration of the common
school fund." Another grant of power may be implied
from a section (Sec. 32-413) which authorizes the
state board to accept grants from the Federal government
and other sources and empowers the board to administer
these for the benefit of the common school system, and to
acquire equipment and supplies and use funds to the benefit
of the State of Georgia.

* Example of Class 4, State Department of Education
Louisiana: Louisiana Statutes, as amended in 1961.
leTTOTZWEE5777Lciallaiga Educational Television
Commission, the membership of which includes two repre-
sentatives from the state Board of Education and State
Department of Education. Sec. 2505 describes its powers
which are largely policymaking, promotional, informational.
and advisory, although it may accept gifts and grants for
the development of television, Sec. 2507 authorizes the
Commission to appoint a full-time coordinator or executive
secretary and prescribes his duties, Sec. 2751 empowers
the State Board of Education, the Louisiana State Uni-
versity Board of Supervisors, and the State Department of
Education, through the State Superintendent of Education,
to establish and maintain ETV facilities. This is express
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authority, and evidently the authority under which the
SDE applied for and obtained a license to construct
and operate an ETV station.

* Exam le of Class 5 Local Boards of Ed1L.,ation

Florida: Florida School Laws. 196L, Sec. 246.03
establfsEed the Florida Educational Television Com-
mission which operates under the control and super-
vision of the State Board of Education, Sec. 246.05.
It is authorized to establish a television network
connecting communities with stag. ns as determined by
the State Board of Education. This network is intended
primarily for instruction of students at junior colleges
and universities, Sec. 246.08. The Commission is
authorized to advise, consult with and cooperate with
local educational agencies in making surveys on this
medium, Sec, 246.11. The County board of education
under See. 230.03 is responsible for the organization
and control of public schools of the county. The board
is a corporation, Sec. 230.21. Under Sec. 230.22, it
has powers to determine policies, make contracts, and
perform duties and other activities it may find necessary
for improvement of the county school system. Other duties
and powers are described in Sec. 230.23 which include
power to control and administer property and money given
to the schools, adopt school programs and make surveys
for annual and long-range planning and so on. These
several sections provide ample justification for im-
plying authority to,estabiish and oper=e6 an
educational television station.

Summary and Comments

The study of State Laws on Audiovisual Media of Instruction
in Public Schools and on EstablishmeLt of Educational Television
Stations John.W. Connelly, Jr. , distilled from a vast amount
ForiWaial, sought to examine legal authority affecting the
classroom use of audiovisual materials and equipment, including
those involved with establishing and operating educational tele-
vision stations. Material. was recorded, assembled, and classified
in'several ways, as described and illustrated in this chapter. A
parallel comparison of data was facilitated by reporting and
discussing the legal findings in a uniform format with respect
to the organization of the educational establiihmenti.specific
legal authority fol audiovisual media, and a categorized classi-
fication of authority (expressed or implied) relevant to the
conduct of NEM/AV activities and services. (The establishment
of ETV stations was treated saparately.) It was pointed out here
that direct comparisons of school legislation among the several
states were difficult to make ara that it would be unwise to
attempt to import legislation from one state to another or to
generalize about such laws in the country as a whole, Rather,
school laws of each state must be considered in the context of
the educational structure for that state, the intent of the
letyislature in granting broad or specific powers, and interpre-
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tations of such laws by appropriate legal authorities.

Several other observations and comments seem pertinent:

* There is much less state legislation on NEM/AV subjects
than current interest would suggest. Some states have
none at all. Some make only meager reference to simpler

44.1.....va. asmisw.ftso stevmusiis lain' WAAVii %.Adial2iUMACIA.1.1.0

amount of legislatic: eNr laws of such sweeping signif-
icance that the gmundwork is laid for extensive pro-
grams of NEM/AV. !et external evidence has clearly
shown that other states having little or no legislation
nevertheless provide extensive programs for NEM/AV.

* In some states legal authority relates to one or more of
the several types of media included in the definition of
"audiovisual ". In other states, there is little or no
specific legislation, yet evidence showed that similar
NEM/AV activities were being conducted by school
authorities.

* It might be inferred that the greater the amount of
legislation (either basic or current), the greater the
number of provisions relating to the use of new media.
However, there appears to be no consistent or measurable
relationship between the amount of legislation on public
schools and the number of specific references in that
legislation to audiovisual media of instruction.

* Lack of legislative citations should call to the attention
of N.,,. AV leaders and legislators the need for legislation,
But it must also be remembered that lack of citation does
not necessarily conngtelaCk of authority to act. If
authority is sometimes not clearly expressed, it is
frequently possible to act on the basis of implied
authority through use of a combination of legal pro-
visions showing the clear intent of the law.

* In 1960-61, no court decisions were found dealing
directly or by implication with a significant aspect
of the school use of audiovisual media,
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Professional interest in the orderly development and improve-
ment of audiovisual education practices and services of state de-
partments of education has increased markedly in recent years,
made possible in part by the enlarged expenditures of Federal and
state funds in suppOrt of such programs. This increased interest
prompted publication of this Summar Re ort of an earlier States
Audiovisual Education Study (SAVES . The original SAVES Stude

The SAVES Study was conducted by the School of Education of the
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, between March 1961
and January 1963, pursuant to Contract SAE-9415 under Title VII B
of the National Defense Education Act of 1958, administered by
the U. S. office of Education. The publication in which findings
were presented is titled Practices of State De artments of Educa-
tion in New Educational MOIVAlriov sua Educat opEuram
1960-61. Vol. I, Final Report, Vol. II, Appendices.

VINCEN.1111ammiM lmilm=lranymmo,

first published in 1963, contained detailed information regarding
new educational media programs then operating in each of the 50
states. In each case, observations were based on 1960-61 data
obtained through questionnaires, personal interviews, and analysis
of applicable publications, statistical reports, and legal statutes.

Although the complete SAVES Study will continue to serve
as a reference point in the development of such state programs,
its usability is to a considerable extent restricted by the
comprehensiveness of its coverage and the limited availability of
copies. For these and other reasons, then, a summary report of
its principal findings would appear to be useful and needed.

This 2211MaEX.13222E1

* Describes the research design and procedures employed in
the original SAVES Study (Chapter 1);

* Examines and discusses certain 1960-61 national patterns
of new educational media activities in the 50 state de-
partments of education, with special attention to: (a)
organization and finance, (b) leadership activities, (c)
operational services and activities, (d) research and
development activities, and (e) regulatory activities
(Chapter 2);

* Reports 1960-61 opinions and observations of state depart-
ment of education, Personnel in the 50 states concerning
growth, needs, problems, and anticipated future develop-
ments in the educational media field (Chapter 3)7

* Compares the 1960-61 and 1964-65 plans of organization
and activities for new educational media in five selected
states 401-1-Mriii-a-7-7Cepiteet-Itut-;---Hawerti,--

_pennsyWanial (Chapter 4);
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* Compares selected aspects of the 1960-61 and 1964-65 new
educational media programs in the 50 states on the basis
of responses to a questionnaire circulated to and completed
by members of the Association of Chief State School Audio-
visual Officers (ACSSAVO) and contAining items identical
with those of the' earlier SAVES St udy questionnaire
(Chapter 4);

* Summarizes and comments on lecrislation (as of 1960-61)
affecting and pertaining to new educational media
activities in the 50 states (Chapter 5).

Organization and Finance

In examining various aspects of the organization and financing
of NEM/AV activities in state departments of education, the orig-
inal SAVES Stud sought to determipe: (1) the number of persons
who assumed NEM/AV activities within the SDE, (2) which of these
positions were NEM/AV designated, which carried "general staff"
designations, and which were technical, and professional, (3) the
unit or organizational arrangement within the SDE which provided
NEM/AV services, and (4) budget allocations supporting NEM/AV
activities.

1. In general, the evidence points to increasing recognition
of NEMAV activities in state departments of education. Only 60%
of reporting states indle.atGe. pr4AmAnce of such units 1,T1 1960-61?
78% of them reported such units in 1954=65. The 1960-61 survey
findings supported the observation that, in a large number of
instances, it was sometimes difficult to identify the NEM/AV unit
as an administrative entity in the state department of education
table of organization, and no national pattern of organization
was discernible. Current changes, in these respects, are
aapamAily evident. The five-state analysis of SDE NEM/AV units
(Chapter 4), for example, suggests current increases in the size
of NEM/AV professional staffs and improved recognition of NEM/AV
unit responsibilities and its place in the plan of state depart-
ment organization.

2. Whereas in many instances in 1960-61 it was found that
NEM/AV activities were carried on within a "Division of Instruc-
tion", recent data (1964-65) indicate increased use of specialized
SDE NEM/AV personnel and designated SDE NEM/AV units to carry out
such assignments and responsibilitias. The 1960-61 ratio of
general staff members having some SDE NEM/AV responsibilities to
those specifically designated as NE/AV professionals was
approximately 10-1 (978 to 96).

3. The National Defense Education Act of 1958 (with sub-
sequent amendments) has enabled state departments of education
to expand NEM/AV staffs, facilities, and services. With the
current influx of new Federal funds in support of SDE NEM/AV
programs, there is the concomitant need to expand SDE staffs and
facilities to administer funds for those programs.

4. It was found, in 1960-61, that NEM/AV activities were
sometimes diAded between more than one SDE office, and, occa-
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sionally, between two or more persons in the sLalle office. Where
such divisions occurred, educational television appeared to be the
activity most frequently separated from other NEM/AV activities,
Only infrequently were library and audiovisual activities com-
bined in the same office, and this arrangement appeared not to
be common.

5. Most of the indiv1duals identified in the 1960-61 survey
as doing less than full-time SDE NEWAV work (the majority of
instances) had not had special professional NEM/AV preparation
for their assignments. The same situation prevailed for the
relatively few individuals whose NEWAV assignments occupied
their full-time.

, 6. In 1960-61, there were only 96 professional full-time
equivalent NEM/AV staff positions in state departments of edu-
cation for the United States as a whole, Of these, 20 were em-
ployed full-time in educational television work,. The 1964-65
questionnaire returns show (of 46 reporting states) only 98 suds
full-time equivalent positions. But in the five-state' survey
group, marked recent increases in such professional personnel
were noted,

7. In 1960-61, a total of 18 states reported identifiab:Le
SDE NEM/AV budgets (ranging from $9,000 to $1,000,000). The
total amount budgeted in these states was approximately $2.1
million. Another 15 states reported estimated (but not sevt:-
ately identified) SDE NEM/AV budgets WrigarigiTiom $2,000 to
$481,824. The total amount budgeted in these states was approx-
imately $800,000. The remaining states appeared to be unable to
furnish even an estimate of SDE funds expended fox state level
NEM/AV activities and services. The 1964-65 data derived from
analysis of NEM/AV activities of five selected states indicate
sizable increases in identifiable NEK/KV bUdgetb (ranging from
25% to 100%). Large portions of all these NEWAV budgets are
being spent'on educational TV (averaging approximately one-third
of all available funds). Special support funds for edmcational
television have also been appropriated in four of the five states.
Budgeted funds for television are used in a number of ways: (a)
for matching, (b) for purchase of classroom receivers and ex-
perimental equiputent, (c) for purchases of video tapes, (d) for
program production and. station operation, and (e) to support
special ETV projects.

8. Job specifications and special qualification require-
ments for SDE NEM/AV professional positions were noted in the
1960-61 survey. In 32 of the 50 states; the most common minimum
educational requirement was the master's degree; teaching exper-
ience was frequently specified; school supervision experience was
required in 11 states and school administration experience in 13.
Results of the ACSSAVO questionnaire and of the five -state analysis
of recent developments suggest that there is increasing specif-
ication of suitable training and experience for professional SDE
NEM/AV assignments.
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Leadership Activities

Leadership functions identified for SEG in this study were:
(a) planning and advising on curriculum development programs,
(b) providing in-service training for personnel at state and
local levels, (c) preparing publications to implement educational
goals, (d) providing leadership in the innovation and evaluation
of new methods and materials, and (e) conducting research d+ sign:
to improve an educational activity=

1. In instances where NEM/NV personnel were designated as
serving within SDE's in 1960-61, their most frequently reported
activities Were: (a) providing consultation, (b) assisting in
curriculum revision, (c) preparing guides and other utilization
aids, and (d) planning and conducting conferences and workshops.
Of these, the last was the one engaged in most frequently by
NEN/AV professional staff members. Workshops conducted involVed
large numbers of people. Although they were intended primarily
for and attended by large 'numbers of teachers, they also attracted
many administrators, supervisors, and lay persons (such as board
members) interested in education, There was a much smaller number
of meetings held exclusively for NE/AV staff members of the
states' school systems. The 1964-65 data suggest* that conferences
and workshops continue to occupy. much of the tire of SDE NEM/AV
personnel. Many of the more recent meetings tend to be concerned
more with innovations--the introduction, promotion, or evaluation
of educational tel multi-media utilization, programmed
instruction, and the like.

2, In 1960-61, the most, commonly reported SDE NEM/AV publi-
cations were catalogs and listings of NEM/AV materials, Of 180
SDE items (total) reported as dealing "in whole or in part" with
NEM/AV matters, 30 were described as catalogs or listings, while
98 (more than half) dealt exclusively and 52 dealt partially with
NEM/AV matters. The reported ratio of SDE NEN/AV publications to
total SDE publications was 180 to 2,121 (or approximately 1 to 11).
The 1964-65 data show an increase in the number of publications
dealing exclusively with NEM/AV. The five-state survey clearly
shows that publications continue to be an important SDE contri-
bution to NEM/AV developments and that catalogs remain prominent
in the list. Reports of conferences, experiments, evaluation of
services, and suggestions for media utilization are becoming more
numerous.

Operational Services and Activities

Operational services and activities of state departments of
education were identified in the SAVES as being of two types:
(1) the procurement and distribution of new educational media
(materials), and (2) the actual production of certain types of
materials,

1. By far,
in 1960-61, was
fated equipment
loan items were

the most commonly reported SDE NEM/AV service,
the provision of new educational media and re-
for use by SDE staff members. The most common
16mm films and transparencies. While this service



continued to be important in 1964-65, other services were occu-
pying more attention of the SDE NEM/AV unit,

2. In 1960-61, 11 of 50 states provided a state-level dis-
tritu;.eon loan service supplying new educational media to schools
throughout their respective states, The 1964-65 survey data
showed a sharp increase in such services. Video tapes appear to
be assuming new importance as loan items for SDE NEM/AV distri-
bution unitl. Duplication of recorded magnetic tapes is an
important service provided by some states,

3. In 1960-61, a total of 21 of the 50 states reported SDE
production of relatively small quantities of various types of new
educational media for public school use, Slides were the meet
frequently mentioned items peoduced, followed closely by 16mm
sound films; tapes, large transparencies, radio broadcasts, and
television programs (including video tapes)0 SDE NEM/AV per-
sonnel were also reported ae providing considerable professional
guidance and assistance for production to other SDE offices; to
other state agencies, and tp various school units. Only in-
frequently did the SDE NEM/AV unit provide individualized, custom
production services for sckools. Results of the ACSSAVO question-
naire study showed that the number of states invollied in production
activities declined betweell Dar-61 and 1964-65. However, the
1964-65 five-state survey results suggest that in their cases
SDE involvement with NEM/AV production activities is increasing
markedly, especially with .regard to educational television and
audio tape recordings, Th.Tee of the five states concerned also
reported increased production of 16mm films 'and simple graphic
materials.

4. The 13-state personal interview (from which the five
states reported were chosen) survey of 1964-65 highlighted the
range of the centralized-decentralized continuum of SDE NEM/AV
activities (from. a highly decentralized state, at the one ex-
treme, offering almost no operational services, to a highly
centralized state offering numerous statewide services, at the
other). Interview data suggest that many states are now actively
promoting the expansion of numbers and services of decentralized
NEM/AV centers, rather than continuing to expand state-level
centralization. California is highly decentralizedand has been
from the beginning, Hawaii is developing local distribution
centers in outlying island locations, Pennsylvania is cooper-
ating with regional educational_ service centers to provide NEM/AV
services to local schools, while at the same time retaining
fairly direct control of the NEM/AV activities of these centers.
Connecticut has developed local NEM/AV centers in each. of its
cities of more than 20,000 population. New York works with and
through local councils and school groups, but provides con-
siderable central direction.

Researchanda22122maltAs..ivities

Included in the original SAVES StuAy questionnaire and follow-
up interview schedules were items pertaihing to NEM/AV research and
development activities. Specifically, these items referred to



(1) the collection of statistics concerning the use of new edu-
cational media in the public schoolsusually involving "Annual
reports from school districts, general surveys, and special
studies", and (2) types of services available tr% the SDE in con-
ducting and documenting official'studies related to new edu-
cational media.

1. The 1960-61 survey results suggest only min± mat NEMAV
research and development activity by SDE personnel. The little
that wae being done at that time appeared mainly to involve the
collection of statistics relating to NEM/AV inventories and
frequency of use of materials and equipment, The five-state
survey shows, however, that in some states there is new interest
in evaluative and research activities by SDE NEM/AV professional
personnel, especially in connection with experimental ETV pro-
grams and various other educational innovations. Many of these

-eare made possible largely throUgh the availability of Federal
funds.

2. Although a few states may be seen to have given increased
attention to NEM/AV research activities in SDE's throughout the
country, the level and quality of this activity appear to be at
quite a low level in the nation as a whole. It seems logical to
assume that SDE's must develop a new concern for this rale in
the near future. A part of this need stems from increased
participation of local school districts in research and evalu-
ation activities--especially those required by the evaluation of
innovational practices encouraged through Federal funds and
programs.

Regulatory AELlYa122,

The 1960-61 SAVES Study considered NEM/AV implications of
the SDE regulatory activities relating to: (a) accreditation of
schools, (b) certification of school personnel, (c) building and
facilities standards, (d) NEM/AV equipment standards, and (e)
SDE distribution of state aid funds for NEM/AV activities.

1. Of 44 states in 1960-61 reporting SDE-developed and
published accreditation standards, 32 included items pertaining
to NEM/AV matters.

recommended
such references were general, rather

than specific, and recommended kather than mandatory.
2. Accreditation standards for NEM/AV personnel employed in

schools were almost non-existent in 1960-61. Only two states
(Oklahoma and Illinois) reported them.

3. Only 13 of 50 states in 1960-61 reported required NEWAV
course work for certification of professional school personnel.
Of these, five required it for librarians, six for teachers,
and ten for supervisors and administrators. (Requirements appliedto more than one type of certificate in some states.) The 1964-65
questionnaire survey results indicate a considerable increase in
such requirements for all three groups--from 14% to 24% of the
reporting states for general teacher certification, from 14% to
30% for librarians, and from 6% to 22% for administrators and
supervisors.
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4. In 1960-61, the states typically did not designate their
own (as opposed to Federal or local) funds to support NEM/AV
activities. While at the same time 27 states distributes, funds
earmarked for NEM/AV purposes. Only five states reporte6 thatsuch funds were a regular part of the state's school sup/ixrt pro-gram, anti 19 of them reported that funds-so earmarked were related
exclusively to NDEA programs. In 43 of the 50 states; 01 the
other hand, non-earmarked funds could be used for NE1q1V purposes,with local board approval. The 1964-65 survey results indicate
some decrease in the number of states providing both earmarked
and non-earmarked SDE funds for.NEWAV activities,'althongh the
questionnaire item for this information did not require ftlabor-
ation as to the size of such allocations.

5. In 1960-61, nearly half the states were v,ithout pub-
lished standards for building requirements relating to NEM/AV
needs--such as light control, storage facilities, power outlets,
acoustical control, ventilation, and provisions for multi-mediause. Where they did exist, the standards referred primarily to
conventional building code requirements rather than to anything
especially related to NEM/AV applications. Characteristically,also, such standards as did exist were recommended rather than
required. The 1964-65 survey results suggest that the number ofstates having standards for buildings and equipment is decreasing.

State Laws Pertainin212.111WAV Matters

Concurrently with the original Ihnumies5., a study was
undertaken (reported in Chapter 5) to determine the character
of various state laws pertaining to audiovisual media and to the
establishment and operation of educational television stations.
Its principal purpose was to find the legal authority that
affected or might .affect "increased or improved use of audiovisual
media". The study -'sought not only instances of legal authority
specific to uses of audiovisual media in schools but referencesof more general or related types that might be invoked, in the
absence of more specific authority as needed.

1. There is considerably less legislation on NEM/AV sub-
jects than current interest would suggest as necessary or
desirable. Some states have none; some make only minor amount of
reference to it some have a great deal. The evidence points tothe fact that there is little connection between the amount of
legislative reference to NEM/AV matters and the size or quality
of such programs.

2. In some states legal authority is stated for one or more
of several types of new educational media usually included in thedefinition of "audiovisual". In other states there is little or
no legislation with such spOcific applications. Yet similar NEM/AV
activities were conducted in both situations.

3. There appeared-to be no consistent ormeasurabie corres-
pondence between the sheer amount of legislation for public
schools generally and the number of specific references in that
legislation to NEM/AV mallters.
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4. Lack of legislative reference to NEM/AV matters does notsignify school personnel are without authority to act. Experiencehas shown that it is frequently possible to imply authority toact through a combination of expressed legal provisions whichshow the clear intent'of the law.

Television Develonmento

The unusual expansion of state department of educationactivities related to educational television prompted specialattention, in this Aummary.2222EI, to applicable legal provisionsfor its administration and support.
1, In 1962, 31 states reported educational televisionstations within their borders; in 1965, 34 states and PuertoRico reported them. Increases in stations appeared to' be occurringin states that had one or more stations in 1962, rather than to bespreading to states that -Jere without them at that time.
2, Of 31 states reporting ETV stations in 1962, 13 reportedthese stations were owned by more than one agency. Of 34 statesreporting such stations in 1965, 21 indicated multiple ownership,
3. Leadership in the introduction, development, support,and improvement of educational television is frequently exercisedby state departments of education, In 1962, a total of 70 STVstations were on the air (five of these on unreserved channels);in 1965, there were 109 (13 on unreierved channels), Thesestations were owned by twelve different types of agencies ororganizations, as follows:

1962 1965
Owned by state boards of education, state
departments of education, state boards ofhigher education, or special state agencies 11 15
OWned by local boards of education or

4 112 2school districts (1 public library) 40000090000 1461010 21.5
Owned by universities and collages... ......... 21.52 32.52
Owned by foundations, associations, or
corporations (and non-official commissions)... 20 40

41,11.111MMEMICINISIMINEM
2
Fraction arises from the fact of joint ownership with anotherclass of agency or organization.

4. There has been an increase (in 1964-65 as' compared to1960-61) in the number of SDE's having legal authority on whichto base decisions to establish or operate educational televisionstations or to fulfill other responsibilities concerned with them.A similar increase was noted for the number of non-SDE agencieshaving similar authority, 4.
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Several recommendations appear to be justified by the pre-
ceding statements of findings, as follows:

1. State departments of education should move quickly to
establish NEM/AV standards--as local guidelines for development
of programs. Such standards should be developed in cooperation
with national agencies, such as DAVI, which are currently in-
waved in similar ecforts, such standards should apply to the
accreditation of schools, professional certification of teachers,
media specialists or geeeralists, and librarians, as well as
administrators and supervisors, 'They should also apply to matters
pertaining to building facilities, instructional materials center
(library and audiovisual) units, acid equipment and materials.
Special care should be taken in developing such standards, to
insure their use as "floors", rather than the usual or "average"
level of achievement.

2e Since state departments of education are in all cases
constitutional offices, lack of specific legal references to
NEM/AV activities and standards in constitutional or other
official administrative codes may be regarded as a serious
handicap to proper program development. Such references have
the advantage of providing stability to the course of such
development and of making it possible to avoid frequent changes
of policy or diminution of financial support.

3. Special attention _should be given to the professional
NEM/AV personrel needs of state departments of education. Past
practice at'thibelevel.has been to employ one or more generalists
capable of providing Ass...stance and counsel in nearly all phases
of the program. The recent dramatic expansion of public school
involvement with instructional technology highlights a new need
for NEM/AV specialists capable of providing expert leadership to
greater depth in more limited areas of concern. Perhaps; the
ACSSAVO group itself, working in cooperation with the P3MS
(Professional Education of Media Specialists) commission of the
Department of Audioet.sual Instruction will be helpful in devel-
oping professional preparation criteria for both types of
individuals. Attention should also be given to publicizing
effective ways of finding and utilizing suitable specialist_per-
sonnel within states through development of professional rosters,
specialist training sessions, and the like.

4. The influence of the several applicable Federal programs
(especially NDEA) for enrichment of SDE NEM/AV activities should
be studied and evaluated with care, The stimulation of such pro-
grams will no doubt continue to be reflected in expanded NEM/AV
professional and non-professional staffs in state departments of
education, The intricacies of relationships among state depart-
ment NEM/AV offices, regional cooperative demonstration centers,
county-district facilities, regional research and development
centers, and single school units r- be studied and examined to
provide needed articulation and of 4iency, Perhaps the dangers
of making inadequate or ill-advised use of Federal resources have
never been greater.

5. There is urgent need for long-range cooperative planning
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for state department of education NEM/AV activities and-programs,
ACSSAVO appears to be moving ahead vigorously in fulfilling someof this need, But still other cooperative projects (some involvingthe National Defense Education Act and the Elementary and SecondaryEducation Act of 1965 programs, with their institutes for mediaspecialists and school librarians and other programs; some in-volving various committees and commissions of the Department ofAudiovisual Instruction and the American Association of SchoolLibraries; and others) are needed. In this connection, some ofthe present experimental approaches to statewide development(Oregon's "Project Springboard", and others) also should beassessed for guidance.

It appears almost certain that the way ahead for state de-partment NEM/AV activities may be epitomized as "more and more".Promising innovations surround us on all sides: Mobile labora-tories, educational kits especially tailored to locale or regional
requirements, educational television networks, telephone lecturesystems, tailormade in-service units, video-tape recording
facilities, demonstration teams :end centers, expanded purchases ofmaterials and equipment, curriculum laboratories, multimediademonstration units, ITV and ETV resources, and many others.
State-level leadership planning to guide these developments willbe more essential than ever 'before. The challenge is significant;the degree to which it is met will surely reflect the professionalmaturity of the field. Thus continuous re-studying of statedepartment of education involvement with these matters is needed.
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